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Two years c

ABSTRACT

study of'"Learning Disabilities Found

in Association with French immersi n Frogra mming" indicated.

that children'who encounter difficul y in primary French

immersion programs may have a specific learning disability

charac ized by a maturational 1 g-in the temporal lobe

regions of the brain. Bio'graphical end background

variables that maybe related to's ccess and failure in

such programs were also identiflied in these studies. A

three year follow-up investigation was undertaken to

identify a set of variables predictive of success or

failure in primary French iMMe -ion pro-grams.. The

fiTsCpWase of the three year study is reported.

Biographical and background information and teacher

ratings were-bbtaIned-for approxiMately 1000 Children in

the spring of their English four-:year -old kindergarten
program. In-addition, the Early Identification Assessffient

Batter.whi,ch included measures of intelligence, readiness

skills, language abilities.and problem- solving abilities
0

was administered to 200 of tjiese children who Will be enrb.11 d

French immersion five-yearrold kinder$iarten in Sep ember

1977.

Ohe resul of this first phase indicated describable

patterns of differences for children entering different



kindergarten programs (French. immersion vs. the regular English

program) and among crildr - entering French T mmersion.

Differences were found in rxzs of family characteristics

(eg. socioeconomic status) preschool experience, parental
. .

attitudes'towards the drench language and parents' educational----

goals for 'children- entring school programs. Teachers

were found to use.J:nforMal'criteria for recommending French

immersion or the English program. The validity of these

criteria will be assessed this longitudinal study.

Individual differences in performance on measures

of the Early identification Assessment Battery_ ere found for

the 200 children assessed .intensIvely. These measures, as
4

well as Bi graphioal Background Information and Teacher

Ratings, will he follow d closely. Their predictive validity

th rig,gard to Success in primary French immersion progams

will be assessed against criterion measures of achievement--

in French and English, ()brained in 1978 in the Spring of

fiveyear7-old French iMAO lion, kindergarten and i '1979

in the Spring of French immersion grade one..
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INTRODUCTION

The study, to be reported represents the third study

in a series concerned with specific learning difficulties pf
,----'

primary French immersion programs. -In the
. . _.----"--

some children

primary French mmersion_program, English-speaking children.

---
beginning in the primary grades are exposed to French as the

language of instruction for at le -fifty percent of the

school day.- In many school systems, kindergarten and grade

one are taught exclusively in French-with instruction in :the-

being 4' _-__
English language pein- i;ntroduced\and gradually increased

.

later grades .

The reader is referred to the introductory pages

two earlier studies (rites end P

depth discuss'ons of important

e, ti97 101)

-in the-area of' second.

language learning. Several-variables which are potentially

mportant in 'affecting second language leaini e dis-

cussed: These indlude linguistic-aptitude; att tudes,

biological maturation, cognitive develOpMent, age, fQ scores,

attitude,', personality characteristicsi and spedific learning

disabilities. A recent paper by McLaughlin (1977X provides

an excellent review, of issues related_to second language

:'learning in children
_ -

He points out` that,. contrary t popu-

lar belief, !"older childredo be , on almost all aspects-
.-

of language acquisition than do .younger children in



C arable circumstances 455) . honolcigica1 aspects

are a posdibleexception with younger -children having les1-;
:

difficulty acquiring_native-likeHprohunciation. The-

critical-period hypothesis (Lennenberg, 1967)- is al So shorn

to be que6tionable.

Major Findings of the First Two Study

The first two years of Study were concerned with

Learning Disabilities Found in 18Sociat' with French limner

sion Programmin (Trues 1976, 1977).

first study it was found that children who have difficulty

in primary French immersion were distinct from children

In the

diagnosed as having a primary reading disabilityA minimal

brain-dysfunction, a primary emotional=.disturbane, or as",

being-hyperactive.! 'The, children with difficulty in French

immersion had a unique-pattern This group

had-a'high IQ and excellent motor and sensory functie a d.

vet performed the most .poorly.en_a_cemplex_p_sy,Chomotor-

prph;lem-solying test. The .findings were
--- 1

evidence of a maturational lag in-the ten? oral l-lobe regions
,

-_ __- --
, - _____ ,

te'rpreted a

of the brain- EtTks-2-known,,that the tempera

important structures in subserving verbal
.

-CeptUal,and memory -functions

lobes are

nonverbal -per-

well a s containing the

audit nttes of the 'berebral,=c-ortex.



The sedond study (Trites and Price, 1977) was under-
'

taken to cross-validate the findings of the first study

Using a nonclinical smp1 and to further delineate the

maturational deficit. Sixteen children who had dropped out

of French-immersion (Drop -out) were matched for age and sex

with 16 children who be the same French immersion

cla'ss as the Drop-outs but were still doing well in the

French immimmersion program (Control) .- -The Control group was

characterized as having higher scores on IQ tests, a higher

socioeconomic level, and,a-history Of starting. nursery

school earlier age compared.with the. Drop-Out--group:

The neuro-psyehologica .1.. profiles of Drop-oUts and Controls

were substantially different. With IQ controlled statis-

tically, these groups ,diXfered on behaviour rating scales

l,and specialized reading .subskill tests of oral, reading and

comprehension. Theearlier finding of a tactual.--perfor-

d

mance deficit suggesting a specific maturational lag in
--:

,

temporal-rUbd7r6grOnS-in-the-Dropout-group---Twas-evident.

The difference was statistically significant in younger

children (below age 9), -consistent with a maturational

lag hypothesis, the. dif ces had disappeared in the

ove -age -9_group _eithougthe---trend was gErrriii favour of

the Contrl group. Sub-groups of DroP-outs were observed

with the pattern. of deficits in the left - handed Prop -outs

diffe ing fro that iv the right handed Drop- outs',



Predicting Success_in School

From this Initial work, it was clear that not all__

Children of.above average intelligence along with excellent

motor and sensory skills experienced success in the primary

French immersion program. Although p4 decisions to

enrol a child in French.immersion may be guided by informed

aid widely used selection procedures, no set of.variables

has been validated as predictive of success or failure in

the primary French immersion program. The earl = idehtifi-

cation of childr(4 who are-a

,Jprimary Fren'ch immersion program

study. The first phase

reppr

high risk fo in a

the goal of' a third

this .study is presented in this

There has beenla great deal of researCh,devoted

prdiction of Success or failure in
t

school, or in-

handling specific aspects th7sc177l curricula

ally reading. SuccessfuIsCreehing_of children',

identification of Children who are likelyto-encounter

difficulties in Some aspects of the school curriculum, is

viewed as an important,goal. With-suchproCedures, steps

cani.be taken early in a child' career to avoid Programs in

which he '5,s likely ,to encounter failure, to design remedial

techniques suitable for the child And tp encouraae

bility in existing programs So-that the needs of indiViddil
,



children will be met. Early fail in a school program_

can b very .harmful to =a child and should be avAded when-

-ever-possible (Kohlberg -LaCrosse, and Ricks ,

Attempts to develop screening techniques have been,.

on the whole, guided by the'Ariew that learning and behaviour

problems arise from defidits within the child. Behaviours

felt to be requisite for the acquisition of academic skills

may be missing due a lack of opportunity to learn them,.
r

some lag in development or a deficit in the child. -Thus,

'screening procedures have involved such measures as Intel-
P

ligence tests, tests of perceptual ,and nguistic function-
.

ing, sensory tests, motor tests, teacher ratings of behaviour

and skill mestery,birth, health and social histories.

While it is important to identify the chilAS chacteristics

t is also important to rinefnber the importane of-{the -.

in eraction between:learning sittuatiO variables and the,

child's learning capabilitids (Keogh and Becke '19.7

.Adelman (1970) has cautioned that many learning and behaviour

problem§ stem-from deficiencies in the learning environment
,

in which the Children are enrolled. Thus, the prediction

success or-filUr in school 'will be mdre accurate if, the

-erection between the child's characteriStics and the

characteristics of the school program.'inwh dt he

is considered,

is enrolled



How well can 'we predict 'sch0401 success and school

failure? rWhat measures are the best predictors? Attempt_

to answer such questions have generally involved adminis-

tratio =of _a battery of tests (predictor variables) in

rgarten df early in grade one followed by measures of.

'achievement or skill mastery'(criterion variables) at the

end of grade one or at different grade levels as the children

progress thiough school. Commonly, correlations are com-
a:

puted-betweenthe-predictor and criterion variables-tT.

determine their degree of association; multiple regOssion
, -

techniques are applied to determine the relative predictive

validity of the predic

identified as-probable

ors; anal_ ocpasionallythildren

successes or failuresaccording to

scores on the predictor variables are-r :Adassuccesses or

failures on the basis of the criterion -Vag:ables and the

percentage of correct predictfonsisdete ned.

Predicting Success-in French

°grams

immersion

To:date,thereihave been few attempts to determine

v a_bles predictive of later achievement in primary French

-immersa.-6 ograms. Edwards and Smythe (1976) assessed

the predictive/validity of measures obtained in grade one

French it mer'ion with regard to performance on measures of

English ,French achievement in grade four French immersion.



Predictor and crit

were entered in stepwise Cult-ipae-regression-analyses,.

e ion yariables for 'two different samples

-Significant predictors of later achievement were found,.

although theydiffered between the twosamples. Teacher

rati=ngs of belhaviour were

investigate_

among the best predictors. These

-s viewed their findings as supportive of the

xpeotation that a. test battery may be developed which

would aid in the screening of children Wishing to enter this

program in kindergarten,, and, grade one" (Edwards and Smythe,

1976; P. 90)-.

Swain and Burnaby (1976) attempted to relate per-

sonality characteristics of kindergarten children, as--rated

by their teachers, to French language achievement scores

obtained in kindergarten,- grade one and grade two. T-test

comparisons indicated that children in French immersion

..---Kindergarten were rated more highly in terms of happiness,

perfectionist tendehcies an4 talkativeness compared. to

children ih, the English program. The authors attributed

the personality-difference preselection factors'based

upon characteristics parents donside by important for

success in French imme siOn. However, 6f these characteristics,

only perfectionist tendencies correlated highly with second 1 nguage

acl-deverrent. Quickness in grasping new concepts was also related to

second language achievement. Thus, 'personality characteri

tidS-may, be related to. success in. French immersion and shpuld



be further evaluated to determine the extent their

relationship to second language achievement.

In a study of the effects df preschool experience

upon grade one achievement, Lokan,Halpern, lay and Brooks .

(1976) found that children who had_attended four- year -.

old kindergarten.and children who had attended nursery

school performed-better on some achievement tests at the

beginning of grade one compared_ to children who had not

' attended these programs.. However, this-relationship Was

not,apparent at the end of trade one. investigation of

home variables related to preschool attendance indicated

that 'nursery school attenders had more favorable home back-

groundS,(for example, parents read to the child more fre-

quently and there were more books .n the home) than non-
.

attenders. In addition; Lokan,and Pay (1976) reported that

significantly more children in. the French irrmersin program

attended nursery school compared to children in ;th+ English

program group. The rela.ti nShip betweennu sery school

-attendance and fi ome backgrollnd varia ed the authors to

suggest. that children in grd ;one Frnch mriion pro =grams
, ,

-,---
T

tend to come fkom more advantaged homes tian--Children in

regular grade one programs. Nursery school attendance was

not related to success in French immersion in /this study,

andAthis area warrants further investigation.



The results of a recent attempt
% assess the -pre-

..

'd etive va.lidity of measures obtained early a child's

schok career upon laterAuocesS in French immersion are

not yet available (Tourond, Obadia and:Mor Carlton

Board.

Frenob

Education, Ottawa,,Ontario). In tis;study,

mmersionj(indergarten teachers competed a checklist

rating the child in terms of motor skills, auditory skills,

language and speech, social- emotional developMent, visual

skills and concept development. Preliminary results indi-

rated that the checklist itself was not highly correlated

th French language achievement at the end of grade,;one.

However; when :the checklist subtest scores were CoMhincd

th-Gates-MacGinitie reading readiness scores, better, pr

d ctive validity was obtained (multiple regression

coefficient of .59) in relation,to success in French at the

end of grade one. , Even this combination leaves consider-

able variability unaccounted for.

The study described earlier(Trites and Price, 197

pointed to everaf variables which should b' considered in

a screening battery designed to predict achievement in

primary French immersion programs. ,These included factors

such as hAndedn'es, socioeconomic status preschool exPeri-

ence parental attitudes, IQ (including both verbal and

nonverbal measures), reading subskills level of -pthon-

logical development, 'ychomotor and -o her-problem-solving



skills arid. behaviour ratings.

Predicting Success in Regular

School Programs
.

Many factors influence achievement in school .inclug .

ding: "Intelligence, perceptual functioning, linguistic

functioning, motivation, emotional adjustment home el-Niro

_rent, socioeconomic status, health*status and so on.

Screening batteries deigned to identify children .who

experience school dif ficulty. attempt to sample as many of

these facto as pogsible (Biemiiier, 1974).. 'Other

:eatteMpts to predict successuccess .0 .failure in. s hoof. chboseo
_

ear two meabures only. In the. review to f llow, studies

which include a wide variety of:measures in' screening

batteries will be, discussed first,,followed by studies

selected. measures.

-Complex Screenin Ba dries-

.Several Characteristics of children have been ass=,s ed

in attempts to Predict school success or failur particularly

in the tiiea of reading which is seen as:an essential oompepent,

f acadeMic programs. In a well 7known-study cif the.pre-'

Jansky and fangford
of

(1966) administered-37 tests to children at the end of kinde

garten including measures of fine and gto

diction-of reading-failure,

-0



laterality, bOdy image, visual and auditory perceptual-

abilities, ceptive and expressive-language skills, reading

-readiness (e.g. letter copying Gates RhYming and Matching)

and style ol problem-solving. Several of:these tests were

found-to-correlate positively with end-of-second-grade,

--achievement in reading, spelling and arithmetic. Intern--

gence also correlated significantly with.second grade
---

reading aChievetent and the tests were better'p edictars

Various combinations oL predic or-fo than for boys.

variables were tested to determine a "Predictive-Index"

hich would best identifY-,high risk children.
. _

was-compriSed

Bender Visuo-Mo

tion Nui

Horst Reversals

This iddex

the:following measures: Pencil U-

or Gestalt Test, Wepman Auditory Discrimina-

,

er of Words Used in aStory, Categories,

Test, 'Gates Word Matching Test, Word Recog-

nitien. I and 'rd Reproduction (p..4112): n the,

basis of .criticar,scores on Predictive Index testa, al%

the children identified as failu e actuallyfailea readingA

and /or spelling tests, in grade two, but-errors wire made,in

that children were also identified failures who ubse-
,

qUently succeeded'op,,reading-and spelling-tests.

Insa.study by Eaves,,Kendall,and Crichton (1972,

19-74) .he tests-of the Predictive Index (deHirsch and

tansy, 19.66), the'Draw-a-Per8on Test-and Name Printing were

administered ih the Fall and Spring of kindergarten. The



Co-oyerative Primary Tests were administered at .the end of

grade tWC, They found that. prediction of grade two

achievement was better'when the predictor variables were

administered at the And of kihdergarten. A subgroup of

children were given additionalpsydhological and neurologi--

cal assessments, parent and teacher ratings and the Metro-

politan-Readiness- Test. Multiple regression analysis in-

dicated that a small number of these 196 measures was

highly efficient in predicting achievement on the Co-

operative Primary Test. A combination of female sex, left-

right distinction, Horst Reversals, Pencil Use, Wechsler

Presdhool and Primary_Scale of In'telligence (WPPSI) Infor-

mation subtest and Full, Scale IQ, the Visual Association

subtdst of. the Illinois -Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

(ITPA) and motor integration predicted reading achievement
4

R
2
= .99). Listening was' predicted best by WPPSI Mazes

2
subtest and Full Scale _IQ-and ITPA Meat Scale Score (R =-

Word Analysis was preCicted best by normal cranial:,---, .95).
.

nerves', pencil skills, Horst Reversals and teacher's

estimate of "ready for Grade one" =(R2 .97)'. -The-authors

concluded that these variables were good predictors of,'

school achievement and thatA.t is riot difficult to identify

children who can be expected to fail in school. However

this study has not been cross validated. Although the

Predictive Index (deHirsdh et al., 1966), was f6und to predict



school success, the study by Eaves et al.---(1974) indicated

that only three f the 15 most useful predictors ere from

the Predictive Index, while four useful predictors were IQ

measures.

In a later study, Jansky and deBirsch (1972) adminis-

tered a screening index.coMprised of letter naming, picture

naming, Gates Word Matching, the Bender Visuo -Motor Gestalt

-Test and the Sentence Memory subtest of the Binet test to..

children in .the spring of their kindergarten year*. These

predictors were submitted to astepwise multiple linear

regression analysis with grade two reading and spelling

tests as the criterion measures. A multiple correlation

coefficient betWeen the predictor tests and:second*grade

reading was .66, and 79% of the failing'readers were identi-

fled. Socioeconomic status was also assessed and was fou-

to correlate .49with second- grade reading.

Adelman, Feshbach and Fuller (1973) have illustrated

other .useful predictors of school success or failure. In

the spring of their kindergarten year, children were assessed

n the following measures: WPPSI, Otis-Tannon IQ test, and

the Predictive Index (delfirsch et al., 1966) .

filled out the Kindergarten Student Rating Scale (KSRS)

Teachers

assessing areas.of cognitive, affective and social fUnct on-

ing in kindergarten. At the end of the first gi'ade, the

Cooperative Reading Test and Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test



were aaministered. A stepwise multiple regression analysis.

indicatedJthat the KSRS was the-best predictor_pf reading

achievement, followed by the Predictive Index and the WPPSI.

Thus, in this study, kindergarten teachers' ratings predio-

ted.first grade reading performance as well as the psychor-

metric battery.

The Windsor Early Identification project (O'Bryan,

1976) was designed to identify children who were likely.to-
.

have difficulty coping in school. PredictOr variables
..,

----,

,

wete_ obtained in kindergarten and incltded tests f colour

recognition, receptive and expressive Language, auditory

asSoc Aon
J

bied other predictors including--teacher -ratings

descriptive -data (handedness,. age, height, weight, language

and mathematics. These test variables were com-

background), and social and medical histery-data. The

main criterion measure' as the Smith -Francis test which

included-subtests measuring figure copying, letter and word

likeness, listening and following directions, beginning

sounds, and visLal'me-ory. The test measures were entered

into a multiple linear regression analysis with the Smith-

Francis total score and a multiple r.of .72 was obtained.

With the addition of other predictor variables, the multiple

r increased to .78- This extensive study points to the

redictive validity of tes

tive variables assessed'.

asures over the many descrip=



Wand 1974)---sessed the reading readiness, latera7'

lityi hearing, vision and speech of kindergarten Children:.\

Reading' -achievement was assessed in grades,oneand-two.

Reading readiness subtext scores, combined with age, audio

eter:rating and type of classroom (traditional versus ,open-,

concept) provided the highest cor dlations with criterion

measures. however, mportan sex differences were noted

such that:0-re best predictors differed for boys and girls,

Boys' grade one reading performance was predicted best by

;2
a visual test articulation test and an auditory test

.52). Girls' grade one reading perforamcne Was best pre-

2
.dicted by a visual test and an auditory test (R.- = .45).

The studies desdribed above indicate the complex

combinations of measures which have been found to be:predic-

.tive of latePschool achievement Several points shoUld be

noted. Sex may be important in predicting school aOhieve-

ment in view' -f. the' finding by deHirsch et al. (1966) that

their- tests were better predictors for girls than f' boys,

and Wan ' '(19.74) demonstration of different predictors for

boys and girls. Socioeconomic variables Should be conside-

(A singe they were found to correlate with reading achieve-

men (Japsky et al., 1972). 'Better predictions, are achieVed

when the screening battery was administered more closely in

e to the criterion measures, .e. at the end of kinder-
.

garters rather than at the beginning (Eaves et el., 1972,



1974) .

The studies discussed to this poiht have demonstra

ted the wide variety of factors that have been related to

,success or failure in school or,in reading. These include

sex, socioeconomic status, la test scores, auditory and

.visual abilities, reading readiness-, languagp skills, motor

skills and teacher ratings. ; Many of these factors will be

examined in further detail below.

Screening cries Includin "Readiness" Measu re'

Several screening batteries have incorporated measures

of eadinessuiWhich assess the developmental level necessary

for the acquisition of skilis`,.or the accomplishment of pre-

requisite skillS which form a foundation for learfiing new

School readiness tests attempt to tap the level, of-

development of skills:important in the kindergarten or -grade

one program, while reading readiness tests identify skills

requisite far, or involved in the reading process.

In.a review Of reading readiness tests, Farr (1969)
. . . .

described tte lack of reliability and predictive validity pf

several test's.. However, the Metropolitan Readiness Test,

total score was reported to be a good predictor of success

in learning to read for middle Class children. gford

(1968) found that the Metropolitan Readiness Test correlated_

with achievement as measured by the Iowa Test of Basic
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Skills in grades'four through six. However, Cawley,

Goodstein and Burrow (l9:72 reported that the Metropolitan,
4r.

and other readiness tests tend to correlate highly with

group IQ tests. They-concluded ,that such tests were no

better in predicting success than IQ tests or rating -scales.

etter predictive validity is achieved when weighted sub-

test scores are used rather than the total testscores.

Ferinden6 Jacobson and Linden (1979), lound that the

scores-of kindergarten children on the Metropolitan Readi-

ness Test varied greatly which causedsome doubt,S.s to its

validity in predicting first'grade'readin@ss., In this

study, the readiness test was useful as a predictor of

later achievement only when the total test scores fell

below the 30th percentile.

Goodstein, Owen and Cawley (1975) assessed the pre-

dictive validity of a battery of- tests administered at the
beginning of grade one in relation to Metropolitan Achiever

ment Test scores obtained in grade six. The predictor

variables included Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities -(ITPA), letropolitan ReadinessTesti-Frostig

'Developmental Test _f Visual-Perception, .ptanfordBihet -IQ,

Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude and letter recognition.

The IQ and readiness measures were correlated (r = .47).-

Multiple regression analysis indidated that the Metropolitan

Readiness as the best predictor of reading and
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mathematics as measured by the Metropolitan Achievemen

Test. ever, even this test accounted for only 24% to-,

30% of the variance.

Plant and. Southern (196
-

administered four, predic--

variables at the- beginning of kindergarten; Stanford-

Binet intelligence Test, Peabody Fieture,VocabUlary. Test,

Pictorial.Te t of intelligence, and WPPSI. An-additional

predictor variable was the Lee Clark Reading Readiness Test

administered at the end of-the kindergarten year. The

criterion variable was the Stanford Achievement Test admi-

nistered at the end of grade one. All correlations

between predictors and the criterion were greater than .40,

with the Lee Clark Readiness Test and WPPSI Full Scale and

Performan IQ most highly related to achievement. This
--\3

study indicated that readiness testing and intelligence

testing may predict later achievement, but there was no

assessment of the relative contribution of these variables

to this prediction.

Hopkins and Siei,(1969) evaluated a readiness

test (Lee Clark Reading_Readiness and an intelligence test

-(California Test of-Mental-Maturity) -administered at the =,

beginning of grade` en, as predictors of reading at the end

of grade one (teacher's marks, standardized reading test).

_While correlationg with the criterion measures we -re Similar

for both predictors, multiple regression analysis indi a-



ted that'use of the IQ test together with the,rieadiness

test had little better. predictive vaidity than the readi-

ness test alone. jlo eve this,particular readiness- test

19

has been found to correlate hiqhly, with IQ (Cawley et al- 4'

1972- )- Therefore, its predictive validity may rest upon

its relationship to inteIigence. The IQ measure added

little to the predictive strength of the readiness measure

because similar abilities were being: tapped.

The studies employing "readiness" measures indicate

clearly ,the importance of IQ test scores-in predicting

achievement-in-school. Readiness measures have frequently

been foUnd to correlate highly/with I. The _relationship

betvie-ft intelligence and achievement, and between inteIli-,

genre and readiness measure's must be considered when the

predictive-validity of readiness measures is being assessed.

Snecific A_ e 5 of Measurement

In contrast to screening batteries which have attemp-

ted to ap a wide rangebf factors, several studies have

focused on specific skills or processes:as they relate t

success or failure in-school-or in learning to- ead.

a) Auditory abilities:' 6Ykstra- '(1965) administered

Intelligence test and seven measures of auditory discrirnisan

nation at the.bcginning f grade one. The criterion vari-

ables were the Cates Word Recognition and Paragraph Reading
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tests at the end of grade one

ted to reading achievement.

measures showed significant o

IQ was significantly reia-

Auditory discrimination

elations with achie'vement,
P

it' wa1 con-
.

eluded that if one's goal is to predict who will be 'success-

ful in learning to read, intelligence testing will yield

predictions similar to p edictions based-upon extensive

auditory discriminat n_measurements.

b) Visual abilities: Visual discrimination abilities

but the correlations were consistently low.,

have, also been the- focus of studies attempting to predict

success or failure in learning to read. Barrett (1955)

reviewed over 20 studies correlating beginning- f4firs grade

visual discrimination-test-scores with end-of-first-grade

reading achievement. Predictor and criterion measures

varied widely and although many stddied demonstrated high

correlations betWeen measures: i.e. greater than

others reported negligible correlations. However, the

studies reviewed did -indicate that visual discrimination

of letters and words had a higher predictive relationship

with first grade reading than visual discrimination of geo-

metric designs and pictures. This inding ppints to the

importance of.selecting predictor variables that areas

closely related as poSs, bleto the skill of interest.

In the study by 600dstein et al. (1975) reported'_

earlier, the F ostig DeveloPmental Test of ,Visual



Percep n was not a good predic-Or of later achievement

reading or in mathematics.

-'21

Pour subtexts of thediee Clark Readiness -Teat assess

visual discrimination abilities. The demonstrated predie-

tive validity of this test (Plant and.Southern, 1968;

Hopkins aid Sitkei, 1969) has been put forth as evidence o

the relationship between early visual discrimination ability

and later achievement '(CAWley et al., 1972). However, the

high cor -elation between the Lee Clark Readiness Test and

IQ weakens this pOsition (Cawley et al.,H1972). Of the-

available tests of visual discrimination, the Gates ubtests

of word-matching, word-card matching, and reading letters

and numbers appear to have the best predictive validity with
_=

regard toereading achievement (Barrett, 1965; Cawley-et al.,

1972) .

Visual-motor abilities:

The Bender Gestalt Visuo-Motor/Test, a measure of

ability to copy geometric des gns has been identified as a

,good predi-tor f-school-success. Koppitz, et al. found

thatthe.Bender Gestalt admihlstered at the beginning of

first-grade =correlated 14ghly,

-Achieve ent.reading

.55) _th Metropolitan

and mathematics tests at the end of

first grade. When a Human Figure Drawing Testwas combined

with the; Bender Gestalt, better prediction was achieved.

The authors suggested that the combination of the two tests
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takes into account many of the factors which affect

achievement.

Keogh and Smith (1967) also examined the predictive
)

-value of the Bender Gestalt test. Scores obtained on this

test ire kindergarten were good prdictors of success in

.

grade three as measured by the California Achievement Test

and in grade six as measured by the io_a Test of Basic

Skills. Potentially good readers were predicted with the

hj.ghest accuracy. Prediction of failure was weak. It was

,:sug'gested that the Bender Gestalt be-used in COnjunction

7ithother.edreening devices.

In another study Keogh and Smith (1970) Compared

the Bender Gestalt test administered in kindergarten and

teachers' evalUations of reading readinesS as predictors of

achievement'in grades two through five. Teachers' ratings

showed a consistent significant correlation with achieve-

ment test scsrsf while the Bender Gestalt correlations were

:,lower and not significant. The Bender-Gestalt,again

appeared-to be -a good predictor of high potential.groups.-

GoOd performance was predictive of success in school, while

poor performancetwas not.predictive:of failure. Weadher

ratings predicted both high potential and high risk Children

Other studies have' found. that the, usefulness of the

Bender Gestalt test as a predictor of achievement appears to

be weak hen., this test is administered in kindergarten.

17



Li

inden, et al. ( 470 ) cur that he kinde_garten Bender'

Gestalt had a very low correlation with first grade reading

achievement 'Measured by the Wide Range Achievement Test.

(r .28). , In contrast, for the same group of children, a--
.

high correlation was found between the Bender Ge-taltd-

min ered in the. first grade and .first grade reading aehieVe-
,

ment (r ,76).

The limited usefulness of the Bender Gestalt a

tered in kindergarten was also illustrated in a study by

Docked, Frede and Gautney (1969) . This test, administered,.
at the beginning of kindergarten was not found to be= good

predictor of performance ion the Mstropolitan Readiness Test

at the end of. kindergarten. WPPSI Mental Age was'found

be the best predictor of end- f-Xindergarten achievement

Cr .80).

Thus, while the Bender Gestalt test is a potent lly

Useful screening instrument, especially in predicting

success, it ShoUld be used cautiously below the, first rade

level. Poor performance shoul_ not be regarded as an indi-

cator of potential difficulty, but merely as an indicator

that a further assessment of the child should be undertaken,

d) Language factors: Language factors have been con-

sidered impdrtantiin'predicting school success and failu

The Illinois.Test of Psycholinguistic Ab (ITPA):I-is one

f the most widely used 1an4uage measures.'



Hammill (1975) reviewed studies which correlated 'TPA sub-

tests with indices of reading, spelling and,arithmetic

determine their =predictive validity. In four longitudinal

studies, the Auditory Association subtest lias the only use-

ful predictor of reading. However, both the ITFA and

achievement correlate with IQ which was not controlled in

these studies. In 2 4 studies which measured the ITFA and'

achievement concurrently, 9 of the 1.2,ITPA subtests lacked
p.

predictive validity for any-aspect of academic achievement.

Only-the Grammatic Closure subtest retained predictive

validity when IQ was controlled. These findihgs suggest

that the ITFA has negligible predictive validity-and should

not be used for screening potential-learning problems.

Faust (1970) raised several important issues -,in a

dis ussion of language factors- in relation to achievement.

I,anguage factors were, found to account for differences in

achievement test scores in. many studies.
7

.HoWever, Fabst-

(1970) pointed out that "children who have deficienaes in

language understanding and Use may or may not become learning

problems` .depending upon,the nature of the situations they

encOunter" (p. 339). 'Merely identifying aefi iencies in a

child does not allow accurate predicAj.on ,of, educational

outcomes; situational variables such as the method of teach-
.,

ing interact to produce a .certain level of _achievement-



PreSchool experience: Demographic variables,

behaxilour ratings, and readines6 Variableq,comprised pred c

for variables obtained. in' kindergarten and related-to the

criterion measure of 'grade one achievement-(Stanforcl

Achievement Test ) in a study by Huberty and Swan (1974) .

The predictive, validity of the kindergarten variables was

'assessed for children w o'had attended preschool. programs

and for nonattenders. Different predictor variables were

found to the important,for_these two groups For nonatten-

derS, academic readineSY was 'the best predictor of grade One

achievement. - owever, for children with preschool

experi6nce, behamioar, v riables were among the, Lest predic-
,

tors of achievement.

Lokan et al.- (1976) examined the effec

experience upon "grad, one performance.

f pre chool_

Tn contrast to th'e

above findings, these authors did not find different _pat-

terns of-predictor variables fbr preschool attenders and:

nonattenders. Biographic variablea(age; sex- birthorder,

number of children), home reading environment, socioeconomic

level,And readiness measures were entered-in canonical corre-- ,

lation analyses with'criterion variables consisting of

grade one scores in mathematics and reading. These ana-

lyses were computed separately for children having no,,prer--

school -attendance end those who had-attended, prdsChool._

Readingreadiness'accdunted forthe,largest proportion of



variability, for both groups.

The contrastin g resul s'eof,these two studies

open the question of the iml5ortance of various predictive

yariables for children with varying preschool experiences

and also the issue of attendance,at\preschool-as a predic

for of school aChievement .Preschool attendance should,

be considered it studies predicting successor failure'in

school.

f) Teachers' ratings: Several studies have'demonstr-
-, - I

ted.the-value Of teachers' .observations in identifying chil-

dren with potential learning problems. Keogh and Smith'

(1970) evaluated'. the._ predictive validity of kindergarlen

teachers' evaluations of reading readiness on a.five

scale in relation to achievement 'evaluated in ,grades two

through five. The Correlations between teachers' -ratings'

and achievement were consistently' significant and.higher

than the Correlations betweet.sthe Bender Gestalt and achieve

meat. The authors concluded that teachers ratings were
A

good predictors for high potential and high risk. children..

(1970) found that kindergarte&Ferinden,etal.

teachers 'Ore 80$ effective i predicting potential learning
0

problems in grade orie, using subjeCtivejudgment alone.

Adelman et al.. (j1973) found-,that the Kindergarten Student-
.

Rating_Scale completed, by teachers was the est predictor of
_

end -of- first -grade reading achievement.
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-Novack, Bonaventura-an4-Merenda (1973) developed a

pupil behaviOur bbservation scale for use-by 'teachers..

The Rhode Island Pupil identification Scale IPIS)

in regular C

eValu-

ated'behayiour illassroom activity behav our

relating to the child's written work for, Children in

kindergarten-through grade two. Behaviour ratings obtained

in theTall and Spring together with IQ test data were

related to pupil educational outcome categories, i .e.

classifications by teachers -.1th'regard _o expected success,-

difficulty in the next higher grade. A multiple diS-
,5

criminant analysis indicated .a high percentage of correct-

predictions of learning problems. The teacher was iden-

t1.fied as t4e-kei person in detecting difficulties

TobiresserG DuckWorth and Conrad (1971) evaluated

the predictiveValidity of theSchenectady Kindergarten

Rating Scales (SKRS), a battery of teacher rdministered be-
,

haviour rating scales. First grade diagnoises of achieve-

ment were based upon first grade teachers' ratings of be-
.

,

haviour and achievement', scores on New York State

t

Readiness Tests. SKRS pro les were examined and,diagnoses
_f, . .

of first grade achievement were made. SKIS :profiles were=

only moderately successful in predicting first grade diagno-

ses. 4TheJoest predictOrs:were scales involving .impulse
. .

control, _language and perceptual-motor skills.



A -.retrospective .Uudy by'Westmann and Rice (1967)

correlated behaviour ratings based on nursery sch061

records with those based on later school.rqcords through

high school. They fbund that children with adjustment

problems in nursery sch,aol tended to haiie adjustment prob-.

lems in later sChool life. Nursery school and kindergarten

teachers' observations'were seen to have potential importance

in identifying children who are .high risks for later,diffi-
,

culty,

In a study of Attw 11 Orpet and Meyers (1967

servationsrof behaviour in kindergarten children were= Made

by outside examiners..during a testing session. The Test

Behaviour Observation Guide assessed ten behaviours in the-:_
:

areas of co-operation-effort confidence-in-situation -motor

1

speed-dexterity, and hyperactivity, .-The kindergarten ratings

1- ,

were correlated with California a Achievement Tesf Scores in

grade five. While many correlations were significant,

"attention" predicted all si areas o the 'achi tevemen tes
A

4The behaviour ratings were especiallmileffective in predic- /
A

ting,reading achievement. The evidence from the above

studies indicates that behaviour in kindergarten,:whethe

assessed by teachers'or outside obsrvers, should be con-

sidered in predictions of later achievement.



summary and Aims

of the Present Study

_ -

The studies presented to this point are a sampling,

=of the research in the.area of early identification of'

learning problem§ It can be seen that this problem is

very comple, Although many actors were found to be sig-

nificantly correlated with school success and their pre-

diativevalidity was evidente thd overall success =of early:

identification procedures has been low. In many cases

large degree of variance was left unaccounted for. This

indicates that perhaps a wider range of factors must be

assessed to improve predictive ability, or that a change of

emphasis is ,warranted.. :-In an excellent discussion of

-

early identification, Keogh and, Becker (1973) concltded

that
.

Relationships between single,. specific pre-
achooltest findings and-later school
achievement are too low to allow definitive
prediction about individual children (p. 7).-

, -

They suggested that the. research in this area has-focused

too heavily ,Upon 'the child and has not adequately considered

the learnihg eituatidn: Adelman (1970) has also suggested

an, alternative;,emphasis to the "disordered child",i.e. an
%.

emphasis on the dynamic nature

school skills are acquired.

f the process byyhich

child's success'or_failure

in sohOol is,,viewed as -a function of the-intera6tion between--



the child's characteristics' and the' characteristics of

the specific classroom Situation in which hemust learn,

for example, a French immersion program.

also noted that "when 'situational factors

,school are-,overlooked,- we f

Faust/(1970} has

at home and at

nd relatively low correlations

between individual traits and school achievement" (p. 337).

These views have implibationS for research in the

area of early identification of learning7probIems whether

they be general, or specific 'to a particular schoOl program.

they require that one not only consider the deficits, of 'the

,
child, but also his abilities, his home background, and

his reaction_ to the classroom situation.: Effective screening

measures should also beclose to the criterion measures in

-
content and in time, taking into consideration , requ re-

ments of the-school program of interest.
i

In view of the importance of the' interaction between

the child's characteristicE

e child's behavior in_ the

and the situation characteristics,

classroom -considered

.potentially valuable predictor of_school success

\stUdies-reViewed above support the inclusion of

ratings of classroom behaviour in

(Keogh and Smith, 1970; Novack et

to be a

Several

teacher

screening batteries

al., 197'3; Tobiessen et=

al., 1971). Classroom behaviour ratings can yield

tion:about a child's problem-solving strategies, pe

attentiveness, cooperativeness -tnd'other.factors which

informa-
.

sistence



affect his ability-to learn in, the classroouLsituation,

The first phase of a three year projedt designed to

'identify a set of variables predictive of Success or_

failure in primary French 'immersion programs as reported.

14he predidtive validity of measures obtained for children

in the Spring-of their English four-year-old kindergarten

Program will be assessed in terms of criterion meastr s of

academic. achievement in English and.French obtained in the

Spring of five -year -old French immer Sion kindergarten and in

the Spring of grade one French immersion. 7The initial

selection and assessment'of children in four-year-old

kindergarten prOgrams is described in this report. Exten-

sive biographical and background information, parental

opinions, teachers': ratings and teachers' opinions are also

presented for four-year-Old kindergartenchildren.

THE ''SAMPLE

5

Fifty -on ,,of the'principals of.the 53 eleMentary-
,

-schoo s,in the Ottawa Board of Education offering an English

four -year -old kindergarten program agreed to participate in'

A fifty-second school-offered a French immersion

f0 r-year-oldkindergartenprogram:. 'Tea cher's Ratings (see

Appendix 1) and Biographical and Background Information

Questionnaires (see Appendix 2)- were distributed tothe

teachers and parents of 1,330 children in. four - year- -old



kindergarten classes in the 51 schools.

A random half-of the 51 participating schools as

selected for participation in the. three year follow -up

study. The area served by the Ottawa Board of Education

. was divided'into grids based on geographical boundaries and

a random half of the schools located in each grid was'.selec-

tea. ,These grids and the original schools selected are

presented in Figure 1., Parents who had indicated the in-
,

tentioh to en.col ,their,children in five-year4old French

immerSion kindergar'ten in September of 1977 were,,sent letters

requesting permission to have their children participate, in

the three year. Early identificatioivTroject. Parents of

-children for whom French would be a third lahguage were not

contacted.? One Ifundred.and twenty-seven'eligible-Subfects

' were obtained in this sample. Children were excluded as.-

notee4gile

,re
/a

for participation in the project for two main .

ey:yould notbeenrolled in a, Frenbons1

Sion program in an Ottawa Board of Education scpool

September of 1977; or, b) .parents did not grant permission-'
is

for participation in the projeqt. In order to readh the

target of 200-eligible subjects, five schoolseWith no

eligible subjects were then replaced' by Scho ls in the same

areas based om.the-Ottawa-Board of Education jdivisions, and

four schools were added to the sample (three schools in

Area and one school in Area, 4). The school \s in the
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-revised Sample are illustrated in Figurp-2,:--,, The final.

.sample of 200 Ss. was drawn from .32 schools throughout the
7

-0 Board of Education:._ These schoOls are illudtrated,

.Figure 2. Nine o these schools offered a five-7Year-

old French i ion.,-ikindergarten Sixty-two

_p0-7dent Of thefs:4 in the Schools offering a,

French it ersion-program.

Questionnaire -Data

PROCEDURE

P

The teachers of the 1,330 four-year-old kindergarten

children ins77 Classes were asked to complete a brief rating

scale for each child in their class. The Teacher's Ratings

(see Appendix 1)=.provided information about charaCteristics

of urTyear-old kindergarten children and about those

char cteristics held important by teaches in the .selection

of a school program.

\
-Teachers distributed the Biographical and Background

information Questionnaire (see Appendix 2) to the patents of

all children their four-year-old kind4rgarten classes.

(These questionnaires were returned to the- school.) The

purp, of this\guestionnaire as to gather biographical

and background infor ation that,maybe related to selection

of a school program,'\to identify,characteristiCS held
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important by Parents

basis for assessing

program se ection g.nd to provide a

erepresentativeness or uniquenesS
4-

of children enrolled French-immersion kindergarten:

This questionnaire was :concerned with oharactexistics of
,

.

'parents .

*

the children-, of their and of their homes' Th

factors assessed inclUded age, 'sex, hand .dominance, pre-
,

school experience, _socioeconomic status, nu ter of books

in the home, language- in home, parental attitudes

wards learning French, parents reasons for shoo g the

regular English program Or the French Zersioral progkam1-

fics parents
considered to be important

Identification Asses

surn's in French immersion.

A variety ,f test measures and .behaviour .ratings

\
were obtained for:the sample of 200. ohiJ.dien entering fi:

year old French immersion kindergarten in-September of 1977,

Early IdPritificdt,On Assessment Battery Was

tered in two sessions. One sessiondconsisted of 4ve tests
/-

:aelected-:from'CIRCUS: =A Assessment Program f 'Pre-

rimary Children (1974) 'administered by a member-of, the
)

-research team individually or:_ groups of two t five

children. These. tests assessed knowledge of quantitative,

concepts such as counting, relational terms and.'numer cal

concepts (CIRCUS 2: How Much _and Hiow Many) ; letter and



numerical recognition and disc .ruination (CIRCUS 5:

Finding- Letters and Numbers) ; auditory discriminati _

(tIRCUS 7_: How Words Sound).; comprehension, nterpre ation,-

37

.nd recall of oral language (CIRCUS 9 : Listen to the

t y) and problem- solving (CIRCUS I Think It T 0 h)..,

- Each chi d also received an indikriddal

battery 'administered by a member of the, research team.

This battery consisted of the ten psychometric.. tests des-

test.

cribed below some of which Were adapted specifically for

this project.-

hsler Preschool a _d Prima- Scale cif Intelligence
:WPPSI) : Wechsler -(1963)

Verbal -IQ, Performance

Full Scale IQ and subtext scale scores

.Peabody Ti tt re Vocabular Test, orm B, (PPVT) : Dunn

(1965-)

receptive vocabulary mde.sure

mental age and IQ scores

(

R. ven 's Coloured =Matrices, Board Form: ave (1965)'R n-

Consis'ts'- of a booklet of patterns witii'm .sling pieces

The chi s required tb choose the piece

pattern from -among si movgable pieces of he same size

ttern in the

mplete the

. and sha e and to pla

ientat

this piece on p



Measure of Performance 19

Raw score and percentile score based on rrnorrns for chil-

dren.age8'5--

Wide Range Achieve- Jastalc, and talc

(1985)

Reading,. Spelling. and Arithmetic

tiles for children aged 5 years

Measure hand dominance:

the child is _asked

-ide.soor

1957)

demonstrate various tasks and

and percent'

hand used is -recorded, In cases of mixe&dominance,

hand used in name..wr.iting and pencil work is 'considered' to

be dominant:

Form ard

This task a modificaUon of a-psychomotor pr Lem--

solving task, the Tactual Performance Test described by

Klove (1963),-

The child is required to place three blocks. (square

circle and triangle) easuring approximately'li inches in

diameter and 3/8

'-,

board resting at a 45° angle behind a wooden scr en. The

\
drapedchild places-his arm through a open irig e base

f the screen and performs,'the task with his dominant

hand, then with his nondominant hand and finally' with both-

nch thick in the appropriate spaces in a.
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hands together The time for each trial. and the number of

blocks placed in the board are recorded. A trial is dis-

continued at- 5 minutes if the child fails to place all

three blocks in the board..

Time scores, number of blocks placed in board and time
per block, scores

Picture NaAing

The child'is asked to nane, as quickly as he can,

60 black and 'white pictures laid out onthree Large sheets

5 horiz ntal rows bf 12 pictures each). The time

required to complete this task and an e'fror score axe

recorded.. The error score consists of the number of pic-

tures c -ctlyrnamecI, or omitted, and partial scores

for impre isp names (e.g "hat" for "cap", "man" for

"farmer.

The'child i5' ked tp name colours'and the_ number

correctly named is recorded.

The colours were matched againgt the centroid

colours of the Inter-Society Color CoUncil-National lureau

andards (ISCC-NBS) Color Name Charts. The following

colors are used_ vivid red (11) , .vivid yellowish green

(°129)., vivid greenish yellow' (97), vivid purplish blue
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(194) , vivi orange (48),-. black (267) , vivid. eddis

purple (236), dark brown (59), yellowish wh

medium gray (265).

X strip measuring

a viCed into coloured rect

3) and

inches by 11 frees WaS

1.glest; (3 inches Py inches)

arranged in the ahove order from vivid red to medium gray.

tion

ad pted:froMFox and Routh (1975)

The child is required to segment word o syllables

other units smaller than the words given.' The words zre

k.

presented orally and the child's spgkenesponse is- recor-
.-7 -,1- ..--.'

-, i -----

ded.. Sixteen bisyliabic words are use rom Fe and

Mouth_ (1975) and An additional 8 of similar structure).-

The numberof wards segmented at conventional syllable

boundaries an the total number of-words segmented into

units smaller than. the words are recorded.

den n Picture Te

Renfrew (1971)

Expressive language measure: information and grammar

scores based_ upon the child's verbal - descriptions! o nine

pictures.

In addition to the sychome 'measures,

ter and teachers completed the rating scals described



below-

-
Test Behaviour Observation Guide: Atwell, Or et a

Meyers (1967)

Following the, individual: testing session, the examiner

rated the child' behavior during testing in terms f ten

nine-point scales.

sce Appendix

Conners Teacher Questionnaire

Conners (1969)

ehavi u- Checklist)

The teacher rated each child on 39 items related to

_Classroom behaviour, group participation and attitude toward

authority: These ratings yield percent scores reflecting

conduct problems, inattentive-passive behaviour, tension-

anxietyand hyperactiQity.

see Appendix 4

Pupil Rating Seale: Mykiebust (1971)

The teacher rated each child on items reflecting auditory

cemprehension, spoken language, o ientati'on, motor, coordi-..

nation and personal-social behaviou

a "stiCal Analysis

The Teacher' Rating forms and the -Biographical

_ackground Information Questionnaires were coded by hand. and

then keYpunched. Responses to open-end'ed questicms, for
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example, parents.' reasons for efiroling or not enrOling

their children-in French immersion, were categorized and

coded in terms of these categories. All of the question-:

-Haire data were stored on 'magnetic tape and statistical

analyses were conducted by means of the SASS Package (Nie,,

Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner,and Bent, 1975).

The test data for the'200 children who ere studied

intend ely was coded by hand, keypunched and s ored on mag-

netic tape This data=set was merged with, the question-

-

noire ata. set for these _children. Statistical analyses

e also cond cted by. means Of the SASS package (Nie et,we

al., 1975).

RESULTS

The ,results of the first year of thi_ three.year-

follow-up investiga

The first section presents_the results of the .Teacher%s

will be discussed in three -seCti ns.

Ratings distributed in four - year-old kindergarten'blasses

throughout the Ottawa board of Eduction . The cesults'of/

the Biographical andBackground .Information Questionnaire

--.''distributed to the parents of the four-year-old kindergart n

pupils are,pre ented'in the second Section. In the third

section, the results' of the early identification assessment

battery administered to 200 children who will be enrolled

in'fivex-year-old.French im

6 ,1

on kindergarten' September,
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1973 are discussed.

Teacher's Ratings

Response Rate to QUestionnaire: Teachers of 77

four year -old, kindergarten classes were asked to rate the

1330 children in these.classesdn terms of their level of

ability, social maturation and motivation. They were also

asked questions regarding the possibility Of these children
If

.exencingdifficulty in school and the advisability of

French imMetsion enrolment for each child (see Appendix 1

The return rate was extremely high with 1293 7 %)-rating

forms returned.

However, the t acherS did not

the third question concerning the advisabil

esppnd to

FrenCh

immersion enrolment by making a choice .based on the strengths

and weaknesses:-.- each individual child. Some teachers

refused
,

to sakeia recommendation because they felt it was a_

parental deciSion, they did not have the'objective analyti-

-cat tools necessary to recommend the advisability of

primary french immersion or to predict success accurately,
ti

or because their classes were -comprised -of a large number

of immigrant children. Other teachers responded globally

to the program and did_ not make individual ,recommendations

-for eaCh child. Some felt that no one should -be recommended

for early French immersion and the foildwing reasons were



cited:

felt; he core French program Wg6-aidfficient; later French

strong personal feelings. against the program were

. -

immersion was more advisable; the -need for a firm- grounding

- ,

in English and other basic subjects was more important; the

effects and consequences of earlytimmersion have.-not yep

been well explored- In other cases,

to the program was the

he global response

recommendation that all children

A

should enrol -in ?Primary Yrench immersion since it is an a

vantageougexperie_ e which can be easily terminated if

necessary. In addition, responses for pupils in one class

were considered tO be "Special Cases" because the four-

year-old k ndergarten program was French mmersion.

Ther-Tpacher's.Ratings data for the "Special Cases"

are omitted from someAtat

inappropriate responses oo,not deal with the question

interest. For example, if teachers respond globally to

\

cal,, analyses because the -

the program, their responses do not indicate the basis fqr

-teachers' dvice regarding French immersion eniol

individual children.

School Difficulty: Teachers Were askedLto indicate

a -chlld would encounter substantial difficulty in school

and the reasons for that difficulty. Completed responses

were recorded for 125 ; children. Teachers indicated that

329,children (26.2%) would encounter difficulty in -school

and-that an additional 48 children (3.8%) might encounter
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difficulty. The frequency of pcd6rr6nce of eight reason 's

iff cuiAty in school- fear ,theSe two-roups Are p'resentid

in Table L. The most,f-equently cited reasons for predic-4

ting school, diffi y -were maturity ,---- fo-l-lowed by--

language difficulties, emotional or social maladjustment and

concentration d: iculties. It is evident that teachers of

Table 1

Frequency of Occurrence of EightReasons

for Difficulty in School Cited by Teachers

Peasons,for difficulty
in School

Difficulty
in School
Group

,
Possible

difficulty in
School Group metal Per nt

Below average ability 86 1 87 11.8
Language difficulties _ 134 9 ,143 19.4
Infra tore 155 16 171 23.2
Cannot concentrate 129 8 137 18.6
EmoticaaAl or social.

.

maladjustrent 124 15-- 139 18.9Not motivated . ,-38. 5 A3 5.8
Medical or physical
problems

3 9 1.2 -Special learning
,difficulty 4

1.0.

four-year-old kindkindergarten children are especially atten-
c

tiv- to the level of maturity and social-emotional adjust-

anent of thdir pupils aking this decision. These.
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factors are considered as frequently as the level of

language development and more-frequently than the leVel of

ability when future school progress is diseussed,

--Teachers-were_also asked: to rate the children-as

"Belowraverage," "Average" or "Above average" in.terms of

ability, social maturation and motivation. Teacher ratings

on these variables. were compared f(1=ri- three groups of chil-

dren:formed on the basis of teachers' responses to the ques-
-

tioh regarding the possibility of difficulty in school.

e group was comprised of children who were not likely to

encounter difficulty in school (No School Difficulty). A

second group was formed Of children who would possibly have,

difficulty in school (Possible School Difficulty). A

third group included children who were likely to have diffi-

culty in school as judged by their teachers (Likely School

Difficultr).

Chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, die

1976) indicated significant differences on all three

variables. The number and percent of children in each cate-

gory of ability, social maturation and motivation are presen

ted i.n "Table 2 for the three school difficulty groups. One-

sample chi-square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Bull,

1977) ere .computed for -each rating category to determine if

the significant differences were among groups at each level.

The chi-square values and degrees of,freedom 0 _these teats



Table 2

Chi7square Analyses Comparing the

Three SchoolDiffieulty Groups en Teachei.

Ratings of Ability, Social Maturationand Motivation

No
School

Difficulty

Possible
School

Difficulty

Likely
Schc01

Difficulty

ABILLI

Below average 4 6 131 330.17**
0.4 12-8 39.8 (df=2

Average 504 29 174 0.821
56.5 61.7 52.9 df=2)

AboVe average # 384 12 24 94.14**
,- 43.0 25.5 7.3 (df=2)

Statistical alysis = 429.61** df 4)

SOCIAL TURATICN

Below average 102 20 194 217.86**
11.4 41.7 58.3 (df=2)

Average # 568 27 132 24.51*
63.7 56.3 39.6 (df=2)

Alive age 222 1 7 77.0**
24,9 2.1 2.1. (df =2)

Statistical analysis .

1
2
= 321.13** - 4)

NornrAinoti

Bela; average 32 13 149 279.2**
3.6 28.3 45.0 (df=-2)

Average # 570 27 1731' 5.18
64.0 58.7 52.3 (df=2)

Above verage # 289 6 9 91.1**
32.4 2.7 (df-'2).

Statisti l analysis' = 372.67** (df = 4)

C .01
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are presented in e right hand column of Table

There were significant group differences the percentages

-f children rated as "Below average on all three variables.

The Likely School Difficulty group had the highest percent-

age of "Below average" ratings, followed by the Possible

School Difficulty grOup, with the Nod School Difficulty- group,

having the lowest percentage. There were also significtnt

differences in the percentage of "Above average"' ratings on

all three variables. The Likely ochool Difficulty group

had the fewest "Above average" ratings and the No Schpol

Difficulty group had the most with the Possible School Diffi-

culty group falling in an intermediate position. There were

no significant group differences in the percent of "Average"

ratings of ability and motivation. However, there were

significant differences in "A'Verage" ratings of social

maturation. The No Sc ool Difficulty group had the high

percentage "Avenge" ratings, followed closely by the

Possible School Difficulty group with the Likely Scho-ol

Difficulty group having the fewest.
-r.

r

This pattern of test results for the teacherS'

st

'ratings cif the tIlree school, difficulty groups suggests that

teachers consider children who are below average terms

of ability, social maturation or motivation to bo at a

greater risk for difficulty in school compared to children
V

who are rated as above ,a-erage on these fact-



Advisi French immersion Enro

Teachers were asked ,if they would enrolment

in French immersion five-year-old kindergarten for each child

in their class (see Appendi i), With the prhisai n'of the

"Special Cases" described earlier, the teachers responded

to this question for 958 children. French immersion was eon-

sidered advisable for 365 children (38.1%). The teachers

did not advise French immersion enrolment fat 532 children

(55 5%.0 Teachers were undecided about French immersion

enrolment for -the remaining 61 children. (6.4%) .

Teachers' reasons for not advising French immersion

enrolment were classified in twelve categories . A maximum

three -reasons was coded for each case. The frequency

-of occurrence of thede reasons when French immersion was not

advised-whdn teachers were undecided, and the total fre-,,

quency and total percent are presented in Table 3. The mOst

'frequently cited reason for not advising-French immersion was

poor emotional-social adjustment.. This was followed by

immaturity, poorly developed language skills, ethnic language

difficulties and short attention span. Thus, teachers
A

appear to emphasize the child's social - emotional development

and secondly, language skills rather than ability when

advising against French.imme n.

Teachers' reasons for advising FrOnch immersion enrol-

meet were'classifi-.d in nine categories with maximum of



Table _3 ,

Frequency of Occurrence of Twelve Categories of
ReasOnS Cited by Teachers for Advising' Against

French immersion Enrolment r

Negative parental atti-
tudes (towards E:rench
inmrsion)

2. Difficulties in hem situ-
ation (eg. -,Tents separa-
ted, new baby)

3. 'Poor emotional-social ad --.

justrrent (needs secuaty,
not:participating, lacks
confidence)

.,
Poor tolerance (easily
frustrated,. gives Up
easily, pcor response to
stress and challenge)

e. Immaturity (poor self-
motivation) ,

6. Below average .abll
7. Poorly developed language

skills (not able to cope.
in EngliSh, actual speech,
problems)

8. Short attention span (poor

auditory skills,' poor
application)
Physical or nedical
problems

10, Hyperactivity and s ess-_
ness

11. French backgrou Fren
is mother tongue)

,12. Ethnic language difficul-
ties (learning Enolish)

French
inversion

not advised

25

199

19

-

124.
59

107

= 98

12

22

11

, 104

'Undecided

20

1

2

12

6

1

1

6

Total

28

219

-20
,

129

61

119

104

1

.27

12,

110.

Percent

3.

25".8

-2.4

15.2
7.2

14.0

.5

0

-

1.4



three reasons coded for each case. The frequency of

occurrace of these reasons when French immersion was

adVised,when teachers were 'undecided, and the total number

ncitOtal percent are presented in Table 4. As can be. seen

,.from this table, the reason Mostfrequently cited by

teachers when -advising Trench immersion enrolment is

sence of average to high ability., and the abSence _f special

oblens (eg. coordination or perceptual problems) It is

interesting to, note that teachers assigned a. different

priority (lower) to emotional- social adjustment than they did

when advising against French immersion. The child's'level

f maturity was,Cited with the, same frequency as the level

of development_ of language skills. Thus, teachers consider

a--hildA's general development in terms of maturity and

emotional- social adjustment paramount when advising agai]

tench immersion and'consider.his Level of ability to be of

greatest importance when making the decision to advise French

immersion enrolment..

Teachers

iva.tion as 'Be

ratings of, ability, social vration and

average," "Average" or Above average"

were compared or the three groups formed on the b Sis of

teachers' recommendations regarding French immersion enrol-

ment. The a nr er and-percent of children assigned to each

ategory are_,presented in Table 5. Chi-square analyses

GOBPROGRAK CROSS ABS, Nie 1975) .indicated



Table 4.

Frequency of occurrence of IlineCateg6ries

of Reasons cited byjeachers for Advising\

French immersion Enrolment

F
immersion
advised Undecided Total

-------

P scent

1. Positive parental attitudes
(towards FrenGh innersiOn) 3 3 0.6

2. Generally supportive hone
situation 14 1

Good emotional/social /

adjustment (outgoing, confi-
dent, handles stress well)

/

131 2 83 7.6

Good tolerance (persistent) 1 , 1 0.2

Naturity (works independently,
desire to learn)

/

69 1 70 14.8

Ara to high ability,
absence of any special pro
lei 147 26 i73 36.6

7. Well-deVelo d language
skills 69 1 70 14.8

8. Good attention span (able to
concentrate, good listen'
skills) 50 2 11.0

9. Some French background
(French sp en at bore) l 7 1.5

1 11 % 114 I J II i S I

significant differences

sample chi-square-tests

1977) were computed for

on all three variables. One-

/

(SFSS\SUBPROGkAK NpAh, Nie and Hull,

each ruing category to determine



Table .5

Chi-squate_ Analyses,, Comparing the Three Teachers' Enrothent .Advice Cr()

Teachers' Ratings of Ability Social Maturation and Motvation

Frenr

imersion

Advised

French

intrersion

Not Adused Wed.

aim
Belly Average t

Average

Above average

tatistical Analysis

0

0.0

162

44.5

202

55 S

107

20.3

316

60 0

104

19 7

3

4.9

42

68.9

16

26

85.83

11.52**

82 96**0

2 173, 64** df ®

IAL MATUPATION

Belad awrage

A Ify
%

t
.Plveraga

.9 thtionl Mal Si s

25

6.8

202

5511

13S

7.

196

36.8

297

55.8

39

7

11

18.0

47

77.0

3

82.24**

5.32

112.03**

2.

Chi2 = 99.74 (df =

eirVATIN
.tsw rage

%

t
ANera

vtrage

tads anal sts

0.8

197

54.3

163

44.9

127

24.0

339

, 64.0

64

12.1

5

. 8.2

49

80.3

7

13_6

81.74 **

.7.45*

99.34*

m 189.45** df



nificerit difference amon grou There were

e "' ratings

The group

cant differences in the number of "Below eve-

-f ability, social maturation and motivation.

for whom teachers did not advise'French immersion had the

highest percentage of "Below average" ratingt. There were

also significant ifferences-in "Above average" ratings

withetheegroue children for whom French immersion was

adviSed being rated as "Above average" with the greases i fre-

guency. There were significant differences in "Average"

ratings of ability and motivation with the highest number

occurring in the 'Undecided" group, followed by e-.re groUp

fox whom French immersion was not advised wig

immersion advised group haVing the fewest "overage" ratings s-

f ability and motivation.
.

This pattern of-results.poants to the relative im

ance of ability, social maturation and motivation

chers' decisions regarding the advisability of ?-tench

iMmetsion enrolment. Children for whom French-immersion--

not advised-zeeeived more "Below average" ratings- of
\

el maturation than of -bi/ity which--aeain indicates th

achers give more weight to the leve social maturation
ee

n to the level of ability when they -advise French

ersion enrolment. This interpretation may also be sub

ntiated by the Undecidee group where there were also more

elow average" ratings of social maturation than of



ability.

The results of the Teacher's Ratings will be discus-

relation to parents'

decisions regarding French immersion enrolment.

sed futher in later sections

Bio a hical and Back round Information

Questionnaire

Re- #onse Rate, tc Qu ionnai

teachers and parents

The cooperation of

evident in the high rate of re-

sponses to this questionnaire. Of the 1330 questionnaires-

distributed to the parents of four-year-old kindergarten

pupils, -1617 (76.5%) were returned.

Parents,' Kindergarten -Enrolment Decisions: Parents'

responses to the question regarding their choice of the

regular English program or the French mmersion program for

five-year-old kindergarten were of key interest (see

Appendix 2). One thousand and thirteen parent 99,6% of

the parents wholreturned the questionnaire) ponied to

this question. Four hundre and sixty -eight (46.2%) 1-105e

French immersion, 483 (47.7%) chose the regular Englin

gram, and 62 (6.1%). were undecided. However, these

figures were revised as further infor atibn was obtained to

confirm parents' decisions to-enrol their children in French

immersion. As parents and schools were contacted to

arrange the _Early Identification ProfProject Assess t- of 200



'ldren who would be enrolled in Frencn immersio -Livc-

year-old.kindergarten in September of 1977, it became

evident that many parents who had initially indicated the

intention to 'enrol,their children in French-immersion had

changed this decision.- Although individual reasons for

changes in decisions' were not extensively documented, the

most common reasons appeared to be parents' awareness of

more information about the .Frenchj.mmersi n program,
=

especially details about location Of the program and bussing,

and parents' initial mininterpretation that French immersion :

referred.to the core French program. Although parents'

decisions regarding e rolment in'French immersion could riot

be confirmed in every case, it was confirmed that in June

of 1,977, parents who had originally indicated the,inten-

tion to enrol their children in primary French immersion no

longer intended to enrol them in the program and that sic

parents who were originally undecided haddecided-against

enrolment in the program. The changed figures now indica-

ted that. of-the 1013 parents who responded to- this-question,

357. (35.2%) still intended to enrol their children in French

immersion, 600 (59,.2%) intended to enrol their children in

thc regular English program, and 56 (5.5A) were undecided.

Parents were asked to indicate reasons for deciding

to enrol-their children in french immersion of =. reasons for

deciding not to enrol their children " -in primary French



immers i on. The reasons- given were classified in several

categories' And up to three responses were coded for each

case. The frequency of responses in each category of

_reasons given for not enrolling children in French immersion

'for the English program group and the "Undecided" group are

,presented in Table It should be noted that parent8 who

initially expressed the intention,to enrol their children

in French immersion, but who later decided upon the English

program, did not indicate reasons for mot en lli g their

children in French immersion. For the parents initially

deciding on the English program and for the "Undecided

group: the most commonly cited reason for their choice was a

preference for a solid grounding in English. The fact that

the child would -require bussing was also an- important con-

sideration in this decision (#$-14%). Parents of children

for whom Englith was a second language frequently chose the

English program because a third language would be,tooMuch

for the child (#11-13%) . characteristics of the children

were Considered by parents rin deciding against French
,

immersion and comprised 11% of the reasons given. Factors

such.as poor language ability ( #1), personality problems

(#2) and slow adjustment to schoOl #1.5) led some parents

to decide against French immersion. Thirty-one percent of

the reasons for deciding against French immersion enrolment

were baSed upon characteristi pf the available school pro-



Table

Frequency of Occurrence of Seventeen Categories of Parents' Reasons

for Not Enrolling Children in French immersion

Fe on for not enrolling child in French inrersicn

English program

group

Undecided

group Total Total %. ,_ ,..,

1. Langliage ability generally r1. speech or hearing

p lems, learning disabilities, short attention

span. 25 ' 25 4.25

2. Personality problems (shy, uneven tempered etc.) . 1 7 1.19 _

3. Priority for other ethnic education as secccd

language. , 8
.

8 1.36
4. Preference for a solid grounding in Englisll. 130 133 22.58

Cnild would require bussing. 73 11 84 14.26

6. French background (child will learn French in the

Notre or already speaks it). 13 1 14 2.38

7 Early.eaucational years more important for learning

other skills (e.g., reasoning ability, socializa-

tion skills, etc.) . 38 1 39 6.62

B. English is international language (business, etc) . 9 1.53

9. Non-immersion (core) French is sufficient. 45 7.64

LO.. little information on long -tern effects of

early. French inuersion.' 10 7 17 2.89

Ll. Child still doesn't speak English (ethnic group),

third Languaga would be too much. 74 74 12.53

Fanily situation untirtain (e.g., plans for

moving, etc.)
. 30 33

,

5.60

. English pram is superior in quality of education. 8 12 2.04

,,..........



Table 6 r i ue

,

Reason for not enrolling child in French immersion

Eng ish prima

group

Un ci d

group Total Total

.._,.....,_

4. B experience (social, emotional, scholastic) of

older t,1dhn or friends' chil n in French

. immersion.

5. Child is still adjusting to school generally

(enough on him, would have difficulty
,

copIng

6 N else at hore speaks French so no

possibility of help at hove.

7 Other (enjcys present school and or teacher,

dcesn't want to be separated from brothers,

sisters or,friends, etc.) .

1.TaL%

12

29

40

4

2

12

31

42

4

2 i 04

,

5.26

7.13

0.60

I

4



grams rather than upon the child's characteristics.

English program was preferred because parents

felt that it was superior in the quality of education (#1

and that it offered a lid grounding in Engli h (44) anda

better opportunity for the development of so_i lization and

other skills important in the early educational years'A47)

The French Immersion program 107s. sometimes rejected because

too little thformation about its longterm effects was avail-

able' (#10) because the core French offered in the English,

program was felt to be sufficient (#9), or because-siblings

or friends had had, a had experience in French imergion (#14$

flame Variables influencing this decision included the

opportunity to learn French at home. (#6) the lack of help,

in French at home (#16) and the. uncertainty of the family's,

-future location (#12). Two reasons given infrequently were

concerned with a lack of interest in learning French,

English is the international language of business (#8) and

education in another second language la preferred (#3).

In summary, parents tended to decide-against the-

French immersion prograffl because they feltit would not meet

desirecLeducational-goals,such as a solid grounding

English, the development of'socializ tion, or the learning

of English, as a second language. Bussing to a French fir er

-sion school was a basis for rejection. in. many cz,--es.
.

aharacteristics og, the children-themselves were less



portant and accounted-for only 11 the reasons cited.

-The2reasons for deciding to enrol children in primary

French immersion were classified in 12 categories and up to

three responses were coded for each case. Table 7 presents

the number of times each mason was cited by parent. who

intended to enrol their children in French immersion, by

-parents who were undecided and by parents who ,indicated.the

intention to enrol their children in French immersion but,

later chose the English program. -- The most frequently cited

reason- was that French mmers on was "an opportunity to\

learn to speak French -38%) followed by the vier that

younger children learn a second language easily-(#2' 17%).

Increased employment opportunities was also a-preN4

reason (#5-14%). 'The.general bette ent of educatiori

through learning any second language was the fourth most,

frequent response -(#12-12%).

ParentS who.. chose French immersion appeared to be

most interested in-the goal of English- French bilingualism

for their children. It was ,diffi,cult to determine the

reasons fear this debi e since many responses were vagu

However, wh'en parents expanded.upon this question,'increased

employment opportunities and the general betterment of

, education were cited more frequently than increased under7

standing of the other cultural group. In the terminology

of Garner and Smythe (1959) an instrumental orientation



Table

Frequently of Occurrence of Twelve Categories of Parents' -asons-,

for Enrolling Children in French immersidn .

ppisWwo

ittersion

French

imrersion

Initaa Yes

Later Cne

Undecided to No Total Total l

rtunity .Ed learn to LIN French, to

have proficiency in two official Canadian

anguages.

2.4bst painless andrefficient way to teach

child a language, the younger tte better

for teaching.a child tositak a new

language comfortably and well.

3 Very positive attitude.ofichild (interes-

ted, eager, enthusiastic) .

4.'hveilability of program in local school (no

English Kindergarten).

Increak future employrent opportunities.

6 Increase understanding of other cultural

groups.

7 renFamily is Fah Cana or Frenth is

lancege of one parent.

0. old, enjoys school and is having no problems.

Program is a challenge ond should help pre-

vent boredom in the second kindergarten year

0 Comunication enrichment (all language

.skills will be improved)

:tod-experienct with French inre ion of

siblings or friends.

Ctnerallmtterrent of eduCation (any

second lOnguage is of va1ue).

206 67 285 37.7

103,

14

6

75

1'

27

o.

7 8

12

5

2

0.7

17

14

16 2

13



was more evident _tan an integrative .orientation .on the

part of parents desiring that their children learn to

,

Speak French. Tritest and Price (1977) found that parents

of children who were zuccessful in French immersion tended

to have a more integrative orientation towards French

-e sion than parents of children who encountered dif

culty n,French immersion. This classification of

attitudes will be followed carefully as a-predictor

variable.

a2f121ShiEss!Eistics for French mmersion

Parents were asked if they thought that a child need

have any special characteristics to do well in French

immersion. The number and percent of parnts in the French

immersion enrolment and- English-program/undeCided groups

responding in each category are presented. in Table 8. A

.chi-square analysis (SPSS SUBPROGRAM-CROSSTABS, Nie et a/.

1975) indicated significSnt differences in responses to

this-item. One-sample chi-square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

NEAR, Nie and Hull 1977) were computed for eachPresponse7

category to determine grOup differences. The results of

these tests are included in the extreme right hand columns

f Table 8. Parents in :these two groups differed' signifi-

cantly in terms of "Yes" responses. Parents of the .French,

mmersion group we more inelined to think that children
4



Chi -Square Analyses Comparing the Vj.ews

JBarents qf the Frpnch immersion and Eng14--h, program/-

Undecided 0-rd-tips-Regarding .Special Characters. tics Needed for

French immersion

aracteristics needed for
Tench izarersion?

161
174
21

4;54* 1
1.83 1
2.07 1
df 2)

lirp< 5,

required special characteristics to do well in French

immersion .

The various types o special characteristics cited

by parents were .classified in 11 categories. ,Three of

these categories were chara eristics of the child home

environment rather than of the child. The number cf-

parents in each group who cited each

tics are presented

the

Table 9.

the 11 cheracterls.,-

This table` also presents

talfrequency for each c tegory and the percent :in..

terms of the total. number-of responses record The

frequently-ditedcharacteristic.was gocid-emoti al/soVia1



Special Characte ristics-for French immersion Cited by

the Frepoh-immersion and English-program/Undecided Groups

_ 'al hi racteri ti
French

irarersio

rlig 1

p
-' c Per

1. Gocd enction cial ad-
)l nt (free f inhibi-

etc.).
lerance of stress-

ful tions.,

38

7

62

10

100

17

19.2

3.3
3. has desire to 1ea

general abilit, no
learning disabilities

47

42

36

41

83

83

16.0

16.0
5. tfiigh try superior_ ability. 6 25 31 6.0
6. ; - _qoped iangua

sk:i language
a 44 7 14.87. ntif n and concen-
tration span (well-develcp

list ing skills) . 23 47 9.0
8. a1 s, no physical

hand 1 3 0.6
9. Positi pa nt atti-

tudfis tcwards French
imersion. 4 13 2.5

10 SuloportiNe a-d stivulating
hove situation. 14 11 25 4.8

11. Help in French available
at he (e> sure.. to

rench outside 35 41 7.9

Maturity .and a to learn (16

tout: learning disabilities (16%)

11 in English (15%) were

characteristics for success



French immersion enrolment-verdAla-Ellglish plIogram-

this section, the Frenc i mmersion enrOlments
I\

group comprised of English prOgram

,enrolmentt

are compared with

enrolthents plus the "Undecided" group.(( This latter group

will be referred to as the "English prog am' group through-

out this section.
Thepurposeofthes6coMparisons is t

investigate the degree of similarity between these groups

1

in terms of the information obtained in the Biographical

-and Background Information Questionnaire and the Teacher's

Ratings. The 4-actors representative of children enrolled

in 'retch immersion kindergarten are presented.

1Descriptive-Information. Age ,/sex and hand domi-
!

,hance information for the two co ctridon groups are presen-
t

ted in Table 10. As can be seen froth this table, t-test

comparison (SPSS.SUBPROGRAM T-TEST, Nie, et al , 1975)

failed-to reveal any significant age,dif-e ences. \Chi-

square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nie et al.,

1975) failed to reveal signific rIt group differences ire the

sex and handedness, distributions the French.immerSi
_

and English program groups._____ a slight_ ten .tcy

for a greater numbei of females to be enrolled in 'French

version but the proportions of ales and females are

fairly equal. Approximately 10% of.the children in 6ach

group were left-handed. This proportion corresponds the

proportion of ieftAlanders reporteclin the general popula-



Table 10

Ace, Sex and Hand Dominance Comparisons

of the French immersion and L sh

Program Groups

imersion
group

English progrmn

ACE
-

4.69 4.69

SD 0.'0 0.31

Statistical l analys rg t- rob -= 0.923 ( 1012)

---+ --

Males 169 339
47.3 51.6

Femal # 188 318

52.7 48.4

Statistical analysis = 1.51 = 1)

312 562
87.4 -25,7

# 1.7 75

10.4- 11.4

Undetrmined 8 19

2.2 2.9

StatiStical a sly _
_._

i2 = 0.69 (df - 2)

tion (Hardyck and Petrinovich 1977).

Preschool Expo 3.ence. extent rf preschool

experience in Nursery .chools and Day Care centres w- s

assessed. The number and percent of children each

group ,who attended NurSery school or Pay-Care centres



half days or full days, or who did not attend preschool_

. presented in Table 11. Significant chi-square analyses

(SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABLS,-Nie et al 1975) were followed.

17y one-sample chi-square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR,,Nie

and Hull, 1977) for each category of attendance to determine

group .differences. The results of these tests are presen7

t., ,d in the extreme right hand columns of Table 11-. There-

we.re s gnificant=group differences in terms of the numbers

children not attending Nursery school, those attc.3ing
Nursery school half days, and those attending Day Care.

centre full days. More children in the English program

group had not attended Nursery school. More children in

the French immersion group/had attended Nursery school half

days and Day Care centres full days. These results indi-

children ente ring i=ersion have had much

more eschoo3 e ncv, 1)ar(-- with children _1 nq

zegular En(_ l 1 i. his :Lind i.rng

with the observa

Frites and Price 7) .

gth of half drly a ten

ately 10 tc!onths for both gwas app

1--n and y

.815) . tiowever t !-e.st

TEST,

groin) .

et al., 1975) Indic.,

976

at Nurse

Ps

stent

robability

S SUDPROGR)U -i T-

:hat the French immersion

full day attend nce at Day Care. centre.

C.)

pared with the



Table

Chi-square Analyses Comparing the French immersion

and English program Groups in Terms of Attendance

at Nursery School `and Day Care Centres

French
imifersion

English

Nurs,r2ry school attem

Did not attend

Attended half day.

Attended full d

194
54.3

154
43.2

9

2.5

492
74.9

149
22.7
lb

2.4

14.48**

32.34**

0.00

'_tical analysis ( hi2 = 46.84** (cif = 2)

Center Atte

bid not attend -19 603 1.87
83.8 91.9

Attended half day 10 1i 1.90

2.8 1.7

Attended full day 48 24M1**.
13.4 6.4

Statistical analYsis Cha2

.05

.01

English gram group mOn (t probability

0.005). -This is fltrt-her evidence that children en._ ring

c =a err ha

the-

al Ne?ecn

any special

dren enter

th.An chil-

1.-e an

childr n.



The number.and percent of children in each group who have

special needs, are presented in Table 12. A significant

overall chi-square analysis (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTAES, Nie

et al., 1975) was followed by one-sample chi-square tests

(SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Bull, 1977) for each cat-gory

determine group erences. The results of the one-

-sample'chi - ,square tests are presented in the extreme right

twand columns of Table a2. significant-group differences

were found for children requiring speech therapy and medi-

cat on. n both instances, the percent of childten with

these needs was higher for the English programgroup.

While few parents indicated 'chat their children had any

special needs or handicaps, there was a tendency for more

needs to be o ted.' for the English program group. Thus,

pa ents appear to be ly sensitive to these characterise

tics in-their children. anant m may consider enroirent in nch-

it sion with caution n special needs are present The

need for speech therapy might lead parents to assume

a e difficul toe - and the nee for medicaLio 'ght

signal in school as a result of absence for

medical reason

r-'1SoeioeCono- Status. Socioeccnomic tut (SEC

rmi _d by assignier

occupations of

1976) . If both pare

econrmic index numbern

parents fJ l isi n and McRoberts,

re pl the father's



Table 12

Chi-square Analyses Comparing the French immersion

and English program Groups in terms of their Special Needs

French
immersion

English
program
group LI 1-L

No special needs 344 596 0.67 1
96.4 90.9

Speech therapy 6 32 5.73 1
1.7 4.9

earisng aid 1 1 0.19 1
0.3 0.2

Medication 1 4 98
0.3

,

yperactivity 0 4 1.33
1 0.0 0.6

aith factors
9 0.00

1.4 1.4

{ Physical handicaps # 0 1 0.54
0.0 1 0.2

Stattstical analysis ---72-7-81776)Chi 14. 7:77

* p < .05
p < .01,

index was taken to be the family if it was er than
A

the mother s SES index Baer . ever, if the mother's

e twoSES was higher than the father'S, the average

indices was .calculates: to determine the family SES The

mean SES index numbers, standard deviations anc1. restaits of



t-test compariSons (SPSS SUBPROGRAMT-TEST, Nie et al

1975) of the French immersion dnd English program groups

are presented in Table 13. ,The-swere significant differences

Table 1,3

Means, Standard Deviations and t Probabilities

CoMparizor of the French immersion and English P : c.cr:a

Groups on SJS Variables

Father

Mother

Family

French immersion

X SD

English program
row

13.3

11.1

12.6

52.9

19.6

53.4

15.3

11.7J1.7

14.8

-pr

0.000.

.042

0.001

on all three SES inr,icatcrs. The SES of fathers,, mothers-

and famil_ of the french i mmersicimmersion group wer- 'significan-

tly higher than those of the English'program group_. The

mean SES for fathers and for the family of the French'
1

immersion group was in the lower upper class range compared

the upper =Addle SES range for the English program

fi_;:ther8 and families. Mothers of the French immersion pro-

gram group har! a mean SES level in the upper middle class

range compared with the lower middle class SES level of the

mothers of fish-program-cfroup_._

90



The BES differences reported above draw attention to

an important aspect of school program selection. The

French immersion program tends to be the choice of parents

from higher SES groups. Thus, children in this program

tend to be drawn from higher SES backgrounds and may enjoy

more advantaged home backgrounds than children in regu-
,

lar English_ program. This question was pursued further.

Advantaged Homo Backgrounds. Two questions of the

Biographical and Background informatiOn Questionnaire have

been uses. as indication of more or less advantaged homes

(Lokan, et al.-,.1976). Parents were asked to indicate how

frequently the child was read to at home on a weekly basis

and how many books were in the'home. Response categories

for the former question ranged from "occasionally" to "almost

every night" and from "0 to 10" to "500 or more" for the

latter quest The number and percent of responses in

each category for the two comparison grmips are presented in

Table 14.' Chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS,

Nie et al., 1975) indicated significant differences on both-

qu,-stions.

NPAR, Nie

differences for

ne-sample chi - square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

1977) were computed' to determine group

each response. category. There were sgnifi-

cant group differences in terms_ of the frequency of reading

to the child home, with a higher percentage of responses

the '"e c _ally" category for 'the English program group



Table 14

Chi-square Analyses Comparing the French immersion and

English -program Groups in Terms of Reading to the

Child and Number of Books in the Home

French
immersion

grouP

English
program
group

Bead to child at home:
Occasionally 21 6.0 108 17.0 21.12** 1

lx 2x weekly 36 10.3 74 11.6 0.36 1

Several times p_erk 89 25.4 174* 27.4 0.42 1

Every night 205 58.4 280 44.0 9.20**
Statistical analysis Chi2 = 31.18** (df = 3)

Number of books in the home:
0- 10 6 1.7 41 6.4 10.35** 1

11- 30 14 4.0 .50 7.8 5.04* 1

31- 60 31 8.8 76 11.9 2.00 1

61-100 45 12.7 107 16.7 1.90 1

101-200 49 13.8 108 16.8 1.23 1

201-499 103 29.1 146 22..=4 3.60 1

500 or more 106 29.9 113 17.6 15.15** 1

Statistical analysis Chi2 = 40.98** (df = 6)

Compared tp ench immersion group. In addition, the

French immersion group were read to "every night" more often

This esponseIpattern sug-than the English program group.

gests that parents children in the rrench immersion group

read to their child more frequently than do parents of

the English program roue. This may be interpreted as an

tion that children who are enrolled in French immer-



sion come from more advantaged homes than children who

the English program.

Further indications- Of differences in the-advantaged

nature of hom kgrounds wore evident in the significant

'-ferences in the nu her of boCks in the home. The

English program group tended to ha-te the fewest books in the

home while the - -h ersion- group tended to have the

most books. Again, these findings point to the advantaged

home unds of'childre. =rho are enrolled in French

immersion.

Language . Parents were asked to i

dicate the main languac il the home and whether or

not a second language wa:: s The number and percent

of homes in each group in which various languages were

spoken,- and where an additional language was spoken are

presepted in Table 15. A significant chi-square anal sAs

(SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, N c et al., 19/5) of the main

langua in the home was followed by one-sample chi-square

tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) computed

for each response category. Significan't differences on

these tests ind.ated that 'r.figlish was the-main language of

a greater percer . hole_n in the French immersion group

than in the Engli,41 Program In addition, language

other than tha languages specified on this question was the

main language in more homes of the English program group

j



Table 15

Chi-square Analyses Cemparing the French-immersion

and English program Groups in Terms of Home

-Language Environment

=

French

irrieI....
English

d'

Main iangiige in huirP:

English 342 95.8 551 81.9 3,98*
French 2 0.6 12 1.8 2.80
Italian- 1 0.3 11 1.7 3.38
German . 0.8 5 0.8 0.00
Other 2.5 78 11.9 23.34**

Statistical analysis- Chi
2

= 33.82** (df --- 4

Additional language.. spoken
in the home?

Yes 82 23.0 176 26.8
No 274 77.0 481 73.2

Statistical analysis- thi2 = 1.52 (ilf = 1)

than of the French immersion group. Parents are more

likely to choose the English pram when English will be

their child's second langual-lc.

A chi-squar ana1ys Y;11SS SUBPF'RkM CROSSTABS,

Nie et al., 1975) did ndt ieve. v lir'ficant differences

ir the presence of an additional AAguage in the homes of,

the two kindergarten enrolment groups.



Parental Attitudes Towards the French Langua

Parental attitudes towards speaking and learning to speak

French were of interest. The number and percent of

mothers and fathers who spoke Fren

upper third of Table 16 for the

are presented in the

k.cdergartn enrolment

groups- Chi-squaA,e analyses (SPSS SUITROGRAM CT-:SSTABS,

Nie et alt, 1975) in cated-signif cant differences, on this

variable for both mothers and fathers. One- sample chi-

square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977)

were computed for each response category. Significantly

re mothers and fathers o f the r-renr,e, mersion group

.1-renCh compared to parent., of the English Pr am group.

In addition there, were significantly mere "No" responses for

fathers of the English program gro n comp ared tc fathc

of the Frencli immersion group.

The number and percent of parents who We? like to

learn to speak French are presente in, the middle thir

Table 16 for the two comparison groups . overa

chi-square analyses. (SPSS SUfPROGR N CROSSTABS, et al.,
L

1915) of the resp0 -,
f,1 ..c fath indi crated si

cant Jle luare to;its (SPSS

SUBTROCRAk

group cliff r.f -,nc' car variou c gori of

VA both mothers an fathQ_-

sh pr cups we:ce ,iidered more p

;scant



Chi-sq ua e Ana
program Crou

Table 16

-e

tion -

cis the`yf&nchthe Eangu



,

French -sion group wanted to learn to speak French and

fewer parents. of the French immersion group, did not want to

learn_to speak French.

A third indication of parental at

speaking French was information regarding the number and

s towards

percent of parents -f-each group who have taken French

courses (see the bottom third of,Table 16).

square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM cROSSTAES;

197' of responses of mothers and fatherS were significant,

Overall chi-
,

_et al.,

One - sample chi-square tests (SPSS SIAJPROGRAM NPAR, Ni and

'H-U-1I; 1977) were computed for each response category.

Significantly more mothers and fathers of the French ire

sion group have taken French courses compared with parents'

of the English program group. Greater efforts to learn to

speak French may be interpreted to reflect a more positive

attitude toward learning to speak French expressed by

parents who intene to enrol their children in French er-

sion.

The pat tern

suggests that parents who enrol their children in French,

ponses to the above three questions

immersion are themselves more interested in speaking Ftench

than parents who choose the English program. It is interes-

ting to note, however, that at least 40% of

express interest in learning to speak French.

parents do



e to French. Parents were

cdiether o riot the cl ildren hea-d_Zr

asked to indicate

in the home and

in the h i.ghbourhoo d. The and per rent of res ponsea

in ea 1,tategory are presented in Table 17 for WO

kindergttan enrolment groups. Ch i-sq analyses

SUBPI7000.1 C110,95TABS, Elie et al., 1975) were computed

There were no slyril icant differences in exposure to Fre

Table

Chi cluare Analyses Comparing the French it er ion
ancl English program Groups in terms of _Exposure to French

Engligh
program

EpellSOLM to Trench

In Ulel horre: 18.6 12.06**

-alysis

urho 3. Yes
No

tt tioal. -analysis 0.25 ------- 1)

in the Wour hood .- : the were sigraficarlt gro u e7-

.
enceo ih esposure to French in the home. Group differences

on this me sure were assessed in one-sample Chi- quote



analyses .(SPSS SUPROR -I NPAR, N 197n. Sig-

icantly more children in-the-French immersion group were

d_bd to French in the home compared with children in the

English program group.

Siblings in French-immersion. The,experience of

siblings in French immersion programs as examined, The

'number and percent of siblings who were enrolled in French

imiriersien, and who were not enrolled, are presented

Table 18 forthe two ,kindergarten entolment_groups.

ficant overall chi-square analysis (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

-ROSqTARS, Nie et al., 1975) w-as ,folloWed by one-sample

A sig-

chi-square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR Nie and Hull,

1977) :computed for the two response categories. Signify

cantlY more. children in the French imn?ersic n group had

blirigs ho had also been enrolled

programs.

-ench immersion

The various types of French immersion programs
_ -

attended by siblings were determined. Ninety-fpur percent

f the siblings of the F ndh immersion group and 82% of

had been enrolled
A

the siblings Of the English prOgram gr

primary' French immersion programs.

The number and percent of siblings the two groups
,

experienced difficulty in French immersion are also

presented in Table 18. An overall chi-square analysis

(SPS$ SUBPROGRAM CROSSTA8S, Nie et al., 1975) of response
.



Table 18

Chi square Ai- aly ,es Comparing the French mersion

and English program Groups Ter Ms of siblings

French immersion

Fren
immersion

1

.

. df
z

Siblings enrolled in French
immersion? _

Yes 111 31.2 SO 8.9 67.93**

No 245 88.8 597 91.9 13.55 **

Statistical analysis
2

Chi =80 97 = )

.

Siblings,- difficulty
French arson?

Yes 17 15.5 '20 34.5 5.81*

No 93 84.5 65.5 1.66

Statistical analysis ii - 6.94** (d =1)

* p < .05

** p < .01

Significant One-sample tests

NPAR, Nie and H 11, 1977) indicated that

siblings of the English prcgr group sample

SUBPROGRAM

ficantly more

_ad experienced

difficulty in French immersion- Thus, more families of the
A

French immersion -group had siblings erroiled in French imme

'sion and more of these children had etper,enced success in

French immersion compared with the English p'ograrn group.

1.



It is likely that more frequent experiences of success in

French immersion would promote a more positive attitude to-
.

wards the French immersion program or the French inversion.

group.'
aF

Teacher's1Ratings. Children-in the Fr OW.immersion

and English program groups were compared-in terms of their

etratings by teachers as "Below average," "Average" or "Above

average"in terms of ability, ..social maturationand motivation, .

The number and percent of children _in each group rated-in each

category are presented in Table 19. Teacher responses re-

garding the child's likelihood of experiencing difficulty in

school are also presented in Table 19. Over chi-square

inalyseS (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nie et al., 1975) indi-

cated significant differences on the four rating scales.

One-sample chi-f uare tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR Nie and

Hull, 1977) were computed for each responSe category to

determine group differences.

In terms of ability, social maturation and motiva-

tion, significantly more children;in the English program

group received "Below average-1 ratings compared to the French

immersion group. iIn addition, signifcantly
.

More children

in the French immersion group received "Above average"

ratings of ability compared to,,the English program group.

This pattern of responses suggests that parents are sensitive

to these characteristics in their children ouch that child



Table 19

Chi-square AnalyseS Comparing. the French immersion

andEnglish program. Groups on Teacher Ratihgs of
I

Social Maturation, Motivation and Schoolj) ffioulty

French
immersion

g_oLT

English
prpgram
gxoup

- If- %

ABILITY
Below average 17 4.8 90 14.1 18.00** 1

Average 177 50.4 342 53.6 0.41 1
ve average 157 44.7 206 32.3 9.20** 1

Statistical analysis = 27.94 ** (df = 2)

SOCIAL MATURATION
Below average 68 19.2 174 '-27.2 5.85* 1
Average r 207 58.5 355 55.5 0.38 1
Above average

at

79 22.3 111 17.3 2.71 1

= 9.27** (df ,= 2Statistical analysis

MOTIVATION
Below average- 33 9.4 103 15.1 7.25** 1
Average 217 62.0 379 59.3 --0=2e 1

.Above average -100 28.6 157 24.6 1.38 1

Statistical analysis
.

9.03

Difficulty in school?
No 263 75.6 439 ;69.6- 1.05 1,-
Likely 67 19.3 173 27.4 5.90* 1

Possible 18 5.2 19 i 3.0 2.96 1

Statistical analysis Chi = 10:00*, (df = 2)

.05

.01



is "Below average" in ability, social
-

maturation and

n is more likely, to be enrolled in the Englishmotiva

program.

,In terms of teachers' predictions Of difficulty in

school, significantly°more children in the E g sh progrem

roue were rated as "Likely'' to have difficulty in school

_pared with the French immersion group.

.Teachers' ratings of these children indicate some

interesting differences between the childre °whc enter these

two school programs. The English program tends to receive

more children who are rated by teachers as "Below average" in

ability, fewer., hildren who are rated as "Above average" in

ability and More children who 'are likely to encounter

difficulty in school. The French immersion program thus

appears fo-dr the most capable s idents.

Agreement Befween Parehts and Teachers With regard

to Enrolment=' in French it version : The- decisions of parent-

and the advice of teachers-with regard to enrolment in

French immmersion were available for 722 children. The

degree to which parents and .teachers agreed upon the choice`

of program may be determined from Table 20 which presents the

.number and percent c f_casef,,7 (based on all 722.cases) for each

possible combination of responses of.parents and teachers.

`The underlined figures indicate that parents and teachers

agreed that a child should be enrolled in French immersion



21- of the es,- that a child should not be enrolled in
a,

the-cases,a d both were undecided in 0.1% of the

es. Thus, parents and teachers came to the same

decision for 58 5% of the children.

Table 20

Agreement between Parents and Teachers with

Regard to French immersion Enrolment

parents' decision re Fn

inTrersion enrolzent:

Yes

`leacher' s advice re enrolment in
French isruersion

Yes _. No Undecided

#

154 21.3

#

87

%

12.0 13 1.8

No 123 17.0 268 37.1 35 4.9

Undecided ,19 2.6 22 30 1 0.1
_-_,...

The 12% of decisions where-teachers disagreed with

the parents' choice of the French immersion zrogram were

of special interest. The parental decisions the carte=

gory "No" include the cedes in whi-ch parents answered

"es" on the questionnaire but later infor_ tion'cOnfirmed

that the child would bp enrolled in the English progra-

Teachers advised French mmersion enrolment for 50 (27.6 %)



of .-these cilildren and were uncle ided with reg svtait Or 4

'Howevek, teachers advised against French,immersion

olrnent fdr 102 (56.4%) of these children It may be

t' the teacher's opinion influenced some of the changes

in ,parents' decfsions. When the original responses of

'parents were analyzed, the disagreement-between parents and

teachers was much higher- 26.1% of the 722 cases.

Tour groups were formed on the basis of 'agreement

and disagreement between parents and teachers- *Cases in

which either parents or teach&rs were undecided were ommit-
.

ted. Thus, two groups were composed of cases iii -which

parents -ahose French irnntersion enrolment, with one group

where teachers agreed (A4ree1Y s)and the other where

_teachers disagreed (Disagree( Yes) The other groups invo -

ved parental decisions against French immersion with

teachers agreeing (Agree No) or,disagreeing (Disagree No).

Descriptive Information. . Descriptive information

in luding- age, sex and hand dominance are presented in

Table 21'for the four groups formed on the basis-Of agree-.

merit between parents and teachers with regard to French

immersion enrolment. Significant age differences were

found in a ones ay. of variance (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

allowed by Newman-Keuls multipleONEWAY, Nie et al., 1975)

comparisons.



Table:

Age; ',and Hand Dominance Compari$Ons 'of the Four

Pirent-ieacher" 'Agreement Groups
*.

E E X

Males Females

HAND DOMIN-A
Llrj r*-

## wed

AIMS: ?YES to French
rmersion

) Teachers agree
msnimr.,##.1.4w

4.71 0.3 213 163 40.9 91 59.1 137 .0 1 8.4 2.6

) Teachers di sag 4. 0.3 8 55.2 39 44.8 77 .5 10 11.5 0 0.0

NUTS: NO to French
ratersion

) Teachers agree

Teachers disagree

ne-sarple Chi analypis

4.67 144 53,7 124 4 225 84.3 31 11.'6 11 4,10

4.75 0.3 1,2,3 55 44.7 68

clu2 x470-_,
{df

55. 100 81

4. 1

21" 17.1 2 1.6

verali Statigtical
nilysis

do -4 2,729*
3, 628)C ((If =

.66* M/2 =9.84
= 6)

p < .05



-When,parents had decided on Frencn immersion enLu.L-

groups 1 and 2), the teachers disagreed with thiS

ciien when the children were significantly younger than

group for whom, teacher, advised FrenchsiMmersion.

hen parents decided against French

-.ps 3 and 4), the te- hers advised French immersion

lment for a group of children thatwas significantly

than al). other groups and agreed that the younger

group .should not be enrolled. Thus, when teachers !das-

ersio

reed with parents"- decisions, they,advised against French

immersion for the yunger group and advised it'for, the

other group. Teachers appeared to be sensitive to the age

of children in making their recommendations and were mere ;

likely to recommend-French immersion fot'an older child.

. -

An overall chi-square analysis (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

CROSSTABS, Nie et al., 1975) indicatecl.significant sexdif-

fere s ever, onersample -chi-square tes,ts-(SPSS

SUBP tGRAM N ?AR, Nie and Hull, 1977) computed' to determine

differences in sex distribution,wer'e not significant.

ever,.. there' was-a trend evident in that teachers recom-

mended enc4 immersion more frequOntly for girls t an for

boys oupS 1 and 4).

No signifid-nt-differences in hand domiriance were

found in a chi - square analysis (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS,

Ni t'75'). The majority of children in each group



were right-hand4-is.

Special Needs. A. hi- square analysis (SASS

SUBPROGRAM CROS. ABS, Nie et al., 1975) of these four groups

in' terms of the "SpeOial Needs" of the} dhildren was signi-

ftcant (see Table 22). One-sample chi-square testa (SPS6

SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) indicated signifi

cant aroup differences in the percent of children requiring

speech therapy.

The need for speech therapy appears to be a factor

related to teachers' agre&aent with parents French fi ner

sign enrolment fdisions. Teachers agreed that the group

of children requiring the most speech therapy (group 3)

should not be enrolled in French immersion, and that a

group with f- children requiring speech therapy- (group -1)

should be enrolled. When teachers disagreed with

-parents' decisions, the group for whom they advised French

immersion (group 4). had fewer childrerrrequring speech

therapy than the group fbr whom teachers.advised aga

French immersion enrolment (group 2).,,

ns

Preschool xperience. The extent of preschool

experience of the four went-teacher agreement groups was

compared in chisquare.analyses 1SPSS.SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS,

Nie-et_ 1., 1975). The number and percent of children in

each category of Day Care- centre and Nursery school atten-

dance are presented in,Table 23 for these fotr'gro4S.

There -e esignificant differences for both types of



Table 22

Chi-space Aha yses Comparing tie Four P4sent-Teachex

Agreement Groups. in Terms of their Special Needs

3)Teach 4 Tea Drs
sa e

needs

Hearing. Vii:

Hyperactivity

Health factors

Physical handicaps

.:4tisticai..analys4

1.3

0 40

0.6

0.0

3.2

0.0

95 4 233 By -119

'7-5

1,1, 1 0.4 0

0 O .5 1. 1 I

010 3 1.1

0.0 1.9

0.0 1 0.4

29.07* (df r=18)

IUD



Table 23

uar n lyres CoVaring the Fotr.Paenteleacher

llgreernent Groups an terms of Attendance at

Nursery Sthool and Day Care Centre

Da

ksiu5; V.,,S

Minion
1) %milers

as ee

tqlrenth

2)' Teachers

disa

PARENTS: NO

amion
3) Teachers

agree

to fYenth

4) Teachers
dis v i

Did not attRad
122 74 249 , 110 zp,

Attendid lia.lf da-fs # 5 3 5 1.32

3.2 3.4 1.9 2.4

Atterdtd full cis # 27 10 14 10 16.0**

tutioal anal sir ___,

17.5 , 11.5 831

Chi 19.23** cif =

Nam -ell ,

84 57 206 7,48
Did not attenci 64,5 65.5 76.9 65

Pdtandadhalf&7s 67 27 57 16.21"

-43.5 31.0 21.3 304 9

Attende,d fu4 ciazrs 1 9 .4 1.9

tatistioal apal $ii = 26 86** df



preschool experience.- 'Further oige7sample c_ _Are'tests-

4SPSB SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and-Hull, 1977) indicated signifi-

cant group differences in full day attendance at Day Care

centres and in half day attendance at Nursery schools. The

groups of children that parents and teachers agreed should

be enrolled in French immersion (group 1) had the most pre-

school. experience in terms of half day attendance at Nursery

school and full day attendance at_bay_Care -tres . In

addition, the children for whom parents -and teachers agreed

ench._immersion_enrolmentwasnot de rable,group,3

had the least preschool experience. However, when teachers

disagreed with parents decisions the basis for this disagree-

ment did not appear to be related to differences in pre-

school experience. Teachers advised French immersion for-

a group of children with leSs7Day Care centre experience

and similar Nursery. school experience (group 4) compared to

group for whom they advised against French immersion

roup2).

These results suggest that both parents and teachers-

agree that a child's preschool experience is a factor to be

considered in choosing. French immersion far that 6hild.

However, it may be that the parents' decision to involve

the child in a preschool.program may-have been .influenced b

by family: characteristics or characteristics the child

that also influence the parents' decision to enrol the child



te-

socioeconomic IStatus. The socioeconomic d s

father, mother and family of the four pa ent-

agreement groups were compared in oneway analyses

of variance (SPSS SUBPROGRAM iNNWAY, Nie et al. 1975).

The meano, standard deviations and results of Nevoan-Keuls

multiple comparisons are presented for these analyses in

Table 24. Significant differences were found for all three

measures.

intrne:

Were

The highest SES ratings were bt b the

parents and teachers agreed upon French

e rolment (group 1). The lowest SES ratings

fined by the group for whom teachers and parents

agreed upon-English program enrolment (group 3). When

teachers disagreed'with parents enrolment decisi (groups

2 and 4)./ only the mother's SES was found. to differ signIn

ficantlY

with the higher SES for moth Fs (group_4) and advised

Teachers advised French immersion for the group

against inch immersion for the lower SES S-grouP (group 2)..-

Although-teachers tended to advise French immersion for chil-

alren from higher SES backgrounds, they still disagreed with

French immersion enrolment for some children from fairly high

SE backgrounds (group 2). ThUs, SES does not appear to bea

a consistent factor related to teachers' disagreement with

parental decisions.



Table 4

Means, Standard Deviations, F Rating and the Results of Newman-Keuls-Comperisons.

of the Four Parent-leacher AgreeTnent Group$ on SES Variables

Father

katistical

nalYsis

Mother

tatistical

nalysis'

PARENT'S: YES to Fren ch immersion PILRENTS:. 0, to. Fren

4)TeaOhets Disagree.

I Neiman

Keuls'

59.76 13102 3,4 8.16 13 ;11 3 51.71 4. 5E61 14.47 3

tio 11.155 ( 3156

54,57 10.20 4 47.6.9 10.1 47.82 11.15 54.02 10.99 2,3

60.00 12.33 213,4

,(cif 202)

58.37 12. 52.10 14.60 6. 402 3

F-Ratio 114961** (df 588)

IResats ofltsleman uls'tests: 1 the mrter(s) of the gt5ip(s) with spores 'Sipificantly:

than tit score of the deSignated -pup.

. *p < 5

*p.< .01 1.



n__e--Llanguayw-r, -1.14 4,A 5,4414,4,.'". sAas

. _ .

of homes iM.which- various languages are the, Main- language-

are. presented for each group in Table 25. A Significant_

chi-square (SPSS SUBPROGRAM 6ROSSTABS, Nie et al., 1975)- was

followid by one-sample chi- square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM.

NPAR, Nie And Hull, 1977). for each response

There were ,significant group differences percent of

,homes where "Other" languages were spoken as.the main

language. "Other languages .were least. often the main

language category for chiidten who- parents and teachers

agreed should be=enrolled in French immerSiorl (group 1) .

Children who should not be enrolled in French immersion as

judged by both parents. and teachers (group 3) had the-
'\

highest frequency of hoMes with "Other" main languages

When teachers disagreed with parents: d isi AS- fewer

"Other" languageS were the main home languages of the group

r whom teachers advied French immersion enrol ent (group,4)

compared with the group for whom teachers did not advise
4

French-immersiom (group 2). Thus, some teachers may view the

sence main home languages other than English as a factor

weighi againstagai the advisability of French immersion:enrol-
.

nt.
There were also significant chi-

(SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTAZS,'Nie et al:,

uare-differences

n the number

of homes in which an additional language wa epokn (see



7.!4nE!

Table 5

Chi-square Anal se Comparing the rota Parent-Teacher

Agreement Groupi Terms of Home Language .Environment,

Fk,ree..Fi iNfah.11t*
' "-

Mai lguaglanguage in the ham:

EnglisN

Frendh

Italian

Mari

r

Statistical analysis

Additional language in the

Yes

No :

Statistical analysis

p .05

**p < .01.

PMENTS: YES to French R

innersion

1) Teachers 2) Teachers
agree ''clisa

to, French

Immersion

,#

150 97.4

2 1.3 0

0 0.0 1

1 0,6

1 0.6 6.

27

127

17.5

82.5

3) Teachers

89.7 213 79.5

.0 2.2

1. -1.9

2.3 2 0.7

6.9 42 15.7

41.960 (cif r 12)

4) Teachers
disa

113

3

91.9 4.27

2.4 2.03

0.8 3.33

-1!_p 2.00

4. 28f.64tP

32 36.8 87 32.5

55 63.2 181 67.5

vs16.12 * (Of = 3)

28

95

22.8

77.2

11.37*

4.73



Table 25 - sample chi square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

NpAR.. Nie a d Hull, 1977) .indlcat d signific0-

ences on this variable.

roup differ-

Again, When teachers' disagreed with patents' enrol-

ment decisions, the group for whom teachers a vised French

immersion(arovp 4) had. f- er.homes in Ad4ch ah additional

language was spoken than the group for wh9m teachers

AdVised against/French immersion (group 2). 0-11! is fur-

therL-evidence that some teachers cOnsider 'thelhome language

environments of ildren asan imporitant factOr related to

the advisability of French immersion enrolment. It was

reported in an ,earlier section that teachers. cited the

presence of language backgrounds other than English as a

reason for not advising rench immersion enrolment.

'Parental AttitudesTowards the French Language.

Significant overall chi-guar e-analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM

CPOSSTABS t al., 1975) were found for the responses,_

of_both. fathers and mo erSto questions related:to their

ability to speak French, their desire t -learn to speak

._,Zrench_end_their-effo_its to take French courses. Tr,le

-- and percqnt of _esponses in each -response category are

presented in Table 26 for the four parent-teacher agreement

groups. Onensample chi-square tests .-(SPSS SUBPROGRAM

.NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) were computed for each response

_cat..egbry determine g oup-di:.feren:Ces! In terms of the
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Chisquare Analyse- Comparing the Four ParentiTeather Agreement Groups-

Qliestions Assessing Parental Attitudes Towarsds the French Language

PARENTS YES tdPrendft PARENTS: NO to French

imersion aersion

Teachers 2) Tea rmhm4) Teachers
'sa

parents speak French.

r: Yes

No

Statistical analysis

Fa r: Yes

No

Statistic anal sis

#

42 27.3 21 24.1 40 15.0. 27 22.0 7.81*

112 72.7 66 75.9 226 85.0 96 78.0 2.31

Chi 10.01* (if = 3)

51 33.8 26 30.2 51 20.2 32 26.2 7.16

100 66.2 60 69.8 201 79.8 90 7 2.64

9.84* Of 3)

Do parents wish to learn to speak

French?

Mother: Yes 86

17

N/A , 41

Statistical analysis

Father: Yes 66

No 22

N/A 51

Statistical analysis

ve parents taken French courses?

Mother: Yes

No 85

N/A 0

Statistical analysis

Fa r: Yes

NO

N/A

Statisti 1 analysis

5,7

'89

59.7 -43 K.8 107 42.8

11.8 e19 22.9 103 41.2

28.5 21 25.3 40 16.0

Chi2 41.88** Idf,.= 6)

47.5 40 47.6 85 36.8

15.8 18 21.4 95 41.1

36.7 ,26 31.0 51 22.1

Chi2 33.11*tlf

44.8

55 2.

0.0

38.5

60.1

1.4

49 43.4

37 32.7

27 23.9

52

27

32

22 25.6 41 15.7

64. 74.4 214 82.0

0 0.0 6 2.3

,.
51.15** (df = 6)

27

55

1

2

32.5 57 23.5

66.3 179 73.7

1.2 , 7 2.5

13.84*'' (df = 6)

46.8

24.3

28.8

6.35

28.79**

7.45.

3.86

23.12**

7.30

3

2 21.8, 33.35*

93 78.2 9.3 *

0:0 6.0

45 37.8

72 60.5

2 "1.7

--------
P

8.71*

3.43

1.63



lity o parents to speak French, there were significant

group dif erences among mothers. ,G'roub-differences among

fathers did not reach significance but they followed a trend

milar to that fund among mothers. When teachers agreed

h parents' enrolment decisions, the French immersion

enrolment group (group 1) had the highest pereentage of

thers who spoke French and the English program enrolment

up (group 3) had the lowest percentage.. However,

teachers! disagreement with paents' decisions did not

appear to be dependent upon a parent's ability to speak

French. Similar percentages of mothers spoke

the groups

advised Fre

French for

which teachers disagreed with patents and

ch immersion (group 4) or advised against it

Significant group differences were -found in the num-

fjparents,who did not ish to: learn to speak-Fren h.

The highest percentages of both mothers and fathers "who ,did

not wish to learn to speak French were found in the group

which parents and teachers agree}should not be enrolled in

rench immersion (group 3). When teachers disagreed with

the parents' dec sions to enrol the children in the English

program (g up-4 ) this group had fewer parenti,Who did not

h to learn to speak English in contrast to the group for

teachers also recommend the English program (group 3).

When teachers disagreed with parents' decisions:to enrol the



children in French immersion group'2), this -group had a

greater percentage of mothers and fathers who did not wish

-to learn to speak French in contrast t6 the group to be

enrolled in FrenCh immersion with the agreement of parents

and teachers (group 1) which had the lowest percentage of

parents, not wishing to learn to speak French. Howeve

the groups where teachers disagreed with parents'

deoiSion, the group for whom they*advised.French immersion

(group 4) had more parents not wishing to learn- French than

the group for wham French immersion was not Advised (group

2). Thus,-:disagreement :between parents and teachers did.

not occur.Cin the basis of parental attitudes towards wishing

to learn to speak French.

Parents' efforts to learn French through courses

differed significantly arming the four groups. More

mothers and fathers of the group where teachers and parents

agreed upon French immersion enrolment (group 1) had taken

French courses mpared to all other groups, The fewest

percentages of mothers_ and f ors taking French courses

were.fourid in the group where both parents'and teachers

agreed,uponfEnglishprogram enrolmer:tAgroup 3), More

mothers had taken.French courses ,in the group foe,whom

teachers disagreed with-parents' decisions to enrol children

French immersion (group 2) compared to the group where

teachers rebommended'Fiench.immersion even though Parents



chose the English program group 4 owever, this

relationship was reversed for the fathers, Teachers

:advised ,French" immersion-when more fathers had taken French

courses (group 4) and they advised against French h immersi n

when fewer, fathers had taken French, courses- (group 2).

The reSults'of these questions assessing parental

attitudes towards French-do not-form a consistent pattern_

that would suggest a ba for disagreement between-parents-

and teachers related to parental attitudes towards speaking

fi

and learning to speak French.

Exposure to French. A chi-square analysis SPS-

SUBPROGRAM CRSSTABS, Nie et al., 1975) of responses the

question asking if the child heard French spoken inthe home,

,i
., was significant. One-sample Ohl-square tests (SPSS

SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull,.1977) indicated that there

were significant group differences among the four parent -

tea "cher agreement' groups in terms of the 'percept of homes

rh re.
_ 4

F eneh was spoken, The results-of these analyses are-

presentedrin Table 27. Parents and teachers agreed upon

'French immersion enrolment (group 1) for the group where_

French was most often spoken in the home and they agreed

upon English program enrolment (grOup 3) for the group With-

the least exposure to Fren-h in the home. Howemer, when'

teachers disagree-a with parents' kindergarten-enrolment-

decisions, the group for which they advised French n-



Square Analyses

TABLE 27 ,

paring the Four Parent-Teachers Agreemen Groups in Te ram of

their Exposure to French

French in ho

Yes

No

sal analysis

PARENTS- YES to French
IEFersion

AWEWS: NO to French
IRrekpion

1)Teachers 2) Teachers

a disa

48

106

31,.2 19

3) Teachers
a

4) 7tachers
disa e

22.1 43 16.1

.2

26.8 11.15**

73.2 3.21

= 14.13** (df z 3)

*p 4 .05

P .01



(group 41 tended to nch spoke in the horn

than the group f ©r which they advised againstiPrench irrwersion (group

These resultssuggest that teachers may corisider exposurp

to Fren6h in the-flome to be aYi,importan

French immersion enro meht.

There were no significant d

factor' ire advising'-

fferences in the

sponses to the question concerned with French _spoken

neighbourhood (Chi = 1.70 df = 3, p .051.

Advantaged Home Background. The

the requency of reading to the

re-

in ihe'

questions regarding

child' at homeland the number

of books in the h6me were interpreted as

adV4\tagPd home, backgrounds

section,

category

teacher

indications.of-'

as was 'discussed in an earlier

The-number and percent of respones in each

e -presented- 1h Table 28 for the four parent-

reetdnt groups. - Significant chi-square analyses

(SPS'S SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, .Nie et 41., 1975) were follew4d,

by one-sample

HU 11, 1977) .

difference's

'chi - square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and

These s
tests iiidicated significant, group'

in reading Ito the children "occasionally ".-and

"everyevery night." Teachers tended to 'advise French immersion

(groups 1 and 4), even when Parent-
.

"(group" 4), when the children came

k

vahtaged homes,

had decided against: it

elatively more ad-

very night. Inse. they were read to

-contra-st, teachers advised. against French -immersion enrol-:

rnent when fewer parents.read
m

children every ni



Table 28

,.ChiSqUare Analyses Competing tileFur Parent-Teacher Agreement Groups in Terms
.

of Reading to the Chiliiind Number of. Books in' the Home

t o t dhild at hale:

casionally

2x weekly

lAmal times weekly

Every night

Statistical analysis

Dither of-books in the home:

PARENTS: YES to French

larsion

PAPENTS: NO to. Fre

iffit.ion

0 -10

11- 30

31- 60

61-100

101-200

, 201-499

500-more

Statistical analysis

4 2,7 10 11.6 '.54 21.2 14 21.5 -25.14*,

12 8.1 8 9.3 33 12.9 12 9.8 2.52

31 20 8 31. 36.0 65 25...5 '29 5.10

102 683 -43.0- 103 710-.4- 61 54.9 1542**

21

27

41

49

6 0
4.5

5.8

13.6

17.5

26.6

31.8

13

10

11

2

19

4.7

2,3

11.6

128

22.1

22

23

40

57

38

45

33

.4

8.8

15.3

21.8

14.5

17.2

14.1

6

11

1_

82

1

9.0

4.9

9.0

10.7

23.0

27.0

25.4

cld 74426 **' = 18)

tf

21.00**

5428

8466*

9.59*

4.70

7.89*

14.33**,,



.(group 2 and 3). This aspect of the child's- home back-

grOgnd appears =to be related to teachers' advite regardi

French immersion enrolment. French immersion enrolment is

advised for children from more advantaged backgrounds

determined by the frequency with which parents read to their

children.

There were many significant differences with regard

to the number of books in the,hoMe. However,: there was

no consistent pattern that would suggest that teachers'

disagreement with parents regarding French immersion enrol-

ment was related to the number of books in the home.

Siblings in French immersion. The results of signi

ficant chi-square analyses ( SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nie
a N

et al., 1975') and one-sample chi-square tests (SPSS

SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) are pfesented in Table

29 for the questions concerned with siblingrs'involvement in
-.-

French immersion. The group for whom parent8 and teachers_

agreed. upon French 'mmersion enrolment (group 1) had the

-greatest-percentage of .siblings in French immersion programs

while thegroup for whom parents and teachers agreed upon

English program enrolment (group 3). had the lowest percent-

.;

age. However, teachers' disagreementyith parents

decisions was not related to the ntimber of children with

siblings in French immersion since the percentages were

l for these two groups (groups .,2 and 4). A similar"



Chi-rsquare Analyses Comparing the FourIParent-Teacher Agreement

Groups in Terms of Siblings in French immersion

Siblings enrolled' in French
inversion?

Statistical analysis

Siblings - difficul
imersion?

*p .05

.01

Yes

No

in French

Yes

No

Nj A

arialysis

Pte: YES to Winch
ion

IVans Tea rs
a 1) dsaTree 2)

8

41

105

2.23

9.20**

6.86

8;04** (d



pattern or re5uits wa5 mouna or ne S dLLt gruup

differences in terms of_the-percefft-taI siblings who had not

experienced difficulty in French immersion_

centages are calculated on the basis of the number ofsib-

When the per-

lings in French immersion for each%group, similar percent-,

ages of siblings had not experienced difficulty when

-teachers.disagreed with parents' decisions toLenrol children

in French immersion (group 2), and with theirdecisions to

enrol children in the English program (group-4) (86% and

81%, respectively, had not experienced difficulty in French

immersion). Thus, the experience of!siblings in French

immersion is not related to teachers' disagreement with

parents' kindergarten enrolment decisions.

Teachers' Ratings. Teachers' ratings of abiliy,

social maturation and motivation provide indications of some

basisforteachers'disagreem'n-twith parents' kindergarten

en lment decisions. The number and percent of children in

each g oup receiving "Below average," "Average" and "Above

averaW ratings on these scales are presented in Table 30.

Chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS4 Nie et al.,
r

1975) indicated significant differences on the three scales.

One-sample chi-square tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and

Hull, 1977) were computed for each rating category to deter-

min group differences. When the_group, of children'Whom

parents intended to -enrol-in-Ffench-immersion were divided



Table 30

chi-square Analyses Comparing the Four Parent-Teacher Agreement Groups

on Teacher Ratings of Ability, Social Maturation, Motivation and school Difficulty

= s_ __ -,:. - .

BILITY

Belo waverage

Average :

ibowayera
,

.

Statittical analysis

_ _____ -

FARE/ITS: YES to French

Nersion

MOW 0 to French

____

OnL

inmersion

(1) Teachers

9::.=

#

0

66

87

___

0.0

411

56.9

(2)Tea

:'sa.!

#

13

50

23
. 2

Chi

ers

7
(3)Teachers

agree

(4Teache0

_di alree

15.1

58.1

26.7
_
- 135.43**

62

152

52.

(1

%

23.3

57.1

19.5
'

=6)

#

0

44

79

0,0 f62.03**

35.8 110.97*

64.2 60.84**

3

3

3

SOCIAL MATUPATICN .

Belaw average

Ayerage

Above average .

Statistical analy111_.

13

86

55

8.4

55.8

35.7

29

50

8

33.1

57.5

9.2

m 153.92**,(df

105

149

14

39.2

55.6

5.2

m )

4

64

55

.

3.3 67.79*,*

52.0 0.40

44.7 85.94**

3

3

3

METIVAiTON d.,

Beim average
Average,-

ve avera ________ -.- :-------

iiiistical anal sis

1

88

-63

0.7

57.9

41.4

14

-61-

12

'''

:

16.1

-.701

13.8

= 140.65**

63

173

31

(df=-6,

.

23.6

64.8

11.6

.

1

54

68

-----

,

,

0.8 56.62**

43.9 7.78

55. _11 ,**

3

,..

SCHOOL DIFFICULTY
r

Likely school

No School difficulty

Possibleschool,difficulty ,

Statistical analysis

7

-145

1

4.6

94.8

0.7

38

-41

7
2.-

Chi _L7_152-.42**

44.2

47.7

8.1

116

136

10

(df

44.3

51,9

.3

m 6)

4

117

0

3.3

96.7

:0._ -

83.58**

42,60**

13.00**

3-

3

-I-

____

*p < .05

**p < .01



into a group where teachersagreed with this decision

(group 1) and a group where teachers disagreed (group 2),

the disagreement group had a greater percentage of "BeloW,

average" rating s and a lowererceritage of "Above aVerage"

ratings of ability, social maturation and motivation.

Similarly for the English program enrolments, teachers agreed

-:With this decision (group 3) for a group that had more

"Below averageatings and fewer "Above average" ratings

than -the. group (group 4) for whom-teachers adVised French

immersion despite the parents' choiCe of the English prOgraM,

For the two groups where teachers disagreed with-parents

(groups 2 and.0, teachers advised French immersion/for the

group with fewer "Below average" ratings and more "Above

average' ratings,.

Teachers' predictions of difficulty in school

followed a similar pattern. Teachers predicted difficulty in

school more frequently for more children in the-groups for

whom they advised against French immersion enrolment (groups

;2 and 3), whether this was in agreement or disagreement

with parents' decisions. Similarly, the highest percent-

ages of children not expected to experience difficulty 11.17

school were found in the two groups for whOm teachers advised

French immersion enrolment (groups 1 and 4).

,The results of-the teachers' ratings indicate that

s aremost likely to disagree with parents' decisions-



to enrol children in Frenah immersion if these, children are

oelow average in terns of ability, social maturation or

motivation, or if these children are'expect'ed to encounter

difficulty in school. As a corollary. .statement, teachers

,are more likely to agree with parents' choice of the

English program if the children are average to above average

in ability, social maturation and motivation and if they

are not expected to:encounter difficulty in school.,

Summau of Questionnaire Data

The respons- rates for the Teacher's Ratings an_

Biographical and Background Information Questionnaires were

high. ThiS -high return rate from 51 of the 53 elementary

schools of the Ottawa Board of Education ensures that the

information was gathered from a good representation of four-
,

year-old children throughout the Ottawa Boar. of Education.-

Teache,-'s Ratings. Teacher's Ratings provided ins

formation about thefactOrs Which four-year-old kindergarten

teachers considered important in predicting difficulty in

school and in the Selection of a school' program., School

difficulty wasq3redicted for 26% of, 1253 four - year -old

kindergarten children. . Difficulty in school was Considered

to be possible for another 4% of the childrOn. The fre-,'

quency with which teachers cited various reasons for school

difficulty indicated that immaturity was the most frequent



basisfor predicting sch ol d fficulty. , This was fol awed

by language difficulties, emotional or social- maladiustrwmt

and concentration difficulties. The tendency for teaChers

to consider child's level of maturity and social-emotional

adjustment as frequently -as language factors and more fre-

quently than the level of ability suggests that the child's

adjustment to school is a principle concern among teachers

of foUryear-old kindergarten children. The pattern of

results for teachers' ratings of ability, social maturation
. . .

and motivation indicated that teachers considered children

who were below average on these factors to be at a greater

risk#for school difficulty thAn children who were above

average. It interesting to note that teachers tended

to assign more below average ratings on the social matura-

tion and motivation scales than on the ability scale for

children expected to encounter difficulty in school. This

again suggests that teachers attend more to the social

maturation and motivation of a child than to his ability

level when predicting difficulty in school.' .The children

for whom difficulty in schocil was considered a strong possi-

bility tended t receive more:below average ratings in terms

of social maturation.. This finding also indicates that

teachers are attentive to the importance of Social,inatur

tosuccess in school.

1



The factors whith teachers considered tO, be import-
b

anc for success in French immersion were investigated by

comparing the children for whom teachers advised French

immersion to the ehildren,for whom they did not advise

French immersion and to.the children about whom teachers were

undecided. Nine hundred -and fifty-eight. four-year-old

kinderg:rten children were involved in these-comparisons.

When teachers felt that French immersion enrolment was not

advisable, they did so most frequently on the basis of poor

emotional-social adjustment, falowed by immaturity, poorly

developed language skills, ethnic language difficulties and

/

short attention span. Thus, a child's general development

in social-emotional and language areas was emphasized more.

than ability when French immersion was not considered

adVisable. Howeve_ when teachers advised French immersion-

enrolment, average to-high ability and-the absence of

special problems was the most frequently cited reason in

support of this decision. Good emotional-social adjustment

was also an important factor, followed by maturity and

language skills. Again, while teachers placed emphasis

upon ability levels when advising French immersion enrolment,
7

they were also concerned with the child's general develop-

ment in terms. of social-emotional adjustment.

Teachers' ratings of ability social maturation and

motivation for the three grOupa formed -on -the basis'



of teachers' advice regarding French immersion

enrolment provided information about the relative importance

these factoks in teachers' decisions. Teachers tended

to advise French immersion enrolment for children-with

average to above ,average ratings-op all three scales.

These children:obtained above average ratings in ability .

with the greatest frequency which suggests that teachers

give the most weight to high ability levels when they-advise

French immersion.enrolment. In contrast, when French-immer-
.

sion was not advised,.children tended to obtain below average,

and average ratings of ability, social maturation and motiva-

n. However, the- received as many above average ratings

of ability as they did below average ratings. Thus, ability

was not as important as social' maturation, om which there

were many below average ratings, weighing against French

immersion enrolment.

The result- o- the Teacher's. Ratings indicate that

teachers do have relatively uniform informal criteria for

Judging a child's suitability for French immersion. If

teachers respond to parents' requests for advice regarding.

French immersion enrolment, then the parents' choice of a

sChool program will be influenced by these informal-selec-

tion procedures employed by teachers. This is an important

area'to be assessed in the next two years of this study.

if children who are enrollesd in French immersion when



teactiers advise against'it do poorly in the program, then

the inforMal selection procedures of teachers have merit.

The relationship between teachers' adyice and progress in.

French immersion will. be 'assessed in the..follow-up studies.

In 'ddition, a broader issue emerged in that French

immersion is recommended for only the upper strata of the

pupils.

Biographical and Background Information Questionnaires.

Parents have the final decision regarding French immersion

enrolment.' Thus,-'comparisons of the French immersion e-

rolment group and the English program group. formed on the

basis of parental choice of kindergarten program provide

extensive informatiOn which indicates that there are substan-

tial differences bet een the groups of children entering

these two programs Strong informal selection procedures

are in effect tb pr duce the many. differences that t-were

found.

Parents outlined some of these selection,prOcedure$

in the reasons cited for choosing one,kindergarten program--

over .the other. Parents who chase French immersion wished

to take advantage of the opportunity to learn to _peak French

and frequently- cited the view that younger children learfi a

cond langbage better than adults. Increased employment

opportunities and/the general betterment of education were

also cited frequently. It thus appearwthat the French



ersion program was chosen by many parents as a means to

accomplish the goal f bilinqualism for their children.

'The importance of this goal was not always Bear but

parents did tend to cite instrumental reasons, such as in-

creased employment opportunities, more frequently than
) 44,

integrative reasons, such as increased ,understanding of the

other cultural group.

'Parents were more explicit in terms of the reasons

cited for not enrolling their. children in French immersion.

Again, parents chose a school. program that fulfilled the

educational goals that they desired. French immersion was

`not chosen when parents felt it would not meet educational

goals such as a solid grounding in English, the development

f socialization skills and the learning of English as a

second language in families of ethnic backgrounds ether than

English or French. Bussing was also a-factor weighing

against French immersion enrolment. Thus, the reasons

expressed by parents for choosing or not choosing` the

French immersion program point to differences in parents'

commitment to'bilingualism or to other educational eonsid a-

tions.

Parents also indicated characteristics that they

felt were important for success in French immersion. The

most frequently cited characteristics Were.,good emotional/

social adjustment, maturity and a desire to learn, good



general ability without learning disabilities and well-

developed language skills'in-English. There was some

evidence that parents were guided by these oharabteristics

inin the choices made in that teachers' ratings of ability,
social maturation and motivation indicated a tendency

towards a high representation of children with high rat_

on these= factors in the French immersion enrolment group.

There were many variables on which the French immer

sion and English program enrolment groups differed: A

greater percentage ;of children entering French immersion had

preschool experience. This finding confirms the earlier

findings reported by 'rites and Price usrro and by Lokan and

Day (1976) . In the latter study,' children from more advan-

taged,'and,higher SES homes-tended ,tO have more preschool

experience which is also consistent with the differences-in

-born& background favouring the French immersion enrolment

igTOUPwin the present study.

There were other differences ierr a of chacte

tics of children entering the two thool programs. Fewer

children-enrolling in French immersion had special needs such

as speech therapy or mdication. The,French immersion,group

tended to have a greater representation of children with

"Above average" teacher ratings of ability, social maturation

and motivation. In contrast the English orogram group had

a higher representation off " "Below average" ratings on these,



factors. A higher percentage of-children for whom

teaphers predicted difficulty in school was found in the

English program enrolment group. This is further. evidence.
.

that the more capable children will enter French immersion.

- The home backgrounds of children to be'enrolled in

the two kindergarten programs differed' in important re-

spedts. There were several indications that children who-

are enrolled in French immersion come from more advantaged

backgrounds-than children who.are enrolled..in the English

program. The French immersion group tended;to be ,from

higher SES backgrounds, their parents readstO them More f

quently, and they had more books in theit

-Parental attitudes towards ,the French language alSo

homes.

differed, -Since parents 'tended to choose all school program
I

that would i fi.11 the educational goals they desired,

was .r.ot surprising that parents Who chose French immersion-

enrolment for their children appeared to have more positive

attitudes towards learning France, More pardnts o the

French immersion group could-speak French expressed ,the-

desire to.learn to speak French, fewer parents saidl they did

.. .
. ,

not wise to learn to .spew French and moire parentsarents had taken
I

1

French courses compaFed with the English prOgram group.

This pattern_ suggests that parents who enrol the r.childreP
P

in French immersion are themselVes more interested in speak-
,

g French and have made greater efforts to learn to speak



ness

These parents also show greater abili

to speak French since -their children are expose

French the hOme than are the children to be eneolled,fin

English program.

More children to be enrolled in, French immersion had

siblings in-French immersion and fewer of their siblings

encountered difficulty:in. comparison the smaller- -group

of.A-iblings of the'Rnglish program group who were enrolled-

in French immersion. Thus;. the French immersion group wit-
-.

nessed more experiences of success in French-immersion which

would tend' to promote a positive view of this program.

the results.. of the analyses comparing four, groups on
.

the basis of agreement or disagreement between' parents and

teachers regarding.kindergarten enrolment decisions suggest

some facors-that may be related to teachers' disagreement

with -Rarents- For most variables of the Biographical and

Background InfoithtiOn Questioahaire and Teacher's Ratings,

.the groups- -for which parents,and teachers agreed upon a

kindergarten enrolment decision obtained the extreme stores

in-the ,comparisons. When parentS'and teachers- agreed upon

.French immersion-enrolment, thiC group tended to have-the

highest positive represOntation on the. variable of interest

ia'ontrast to the loWeit, or negative, representation

generally found -for the group'that should not b enrolled in

French immersion as judged by paren

1
fF

and teachers'. The



groups
:

:eaCher=disagreedThwith7the'deciaions-of-
,_

,parents generally obtained scores between the extremes of,

the agreement grakip. Generally, when teacher's disagreed.'

with the decision to enrol children ire Fren6h immersion,

these children had less positive representation on vari-

ables such as fewer patents who spoke French or wished to

speakit, Parents read to them less often, lower SF,, little

preschool experience compared to.the group for which parents

and teachers'agreed upon, French immersion enrolment.
f

Similarly, when teachers, disagreed that a group of children

shbuld-b- enrolled in -the-nglish program, this groupllad-A

more:positive representation on variables compared =to-the

grouPforiwhom parents and teachers agreed upon enrolment

the Ehgliih program. These relationships were observed

for the following variables: full day attendance at Day

Care centres, half day attendance at Nursery school, family

SES, frequency of languages other than English as the main

home language, number of mothers who spew French, number

of parents wilodo not wish to learn to speak Ftench, number

of parents who have taken French coursea, :exposure to French

in the home, frequency of reading to the child, Ti er of

siblings in French immersion, and number of siblings who did,

not encounter difficulty in French immersion,

ables appear to be held important by both parents and

teachers when making kindergarten enrolment deOisions.

These yell-



The -disagreement 'between--parents:-and.'teachers was

examined further in order to determine the factors which

are most ;highly related to teachers' disagreement. If the

group for whom teachers advised French immersion in contrast

to-parentsL-deckaion-to-enroi-chi-tdren in fne- English

program were more favorably represented on variables than

the group for whom teachers advised against French immersion

despite parents' decision to enrol the children, then these

variables indicate some basis for disagreement between

parents andAeachers. On. this basis', the results suggest

thatteachers disagree with parents', French immersionenrol-

ment decisions for a group of children who are younger,

require more speech therapy, have motherth with lower SES

dices, come from homes where more "other" languages are the

main language and where more additional languages ake

spoken, hear French spoken less often in the home, are read

to _les so,_ fte r age"-and-fewe r " Above

average" ratings by teachers on scales of ability, social

maturation and motivation, and ere more likely to encounter

diffiCulty in school as judged by teachers when compared

with the group for whom teachers advise French- immersion al-

thdugh parents have chosen the English program.

Early Iden ication Assessment

In addition ,to the biographical and.,-Background

Information Questionnaire and Teacher's Ratings, test data



were gathered 200 fotr-Year-010jandergartenpupil

were be enrolled in French immersion.kindergarten in

September of 1977. These children were selected aLOconling.-

to the procedures ned-In-an-earner'section (see

"The Sample").. The Early IdentificatiOn Assessment Battery
AT

was also describe4 earl ).er in Ole Procedure section. :These

variables will be analyzed in tews of their validity as

predictors of successor failure in primary French immersion

when criterion measures of academic progress are obtained at

the end of five-year-old French immersion kindergarten and

again at the end Of grade one French imTersion.

French immersion Sample vs. Other French immersion

Enrolments. The' representativeness of the sample of 200

children was assessed by comparing them-,to the other 157

French immersion enrolments fo'r whom Biographical-and-Back------
-7:

--ground-InfOrMition Questionnaires were available.- TLtest/'

comparisons (SPSS SUBPROGRAM T-TEST, Nie, et al., 1975) of

the French immersion sample and the other Frenchimmersion .

enrolments did not reveal any significant differences in:-.

age or in SES. Chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM,CROSS,

TABS, Nie et al., 1975) comparing these groups were computed

for the remaining variables of the Biographical-and Back-,

!groundInformation Questionnaire and the'Teacheea Ratings.-

There were no significant differences on.most-variables

that one could conclude that the home backgrounds of these



cnilaren-yere-: aar. everi- igniticant-aitterences

between the groups were found on the lollown iabies:

th _aln-ImniffirEWInihe home, the presence of additional

language's in the home, the 'percentage of children with

siblings enrolled in-French'imme sion, the experience of

difficulty in French imme siOn,for siblings, the occupa-

tional status of mothers, the number of:books.in the home

and the advice of teachers with regard to French: immersion

enrolment. .

The number and percent of homes in each group with
,/,

`'various languages-as the main language are presented in

Table 31. The number and percent of homes in which'addi-

tional languages were spokedare also preaented'in this

table. Significant overall chi-square anaryses--(BPSS-
---.

______,SUBPROGRAM-CROSSTABS, Nie et al., 1975) were followed by cme-

sample chi-square tests SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull,

1977)ocomputed,for each response category to determine group

differences. Significantly more families among the Othe-

Trenchi.ersion enrolments spoke a language other than

English as 'their main language. This difference is likely

the result of the sampling procedure in which children for -

whom French was to be a third language were not selected for

-.participation in the,Early Identification Project. Also

related to this finding was the higher incidence of addi

tional languages spoken in the homes of the other French



Table 31

Chi square Analyses Comparimpthe French immerSion

Sample and Other French immersion Enrolments in Terms

of Home Language EnvirOnment

_ rtazsim I

n-langliage in h
English 199 99.5 143 91.1 0.43 1

'French 1 0.5 1 0.6 0.00 1

Italian 0 0.0 1 0.6 2.00 1

German g 0 0.0 3: 1.9 0.43 1

Other 0 0.0 9 5.7 11.25** 1

Statistical analysis ='17.24** df = 4)

Additional languages s n in

the hare?
Yes 35 17.5 47 30.1 5.99* 1

No 165 82.5 109 69.9 1.80 1

Statistic analysis 7.19** df = 1)

.05

. 0 1

immersion enrolments compared with the French immimmersion

sample.

There were some significant group differences in -the

occupational status of mothers (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie

and Hull; 1977). The number and percent of mothers in each

occupational status for. each group-are presented in Table

-32., More'mothers of the French immersion sample were



Chi - square= Analyses Comparing the French immersion

Sample with \Other French immersion Enrolments in

Terms of the Occupational-Status of Mothers

FREENTai

IIMERSION
SAMPLE

oTHER FRENCH
litERSICV
ENROLMENTS

2._ df

Iher's occupational tus:

Effployed 53 26.9 42 27.3 0.02 1
Part-time 25 12.7 9 5.8 4.29*
Unemployed .0 0.0 =1 0.6 1.00 n

1
Housekeeper 116 58.9 92 59.7 0.00 1
Student '3 1.5 10 6.5 797** 1

Statistical analysis Chi = 11.24* (cif rr-- 4)
----

*p < .05

**p < .01

emplOyed on &47,art-time basis while more mothers of the

other French immersion enrolments were students. HoWever,

these groups tended to have similar representations of

thers working full-time and mothers-who were not employea

outside of the home. These differences in occupational

'status did not seem to indicate differences in the time

mothers spent outside of the home and are not considered

critical in teilis of the representativeness of theTrenCh

immersion sample.



_The French immersion sample ha e iblings

enrolled.in,French immersion than the other French immersion ,

-------
enralment-b-and More siblings of-the French immersion sample

1

had not encountered difficult' in French immersion (MPSS.-

SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nip and f 1977) (see .Table 33). When

only the siblings enrolled irk French immersion-Were Con-

sidered, :Only 11.7%. of the siblings cf the French itmersion-.

sample encountered difficulty in contrast with 23

siblings of the other French 'immersion enrolments-.

of the

Thus,

the French immersion sample, tended tb have a greater,fre-

quency of positive experiences .with French immersion.

--These experiences might strengthen positive attitudes to-

wards this school program.- However, there were no other

differences in parental attitudes towards French or learning

to speak French..

There was only one significant-group difference

(SASS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) 'in termS'of the

number of books in the home- (see Table 34) The other

French immersion enrolments. had more homes in which there

were as few as ten books. However, on,'-ithe-whole these

groups tended to have similar numbers of books in the home.

Thus, the French immersion sample was seeminglynot drawn

from more advantaged home backgrounds. Other variables

related to- the relative levels of advantage of home back-

grounds,.such --as SES and reading to the child did not differ



Tab-le

'hi- square Analyses Comparing the' French immersion Sample

and Other French immersion Enrolments in Terms'of

Siblings in French immersion

FII
IE

RF
IMMERSION

Siblings in French immersion:
Yes
No

Statistical analysis

77
123

38,5
61.5

34
122

21.8
78.2

8.22**
3.73

= 10.63** (df = 1

1
1

1

Difficulty in French immer-
sion?:

Yes
No

N/A

Statistical analysis

9

68
123

4.5
34.0
61.5

8

25
123

5.1
16.0
78.8

0.64
11.16**
4.23*

14.73**,(df = 2 )

*W-< .05

p < .01

for these two groups.

An interesting difference between the French immer-

sion sample and the other French '#Iimersion enrolments was

found in terms of the teachers' advice riarging 'French

immersion enrolment (see Table 35). French immersion was

not advised for a higher percentage of children the= other

French immersion enrolMent group compared with- the French



Tabie 3 4

4t

Chi-square AnalySes Comparing the FrenFh immersion

Sample and Other French ,immersion Enrolments in

Terpg of-the Nilmber of Books in the Home.

1

SAME

OMER
124MERSICtr

FRENal

Nor of iks in the hone:

0- 10 0 0.0 6 3.9 6.00* 1

11- 30 5 2.5 9 5.8 2.63 1

31- 60 .18 9.0 13 8.4 0.00 1

61-100 25 12.5 20 13:0 0.09 .1

101-200 22 11.0 27 17.5 2.99 1

201-499 66 33.0 31 24.0 1.94 1

500 -rrore 64 32.0 42 27.3 0.62 1

"----7-T------
Statistical analysis - 16.04* (df 6

Table 35

Chi-square AnalySes Comparing the F- nch immersion Sample

with other French immersion Enrolments in Terms of

Teacheis' Advice Regarding French'immersion,Enrolment

Teacher' s ac re grenrireic enrolment:
Advised
Not advised
Undecic3ed

Statistical anal sis



immersion sample. However, teachers' ratings of abilitY,_

social maturation and motivation, and teachers" 2redictidns

of difficulty in school did not differ significantly for

the two groups.

Despite the few significant differences noted Above,

the. immersion sample appeared to be representative of

children entering French-immersion from foqr-year-old kinder-

garten programs. The differences noted tended to favour

the French immersion sample - that is, they were from English-
,

speaking homes, they had more siblings who-experienced

success in French immersion end French immersion was advised

more freguently.fo :them by teachers. However, there did

notiappear to,_ behimportant differences in terms of SES,
,

advantaged hOm. backgrounds, parental attitudes towards the

;

French lan4:aage,or'levels of ability, social maturation and

otivation rated by teachers.

Early Identification Assess

score and standard deviations obtai

in the French immersion sample on the

included in Appendix 5.

ded to pe fOrm well on all measures.

WPPSI were in the Bright Normal range and language_skills

were well develdped. Readiness .skills _for reading Were at

nt Battery. : Mean

ned by the 200 children

As a group,

assessment battery are

the 200 children ten-

Average scores on the

the first grade level while spelling and arithmeticreadiness

\--skills were at the raid to late five - year -old kindergarten.



level. Thus, in general, this group is composed of very

capable! youngsters ho respond well to th4 four-year-old

kindergarten program and to the testing situation.

Correlations Among MeasureS o the Ear pica-

tion Assessment Battery. Intercorrelation matrices repre-

senting the relationships among. variables of the assessment

battery :are included- in Appendix 6. Interrelationships

among' selected variables will be discussed in this'isection.
f

CorrelatiOnswith=La_measums The Ve and

Performance IQ scores On ,th WPPSI were highly correlated

with several measures. As has been- found in other studies

--(Bagford, 1968; Caw ley et al., 1972) IQ was related'to

Both. Verbal and Perfor riance IQ werereadiness measures.

highly correlated with WRAT Reading, Spelling and Ar_ thM0-

.tic and with the CIRCUS tests of readiness skills.
Teachers' ratings of Inattentive-Passive behaviour

(Behaviour,Checklist). and of several areas of competence

(Pupil Rating Scale) were also highly correlated with Verbal

and Performanc6 IQ. Obse ver's ratings of attent'ion (E)

correlated with IQ scores while, several observer's ratings

of behaviour during test performance were related to Per-

formance IQ.

Matrices, Peabody and errors in Picture Naming were

also related Ito Verbal and Performance IQ scores+. Two

eq

additional language measures (Renfrew InformatiQ i, number



of worda egmented in any way) oorrelated with Verbal IQ.

Correlations with Age. The children in' the present

sample varied little in terms of age and- few measures'

correlated highly with age. Readiness skills in spell

'(47 AT) , reading (CIRCUS #2) and listening. Comprehension

(CIRCUS #11), and speed of Picture Naming were related

Age. , Formboard time scores,, (higher scores indicate Oorer

performance in these calculations), for ie left hand-trial

and nondominant hand trial, and total time correlated with

Correlations with Formboard Mea sures. It is of co
0

siderable interest in view of our earlier findings in.the

Tactual Performance Test:that few correlations with the Form-

board measures reached .10 indic tin- that -the abilities

tapped by this test are independent of abilities assessed by

other measures in the Early Identification Assessment
,----

',Battery. The For board measures were highly. intercorrela-
--,

,

ted, but otherwise they Correlated highly-only with age

(left hand timei nondominant hand time, total time).

Correlations with Word Segmentation. Word segillenta-
.

tion is a developmental-Skillthat his been found to be rela-

d to,reading readiness (Fox and ROuth; 1975). In the

present study, Word Segmentation was found to correlate

highly with WRAT reading and arithmetic and CIRCUS measures.
_ --

The onlY%other interesting correlations were= with-WPFSI IQ



scores, performanc

Observer' s Rating

prices and Colour Naming, and

effort '(H) .. The8e correlations invol-

ved the child's ability to segment wards i o'smaller units.

The ability t segment word according to conventional

syllable boundaries correlated highly only with'effo t

displayed (Observer' checklist: #1 and auditory discrimi-

nation (CIRCUS #7)

Correlations ri-Language Measures. The PeabodY,

easure of:receptive 1 nguage skillid;and the Renfr e w, a

measure expressive language allls (Information and.

Grammar) were not highly correlated. However, the Peabody.

\

and Renfrew information scores- were correlated with Verbal

IQ,= teacher's ratings of audi

language, .and CIRCUS- measures

comprehension And spoken'

Correlations with the:Observer's-Checklist, The 10

scales on this checklist were highly intercorrelated.

otor activity and amount of speech were n.ot rela-Mount

ted, to other measures of the assessment battery. The

other_behaviours observed during testing were most frequen-
, a

Itly correlated with IQ, teacher's ratings-(Pupil Rating

Scale) WHAT, and CIRCUS. These behaviours refleet'hpw the

child reacts, to a structured situation (for example atten-

tion, effort, cooperation and interest) and `are' thus -imp° t-

ant indicators of the child's ability to cope and learn t

classroom setting-



correlations with Te the s' Behaviour Ratings
(Behaviour Checklist, Pupil Rating ale). The Behaviour
Checklist was sensitive to behavi,our iroblems and correlated
negatively with some mea.sufes. The Conduct Problem, scale
correlated only with teacher's ratings of Personal-Social
Behaviour while Anxiety was not olated to other measures_
Inattentive-Passive Behaviour corZe3.ated with IQ, c/RAT

CIRCUS, Picture arid Colour Narnirig Observer's rating of atten-
tion and the Pupil Beh viour rating scales which were also
completed by teachers.. HyperaQtAvity also correlated with
the other teacher ratings and wi.th Full Scale IQ.

Scores on the Pupil Rating Scale were related to
the Behaviour Checklist and to se-ceral other asures.
Orientation was not highly coZrelated with other test v
ables. However, Auditory Compreriension, Spoken Lang

Motor Coordination and Personal-SOcial Behaviour were found
to correlate highly with,IQ, WRAT, and CIRCUS. scores and

some Observer's ratings. The first two measures wer

related to the Peabody, and Picture taring.

omparison of> rouu's

Teach ent with Pare
n the Bas

rich immersion Enrclniert,
Decision. All''parents of the 200 thj.ldren who were tested
extensively intended to'to meal' thse children in Prench
immersi n.

ted, wer
Teacher's Ratings, with "Special Cases" orr

ilabre for 449 of tide 200 children and they,



indicate-O. some disagreement with the parents' deci ons.

Teachers advised- French immersion enrolment, for 68.5% -(1 2

of these children and were undecided about ,another 6% (9).

However, teachers would not advise French immersion enrol-

ment for 25.5% (38) of the children who are to be enrolled

in the program. Thus, three groups of children were

formed for comparison in analyses of variance (SPSS

SUBPROGRAM ONBWAY, IJie et al., 1975) . One 'group consisted

of the 102 children whom parents and teachers considered

possible candidates for French immersion (Agreement)_.

second group consisted of the 38 children for whom teachers

did not agree with the parents' choice of the .,French immer-

sion program (Disagreement) The third group consisted

the 9 children about whom teachers were undecided

(Undecided) .

Parents' Reasons for Choosing French immersion

Enrolment . The parents' reasons for choosing enrolment in

French mmersio are presented in Table 36 for the three

groups based on agreemsnt between parents and teachers.

For fall groups, the opportunity to learn to speak French

(#1)) was cited roost frequently, followed by the view that

younger children' are better second language learners (#2).

The percent of responses falling in each category was simi-
.

lar for the three grdou in most cases. However, the Dis-
.

__agreement group and the Undecided group cited increased



Table 36'

Frequency of Occurrence of Twelve Category e0 of Parents' Reasons for

Choosing FrenohJ.mmersion Enrolment

Patents' ReaS ons for sing FrenCh in ersion Enro 1 nt M= DIMMED= UNDECIDED

unity to learn to speak en ch, to have gyficiency

in two official Canadian languages. 59 32.4 20- 3048 6 40.0

Most painless and efficient way to tach a child a

language; the younger the better for teaming a child to

speak a n language corrfortably and well. 35 194 8 13 20.0 13.3

Very positive attitude of child (interested, ea ge

enthusiastic) . 3 1.7 1 U 04 0

1. Availability of pmgram in local school English0)

landergarten, 1.7 0 0.0 G 0.0

.Inc reaSe future employment opportunities, 18 9.9 11 17.0 13.3

). Increase understanding of the other matu g 16 8 B 5 7.7 l 6.7

7 Family is French C na dian, or French is tie language of

one parent, 3 1.7 0 0.0 ci 0.0

3. Child enjoys school and is having no proble ms, 1 0.6 1 1.5 0 0.0

Program is a challenge and should help prevent boredom

in the second kindergarten year. 0 4 4 2 1.1 0 0

0. Communicaticn enriclinlent (all language skills will he

improved),

acd experience with French immersion of siblings or

friends.

5 U

4.4

1

1

1.5

1.5

1

2

6.7.7

13 3,

General betterrent o education (aiv send language is

of value). , 22 12.1 9 13.8 1 6.7



ruture employment opportunities (#5) more freAuently than

the Agreement group. In addition,. the UndeCided group

cited the -good experience of Siblings or friends in French

immersion (.11) more frequently than the other groups.

Descriptive information. Age, sex, hand dominance

and SES information for the three groups are presented in

Table 37,r Chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSThBS,

Nie et al., 1975) indicated that there were no significant

difference in the sex composition:or in the distribution of

right-handers and left-handers in these groups. One-way'

analyses of variance (SPSS SUBPROGRAM ONEWAY, Nie et al.,

1975) computed for the other descriptive variables indicated

one significant difference. The SES based on the mother's

occupatibn was significantly lower in the,Disagrqement group,

compared to the Agreement and Undecided groups..

working status of mothers was examined further. Forty-two

percent of mothers of children in the Agreement and Disagree-
.s

ment groups were employed outside of the home, with similar

percentages of mothers of the Disagreement and Agreement

groups employed full-time (31.6% and 27.7% respectively)

Thus teachers did not seem to be influenced by whether
,

not a child's mother worked pgtside-gf the home when advising

for or against French immersion. -However, if teactiers'do

consider? ZS factors in these decisions, they may be moz.,5

sensitive to the SES based on the motilel- 'occupation as a
4--



Table 37

Age/ Sex, Hand Dominance and SES conparitons of the Three

Parent-Teacher Agreement Groups

nt.
0102)

Disagreerent
(n5: 38)

3.4tisti
maysis

S E

22

4

57.9

44.4

1

5

42 1

5.6 7.

86.

77.

5

2

13 2

22.2

4.8

5.0

SD

0.

a.

0i2

P

1.7

59.4

65.9

SD

S E

Mother_

X SD

12.r54.5

11.6 46.2

5244

Family

11.3

11.2

1.1

5.9

64.2

SD

*

10.7

.2
Chi =4.03

(df=2)

F RaticF2.006
(df-m2/146)

F

=2435)

F Ratic=4.104

(df=2159)

F R3tio-0.946

(d±=2,142)

15'



result of closer contact with the _mother.

Other Biographical and Background-TmfOrmation.

Chi - square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nie et

1975) of the remaining variables of the Biographical and

Background Information Questionnaire indicated that there,'

were no significant differences,among the three groups,

formed on,the basis of the teachers' advice regarding

French immersibh-inrolment.

Teacher's Ratihgs. There were several interesting.

significant differences on the Teadher Ratings as revealed

by chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nie and

Hull, 1977)'. The number and percent of "Below average,"

"Ave verSge" and "Above average" ratings of ability, social

maturation and mot -on are presented for these three

groups in Table 38. There were significant differences on

One-saMple chi-square tests (SPSS

'SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) were computed for each

category to determine ,group differences. There were sig-

all three variables.

nificant group differences in the number of "Below average"

and "Above average" ratings on-these three factors. The

Agreement group had the highest percentageof "Abbve:aver-

age" ratings and the lowest percentage of "Below average".

ratings ori all three factors. The Disagreeme t group had

the fewest "Above average" ratings on all factors and bad

tie rdodI-"B-elow average" ratings in ability and social



Table 38

Chi-square Analyses Comparing the Three Pare t-Teacher

Agreement Groups on Teachers' Ratings of Ability,

Social Maturation and Motivati n

DI i

ABILITY

Below average

Average

Above average

Statistical analysis

0

0.0
44
43.6
57
56.4

6

15.8
26

68.4
6

15.8

1

11.1
5

55.6
3

13.90 **

3.31

0.13**

= .**29 29

SCC1AL MATURATION
Below average

Average

Above average

Statistical analysis

10
9.8

56

54.9
36

35.3

15
39.5
22
57.9
1
2.6

2

22.2
6

66.7
1

11.1

13.0**

0.22

12.45**

2

C
-2

= 26.12** df = 4)

MCTIVATICN
Below average

Average

Above average

Statistical analysis

1

1.0
57

55.9
44

43.1

3.'

7.9
34

89.5
1
2.6

4

44.4
4

44.4
1

11.1

12.7**

4.93

16.87**

Chi = 51.09** (di = 4)

*0 < .05

*p < .01

aturation. However, in terms of motivation, the percent

of "Below average" ratings was highest in the UnOecided

group.

r
f



Ttivation to be a
decisive factor in choosing a school program for children

who are average or above average in ability or social

maturation.

Further examinations of the pattern of teacher

ratings for each group indicated that the majormajority of ratings

of the Agreement 2roup were "Average" or-" Above average"' in
1-

all areas. For the. " "Undecided" group, the ")Nverage" and

"Above average" ratings in ability were contrasted by l'Aver-

age" and "Below average" ratings in terms of_social matura-

tion and motivation, The Disagreement group tended to have

"Average" ratings in ability and motivation with a compara-
i

vely high incidence of "Below average" ratings of social

maturatiOn. Thus, even when ability levels are average or

above average, teachers may advise against French;immersion

if social maturation is lacking. These findings are Con-

sistent with the results reported earlier - teachers stressed

the child's general development, especially.. maturity and

emotional/social adjustment, when advising against- French

immersion enrolment.

Teachers' predictions of the likelihood of school'

difficulty were examined for the children the three

groups formed on the basis of the teachers' advice regarding

French immersion enrolment. The number and percent

children in each group who were rated in the three sate-



gories school difficulty are presented

Table 39

T e 3

'Chi-sqtiare Analyses Comparing the Three Parent-Teadher

Agre,2ment Groups on Teachers' Ratings of School Difficulty

DI SA E _EED

Teachers' predictions of
school difficul ty-
No school difficulty#

, %

Likely school #

difficulty %

Possible school
difficulty

Statistical analysis

.-_

96
95.0

5

_ .r 0
0

0.0

15
43.2

18
48.6

3

8.1

7

87.5

0

0.0

'1

12.5 /

25.06**

7.87*

9.25**

hi - 52.55** df = 4

*p < .05

p < .01

The overall chi-square analysis (SASS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS,

Nie et al. 1975)' was significant. One-samplechi-square

tests (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and Hull, 1977) indicated

significakt-group differences in all three categories.

Ninety -five' percent of children fo

advised FrenCh immersion (Agreement

encount_r difficulty in sChtibl

children for whom French immersion

meat) were expected to progress

In

whom teachers

were not expeOted to

contrast, only 43% of

as not advised (Disagree-

in school without difficulty.A



high percentage (88% children in the Undecided-group

were not expected to have difficulty in- school, but this

group had the-highest percentage (13%) for whom difficulty

in school was possible. The highest percentage a

dren likely to encounter difficulty in school was found for

the Disagreement group. Thus, in many, cases, teachers

were reluctant to recommend French immersion when they

expected the child to experience difficuAty in school.

Early Identification Assessment'Battery The

results of the Early Identification Assessment Batt=ery

compared for the three parent-teacher agreement groups.

ere

The means, standard deviations and results of Newman-Keuls

muitiple comparisons are presented-in Table 40 for the

variables on which there were significant differences indi-

cated by oneway analyses of-variance (SPSS SUBPROGRAM ONE-

WAY, Nie et al., 1975). In general, the results indicated

that the Agreement group:significantly outperformed the

Disagreement group on all 46 variables wheke there were

significant-group differences, and they outperformed the

Undecided group on 29 of -these variables.

Teachers advised French immersion enrolment fora

group of children with Bright Normal to Superior IQ scores

on the WPSI. However, -compared to the average child, the

Disagreement and Undecided groups also did-well on the

WPPSI and obtained IQ scores in the Average to Bright



14/6 0
Means Standard Deviations, Ratios a0 the Results of Newman-Keuls for Significant

Comparisons' of the Three Parent-Teachei Groups on the Early identification Assessment

Battery

PIQ

FSIO

Information

Arithmetic

Sentence

Animal House

Picture Completion

CoNetric Desigm

Block resign

PEABODY: Mental

IQ

MATRIES: Raw Score

Permhtile (age 5i)

1,GAT: Reading grade level

Spelling grade level

Arithmetic grade level

WORD SEGENTING: Total Segmented

Total by Syllable

CODY2UMG: TOtal Correct

RIMEW: Information

Grammar

. Right hand tire

t hand # blocks

Left hand tire ,,

Total time

Total # blocks

Mond ant tine

Deft hand time per blcck

OBSERVER'S CHECKLIST: B: Perfonvince rate

C: Manual dexterity

F:,Antety

Self Cenfidemm

119.5

122.1

14

13.3

11 ,0

12,7

13.4

12:6

13.4

6,6

118.4

.18;2

83.8

1,1`

0 ;6

0.9

13 9

9,5

9.4

25,1

27;2

987

0

99.0

97.0

8.8

99,0

33.0

5.6

5,7

5.8

12.4 2, 3 109.8

12,0 113

2.7 13.0

2.5 2, 12.1

3 2,3 9.1

2,4 2,311.3

2.5 2,3 12,4

2.8 2,310.8

2:7 2,311.7

1.3 2,3 5.7,

14.0 2,3110,3

4,4 2,3 15.7

16.4 2,3 72.4

0.4 2,3 0.9

0 2,3 0,3

0.4 2 0.6

4,2 2,3 11

3,62,_3 7.6

1,02 8:8

3.2 2 23.1

4.5 2 25

0.8 2 98,3

0.0 2 8

0.7 2 98,6

1 2 96.0

0.6 2,3 , 8 5

0,7 2 98.5

0. 31 2

1 2 4.5

1.3 2,3 48

1,3 2 4,8

1.6 2 4.6

12.0

12,0

2.8

2,2

7

2.6

2,8

2.5

2,9

131

14.3

4.7

27.7

0,4

0,4

0 4

6 0

4.6

4.3

13

0,6

1.1

2,8

143

1.2

7.3

1.5

13

1

1.4

1i;1

11611

13, 8

12,3

9.3

11.2

11,6

11.1

12 8

6,1

3

16.2

74,4

130

0,4

0,79

11,2

8.1

9.4

27.8

31.0

99,2

3.0

99

98.0

8 3

99,4

33;1

4.9

4,6

1

8 \1

1,9

1,2

2,3

1,8

1,9

2.0

2.4

1,2

14,6

4.9

264

0.4

0,-2

0.3

6,2

5,1

1,0

2,1

7

0.3

0,0

05

0.8

2,0

0,3

0.2

1,2

2,0

1.3

1,9

10,03**

7,36**

3,36*

-4.24*

7.00**

5,840

3,33*

6.64**

5.87**

6.95**

15.08**

4,770

4,73*

5.21
**

8 35**

13.68**

4.74*

3.39*

5.26**

97:6440****

4,56*

4.06*

3.33*

557**

3.59*

6,40**

3.35*

9.05**

8.47**

7.71**

7.11**



Table 40 continued'

BEHAVIOR CHECK (Teachers):

Inattentive 4 Passive.

Nravity
FUEL RATING SCE (Teachers):

Auditory rehension

,\Spoken Lapse

.friotor Coordination

Personal-Social Behaviour

Vete].

Nonvethai

Total

02: Quantitative Conmpts

15: Letters and NizErals

07: Au tort' Discrimination'

09: Listening Corprehensiot'i

013: ProblermolvOg

1 AGREES

,(102)

SD

2)DISAMENT

(3)

SD N-K

3) UNDECIINN,

( )

F-Ratio

,

14,0 14.4 25.3 23.3 1,3 17.915 4 5.98**

16.3 17.6 27.2 28.4 1,3 18,5 18 8 3.73'

14.2 2.6 2 11,6 2.1 12.0 1.2 , 17.93**

17,0 2.9 2 14.2 1.8 15.1 0.3 2 16,93**

10.1 1.9 2,3 8.6 i,6 8,9 0 :9' 9,78**

26.9 4.1 2 22.9 3.3 s 22,1 3.9 18.40°'

31.3 5.3 21 25.7 3.6 27.1 15 2 19.13**

30.1 7.0 2 43.6 4.5 3 4L5 4 18,44**

31.2 11,3 2,3 69.5 7,1 68.3 5 0 21.1 **

12.0 5.1 2 28.1 9.2 31.7 5 2 8.31**

L7.7 2.2 2 16 2 3.7 16.9 2.7 2 4.81**

10.7 2.9 2 3 38.1 2.9 39.2 2 11.83**

.7 8, 3,4 2 16.0 3.1 17.6 2 2 3,97*

!2.0 4.5 2 3 18.3 4,2 19.8 4,9 2 9.45**

1 Degiees of freedal= 2,146! for all oTparisons,.

2 Results. of Necan-Keuls tests: list the nuter(s) of the Oro

tnlcwer ha the score of the designated group.

A N-K Newm-Keuls.

Hi er scares indicate a .greater incidence of problem.

(s) with scores significantly



The Ag eernent g had the
forrnance on the Matrices The ei erences among these

groups, tended to' be on perfc rmance rather than verbal
.measures which is interesting
empnasis upon language skills

v_ cif the expected
tile French immersion

gram. The Agreement group did have significantly more well

dOzeloped receptive language skill (Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test) , but again the Undecided and Disagreerne

groups obtained scores in the 2k-vr,age to Bright Normal

range. The Agreement group did e7zcel in comparison to the

other groups on the Word Segment tj.or) task which requires

the manipulation of speech sounds. The segmentation of

rdi into smaller units and syllables is a developmental
skill (Fox and Routh, 1975) . The .good. performance by the

children in the Agreement group su9gests that these children
are more advanced in, terrns of Manipulation of the speech
signal. Abilities of this type have been related to pro-
gress in reading (Fox and Routh, 1975) and the more advanced

reading readiness skills of the Ageerne_nt group are consis-
tent with their more advanced word segmentation abilities
Readiness 'skills assessed by the CIRCUS test. also indicated
that the Agreement group was more advanced than the other

s in terns- of the knowledge of letters'and numbers,
az.aitory discrimination, and pr.fblern-.solving. Ratings by

the Observer and by teachers indicated that the Agreement

16,)



01113 wai rated most. highly in terms of performance rate,
\

manual dexterity, motor coordination, auditory comprleensi

and spoken language.

Thus, in comparison to the other two group

Agreement group stands- out in terms of high scores on pE

f-alrefibe 10measures, better manipulation of the speech

signal, auditoryauditory discrimination and comprehension, spoken

language, and readiness skills.

Although, they had significantly lower perfo

levels than the Agreement group the measures (las u sed

above, the Undecided group sig ficantly outperformed the

C4sagreement group on the Inforthation and Block Design sub-
., /

tests of the lel)PSI, on expresSive and receptive 1-inguage

measures (Peabody, Renfrew), ion several Formboard measures,

on Colour Naming, on readiness skills for reading, arithme-

tic, auditory discrimination, listening comprehension and

problem-solving, Observer's ratings of performn nce,

anxiety and self-confidence and teacher's ratings of

spoken language. In additIon,, the Undecided group had

better expressive language kills (Renfrew) Ind better per-

ormane on several Forraboar cmeasures when compared with

the Agreement group. The Ag eement and Undecided groups

'had similar performance levels
/

measures of arithmetic

readiness, Colour Naming, listening comprehension , and áb-

server s ratings of anxiety and \self confidence_ These two



coups also had the lowest ratings of behaviour problem

Contrast to the Inattentive-Passive and Hyperactive behaviOur-

the Disagreement group (Behaviour -Checklist), This

pattern of results suggests that teachers have difficulty in

advising a school program for children who -do not present

behaviour prOblems, who have well-developed expressive

language skills, and good listening comprehension and

psychomotor problem solVing ability, but who have lower perr.

formance IQ scores, lower receptive language skills and

ability. to manipulate the speech signal, leas advanced

reading readiness skills, auditory comprehension and problem-

solving abilities as well as lower levels on all competence

areas rated by teachers (Pupil Sating Scale) .

Sex Differences. Sex has-been-found-tb be aix inport-

ant 'able in studies predicting school success (0e,Hirsch

et al. 1966; Wand, 1974) . The 96 males and 104 fez-tales in

the French inmersion sample were compared to determine sex

differences.

T-test comparisons (SPSS SUSPROGRAA 'T -TEST, i<e et

al., 1975) and chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSS-

T5, tile et al., 1975) were computed on the variables of

the Biographical and Background Information Questionnaire

and the Teacher s Ratings. There were no sigffificant sex-

differences on the variab of the -questionnaire filled out

by parent;. Bowever, teachers' ratings indicated a signifi-



cant sex Lffetence in motivation. The number and percent

f children in eachrresponse category for the ratings of

ability-; social maturation, motivation and predicted school-

difficulty are presented in Table 41. One - sample chi-

square tests ,(SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPA Nie and Hull, 1977): were

computed to determine group differences in "Below average,

"Average" and "Above average" ratings of motivation.

Females received significant'

when compared with males.

7 -test comparisons (SPSS S BPROGRAM T-'

more "Above average "" -atings

Nie et

al., 1975) indicated significant sec differeuee on several"

variables of the Early identification Assessment Battery:-

.The means, standard deviations and ,t- probabilities for

variables on which there were significant differences be

the 96 males and 104 females are presented in Table 42.

All of the significant differences indicated superior per-

formance by the feinales. 'Although-there-06re no differ-

_

ence:--in-Verbal or Performance IQ scores On the WPPSI,

females outperformed males on one verbal- subtest. (Sent nces)

and on two performance subtexts (Animal House and Geometric

Design). Better performance by females on other perfor°

mance or manipulative task: (W AT Spelling and FORMBOARD

Time scores) may reflect more advanced manual dexterity.

The examiners rated females as significantly higher than

males in terms of performance rate and Manual dexterity



Chi-quare-Analyses -Cring Males and Females

on Teacherg-s Ratings of Ability, Social Maturation, Motivation

and Expected Difficulty yin School

es

.

ABILITY
Seim./ avera 3 3.2 4 3.8

rac 47 50.5 53 51.0
average 43 46.2 47 45.2

Statistical analysis Chit = 0.07 (df 2)

SCCL mmumarioN
1©w average 22 23.2 20 19.2

verage 56 58.9 58 55.8
Atove average 17 17.9 26 25.0

Statistical analysis Chit = 1.61 (cif = 2)

MOTTVATICN
___Belcw-average 11 11.7 6 5.8 2.13
Average 65 69.1 58 56.3 1.59 1.
Atove average 18 19.1 39 37.',?i 5.70* 1

Statistical analysis Chi2 9.21* df = 2)

Predictions re difficulty in school:
No scllool difficulty 65. 69.1 82 82.8
Likely school-difficulty 20 21.3 13 13.1
Possible school difficulty 9 9.6 4 4.0

Statistical analysis Chi2 -- 5.25 (df --- 2)

.05

(Observe r's Checklist : -..B and C) while,teachers rated the

motor coordination of females as significantly higher than
------- 7 j.

d16 s (Pupil Rating,Scate



Means, Standa_d Deviations and t probabilities for

Significant T -test Comparisons by Sex-on the Early

Identification Assessment Bdttery

Males
(m96)

Females
(a=104)

-
SD X SD- t Prob.-

WRPSI: Sentences 9.8 2.9 10.6 2.9 0.029

Animal House 11.3 2.3 12.7 2.3 0.000

Geometric Design 11.6 2.8 12.3 2.6 0.041

WRAT: Reading grade level 1.0 0.4 1.1 0.4 0.00.17

Spelling grade level 0.4 0.4 0.6. 0.4 0.002

NAMING 8.9 1.6 9.5 0.9 0.001

Right hand time
TOtal time

98.5
96.6

1:0
2.1

98.8
97.2

0.7
1.4

0.028
0.030

Dominant hand tine 98.5 1.0 98.8 0.7 0.034

OBSERVER'S CHECKLIST:
U. Performance 419 1.4 5.4 1.5 0.023

C: Manual Dexter 5.0 1.4 5.6 1.4 0.002

+BEHAVIOUR CHECKLIST (teache
conduct Problem 12.5 17.1 7.5 13.3 0.021

Inattentive-Passive 22.7- 20.8 15.1 15.6 0.004

Hyperactivity 27.8 27.1 15.0 20.3 0:000

Pt IL. RATING SCALE (teachers)
Motor Coordination 9.1 1.9 10.0 _2.0 0.002

`Personal-Social
Behaviour 24.0 5.2 26.2 4.5 0.002

Nonverbal 45.8 7.8 48.8 7.6 0.006

Itta3 74.3 13.4 78.2 12.4 0.041

CIRCUS
5: Letters and

Rothe
16.3 3.8 17.4 2.4 0.019

+ Hi s res inc ater inciden

1

P- 1



females also 'outperformed males in terms of the

time scores for the trials pez'formed with the right hand -and

dominant hand, and the total time score far the Formboard

test.

Other skills that were m& re highly developed in

females included reading readJn s knowledge of letters and

numbers (WRAT reading; CIRCUS #5,, knowledge of colour

names, and problem-solving ability'(CIRCUS #13). ,Teachers

noted significantly more problem behaviour among.boys.

(Behaviour Checklist: Conduct Problem, Inattentive-Passive

and Hyperactivity) and more advanced social skills among

females (Pupil Rating Scale: Personal-Social Behaviour).

Oneway .NOVAS

(SPSS SUBPROGRAM ONEWAY-, Nie et al., (1975) and chi-square

comparisons (SPSS SUBPROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nie and Hull,

1977) of right -and left-handers on variables'from the Bio-

graphical and Background Information Questionnaire and

Teacher's Ratings did not reveal any significant-'group

differences in .terms of these factors.

Right- and left-haftderS were also compared by com-

puting T-tests (SPSS ShPROGRAM T -TEST, Nie et al 1975)

for variables of the Early IdentifiCation AssesSment-

Battery. The means, 'standard deviations and t-p- obabili-,

ties are presented in Table 43 forthe variables on which

the differences were n is i tt. The 22 let-handers



Table

_Means, Standard Deviations and t probabilities

for -Significant T-test Comparisons of Hand;DorninanCe
1

Groups on the Early Identification Assessment Battery

WPPS If Animal Douse
Picture Completion

WFAT: Reading grade level

+PICTURE NAMING: # Errors

COLCURNADUNG: f!Correct

PORMBOARD: Tbtal time
'eta] # blocks

Nondominant time
Both,time

TIME PER:BLOCK:. Right hand
Total

Nondani hand

OBSERVER'S CHECKLIST:
C: Manual Dexterity

BEHAVIOUR CHECKLIST (teachers)
Inattentive-Passive

PUPIL RATING. SCALE -(teachers)
Auditory Comprehension
Spoken Language
Motor Coordination
Personal - Social

Behaviour
Verbal
Nonverbal
Total

CI
5:

+ sco

qk

and Nra1s

dirate

-Rt.
x

12.1°
13.0

1.07

8.5

9.4

97.0
8.9

99.0
99.3

32.6
11.0
32.8

intent Left &Erdman

5.4

17.6

13.3
16.2
9.7

25.4
29.6
47.8,
77.1

17.1

SD

2.5

0.4

X SD prod
11.0 27U 0.021

11.6 2.0. 0.004

0.9 0.4 0.041

3.6 10.3 3-.5 0.031

1.0 8.1 2.4 0.000

1.6
0.7
0.8
0.5

96.1 2.9' 0.018

8.3 1.9 0.003

98.5 1.1 0.009

98.9 1.2 0.002

3.7 35.7 13.2 0.013

2.5 13.0 6.4 0.007

2.4 35.7 13.2 0.009

1.4 4.7 1
1.3 0.035

17.5

2.9
3.0
2.0

4.9
5.7
7.7

12.7

3.0

27.8 24.7 0.016

11.6 3.2 0.018

14.1 3.0 0.005
8.5 1.4 0.001

22.9 4.9 0.031

25.7 5.8 0.006
43.3 8.1. 0.030
69.1 13.0 0.018

15.0 4.2' 0.003

ater incidence of problem .



nded.to perform more poorly than the 178 right-handers

on several measures including WPPSI Animal House and

Picture Completion, WRAT. reaeling, Formboard total time and

nondominant hand times, picture and colour naming,, CIRCUS

knowledge of letters and numbers and several behavio

ratings by the examiners and teachers. Although the verbal

IQ scores and vocabulary scones of left-handers did not

-differ significantly from right-handers, it `is interesting,

to note that they have not learned to- identify letters,

numbers, pictures and colours as well as right-handers.

These results, together with teachers' ratings of high

levels'of inattentive-passive behaviour suggest that the

left-handers may as a group 1 g in the development of

school readiness. -They were rated by teachers as having

less well developed auditory comprehension, spoken language,

motor.coordination and personalsooial behaviour compared

to right-handers. The association,of left handedness with

lower -scores on the Forrnboard task will be examined carefully

the follow-up assessments.

SainmELaaLLE_IlliljaElamlnallsft- Males and
females were divided into groups' of right handers and left

handers. There were 81 right- handed males, 15 left-

handed males', 97 right-handed females and 7 !eft-handed

females. Oneway analyses of variance (SPSS SUBPROGRAM ONE

WAY, Iie _t _al., 1975) and chi-square an-1y /0110C.



PROGRAM CROSSTABS, Nieet al.,J975) Of the .Biographical.

and Background Information
Questionnaires and Teacher

Ratings did not reveal any significant differences among

these groups. Oneway analyses of variance. (SASS SUBPROGRAM

ONBWAY Nie and Hull, 1977) were computed for the Early

Identification Assessment Battery variables. Mean stan-

dard deviations and the results 6f Newman-Keuls multiple

comparisons are presented in Table 44 for the variables -on

which the aneway ANOVAS indicated significant differences.

On most variables where significant differences-were

Lound, the left-handed males had the poorest performance

The gnificant differences were found ori.three

WPPSI subtests, WRAT reading and spelling, colour namin4,

the F-rmboard task, CIRCUS-knowledge of letters and,numbe s

and behaiour ratings by observers and teachers. Compared

to the two right- handed groups, the left-handers had

poorer performance rates as rated by our examiners, poorer

behavidur as rated by teachers in terms of passivity, audi-

tory .comprehension, motor coordination, and total scores

on the pupil rating scale. However, the female left-

handers'frequently outperformed the male left-handers and-

occasionally outperformed female right-flanders (WPPSI Comprg--

hension and Formboard time for the tbal pei-formr.d with both handl

In general the female right-handers performed test,

f llowed by the female left - handers, then the male right-



Means,' Standard Deviations, F Ratios and the Results of Newman-Keuls for

Significant Comparisons of the Four Sex and Hand Dominance Groups on the

Early Identification Battery

'Right-handed

Males ( 1)

2.LeLt-handed

Males

1Right-handed

Females (97)

t-h

Females (7)

diSD N -K SD N-K R SD N-K X SD N-K , F-Ratlo

WPPSI: ension 12,3 2,5 2 10.7 2.8 1 1 2.6 2 1 2 4 1,2

,--
2.82 3,196

Sentences 10.0 2.8 2 8.4 2.9 10.6 2.9 1,2 10.7 2.1 1,2 * 2.97 3,196

Animal House 4.4 2.3 2 10.4 1.8 12.7 2.4 1,2 12.3 1.8 1,2 ** 7.49 3,196

WRAT: Reading grade 1.0 0.4 2 0.8 0.4 1.1 6.4 1,2 1.0 0.3 2 * 3.53 3,196

Spelling grade 0;4 0.3 0,5 0,4 0.6 0.4 1,2,4 0.5 0.3 , * 3.64 1/196

FOR 1:1ARD: Both tilre 99,3 0,5 2 98.6 1.4 99.3 0.4 2 99.6 0.2 1,2 ** 7.95 3,195

Both # blocks 3.0 0,0 2 2.9 0.5 3.0 0.0 2 3.0 0.0 2 ** 4.30 3,195

Total tine 96.B 1.7 2 95.7 3.5 97.2. 1.5 2 97.0 0,9 2 * 3,49 3,195

Total # blocks 8.8 0.8 2 7.9 2 , 3 8.9.0.6 2 9.0 0 0 2 ** 5.46 3,195

Nondominant # blocks 3.0 0.0 2 2.9 6,5 3.0 0.0 2 3.0 0.0 2 ** 4.30 3,195

Colour Naming 9.2 1.1 2 7.5 2.6 9.5 0.9 1 2 9.4 0.5 1,2 * *12,54 3,196

OBSERVER'S CHECK LIST:

8: Perfornance Rate 5,0 1.3 2,4 4.6 1,8 4 5.5 1,4 112,' 4.3 1.8 * 3.51 3,196

C: Manual Dexterity 5.1 1,4 2 4.6 1.5 5.6 1.4 1,2 5.0 0.8 2 ** 4.14 3,196

+BEHAVIOUR CHEM* (teachers): _ _ _

Conduct Problem 13.4 17.9 2,3 7.6 11.2 7.0 12 3 a 13.1 24.1 2,3 * 2.80 31196

Inattentive-Passive 21.1 19.8 3 31.1 24.6 113,4 14.7 14.8 20.6'25.2 3 ** 4.40 3,196

Hyperactivity 28.2 28.2 3 25.9 20.9 3 14.0 18.5 27.8 37.5 3 ** 5.64 3/196

PUPIL RATING SCALES:

Auditory II i irehension 13.2 3,0 2,4 11.1 3.1 13.4 2.8 2,4 12.4 3.4 2 * 2;,813,196

Spo n Language 16.2 2.9 2 13.3 3.0 16.2 3;12 15.,r-; 2.0 2 ** 4.20 3,196

Motor Ccordinaticn 9.3 1.9 2 4 8.5 1.5 10.1 2.01, 2 8.6 1.3 ** 5.45 3,196

° Pers6nal-Soaal Behaviour 24.3 5.3 2 22.3 4.4 20.3 4.4 1,2 24.0 6.1 2 ** 4.62 3,196

`Veal 29.5 5.8 2,4 24.5 5.9 29.7 5.6 2,4 28.3 5.0 2 * 2,79 3,196

Nonverbal 46.2 7.8 2,4 43.0 7.3 49.1 7.4 1,2 44,0 10.4 ** 4.09 3,191

Total 75.4 13.3 2/4 67 8 12.4 78 5 12.21,2, 72.0 14.8 2 * 3.30 3,191

CIRCUS: #5' Litters and Numbers 16.7 3.6 2 14.3 4,3 17,5 2.31,2,' 16,6 3$6 2
**

4.70 3,196

litsults of Newmal-'Keds; (see Table 40) ,

6N-K Nean-Keals.

+ A higher score indipths a greater incidence of problem

,05i

** p .01,
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handers
1.

=h 1-.,he male eft-handers having the poorest per-

formance leve

"IQ P Q tCorlarLsma. The 200 Ss were divi-
_

ded into 3 group based upon.the relationship between the

Verbal IQ (VIQ) and Performance IQ ,(PIQ) scores obtainedbn-

the WPPSI. One group consisted of the 33 Ss for whom PIQ

was greater than VIQ by 10 or more points (high PIQ'group)

Forty-six subjects had a PIQ which was 10 or more points

lower

whose

-third group for comparison (median group). .

than theit VIQ (low PIQ,group). The .121 children

VIQ and PIQ differed by less than 10 points formed a

In terms of information obtained on the Biographical

and Background Information Questionnaire and 'the Teacher

Ratings, only two 'differences among these groups were sig-

nificant. Family SES indices differed (P Ratio = 3.260,

df = 2, 19 p < .05; SPSS SUBPROGRWONEWA, Nie

-1977) such that the low PIQ group .had thehighest mean SES

(64.5) co pared.to the high'PIQ group (Y', = 58.4) -and the

median group (51 = 60.1). The other-significant difference

involved chi-square analyses (SPSS SUBPROGRAM NPAR, Nie and

Hull, 1977)., of exposure to French in the neighbourhood.-

The low PIQ and median group tended. to hear_French spoken in=

the neighbourhood less often than the high PIQ group.

The sicnificant differences among these groups

on the Early Identification Assessment Battery are



presented in 45. These differences tended to 'be,

accounted for on the basis-
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IQ test performance with few

other differences of interest. However, the split '7-,

bat and Performance IQ-may be a potential predictor of per-
.

formance in the primary-French immersion program and will

be examined carefully h later stages of the study.

'on Assessment Project

.The 200 children who were tested forf ©r the Early lden -v

tiff catircn Project were found to be representative of chil-

dren who enter French immersion kindergarten from four-

yea
A
English kindergarten programs. The differences

noted between the Frefich*immersion- sample and other French

immersion en lments tended to favour the French immersion

sample iii that they, were fr m English-speaking homes where

few -addit onal languages were spoken, they had more sib-
.

lings who had experienced success in French immersion-and

teachers'had advised French immersion enrolment for more of1

,

,.

them. Howeil,er, there were ,no important differences in SES,

advantaged hdme backgrounds, parental attitudes towards the,

French language or in levels o Ability, social maturation
.

and motivation. Thus, one, may have confidence that the

results obtained for the; French immersion sample are applic-

`able to other children entering Frenth immersion from four-

year-old kindergarten programs.



Table 45

Means, Standard Deviations, F Ratios and the Results of Newman-Keuls for Significant

Comparisons of VIQ PIQ Split Groups on the Early Identification Assossment

Battery

WPPSI: VIQ

PIQ

Infornetion

Vocabulary

Arithmetic

Sinilarities

reension

Sentences

Anil House

Piitipre Ccleton

MaiEi

Citric Design

Block Design

Peabody: IQ

Matrices: 'Rail Score

Rte': Spelling grade

Colour Naming

ZSEFNER'S

C: Manual amity
Motor Coordination

Higher PIQ 2. Lower PIQ 3, dian

(PIQ VIQ) (PIQ < VIQ) Group

R SD N-K- SD D N-

109.2 12 7 126.1 9.9 1,3 117.8 11.3 1 **22.129

123.4 13.0 2,3 107.7 847 116.9 11.2 2 **21.100

12.1 3.2 14.8 2.6 1,3 13.4 2.6.1 **

11.5 2.5 14.5 2.0 13.0 2.6 1 **14,475

10 2.4 13.4 2.2 1,3 12.9 2.4 1 * 3.974

1] 3,3 14.4 2.3 1,3 13.0 2.2 1 **11,853

10.6 2.3 13.7 2.4 1 3 12.0 2.5 1 "16.106

9.1 2.7 11.3 2. 1,3 10.1 2.9 1 ** 5.699

12 ;6 2,0 2 11.3 2.2 12.1 2.5 2 3,194

13.4 2.8 2 12.0 2.4 13.0 2,4 2 * 3.402

12.8 2.9 3,2 10.E 2.0 12.1 2.6 2 ** 8.266/

13.9 3.1 2,3 10, 1.8 12.1 2.5 2 **21.982/

14.2 2.5 2,3 11.5 2,5 13.1 2.5 2 "12.207

109.6 18.0 119.6 14.7 1 3 '113.0 12.3 1 ** 5.720

18.8 4.7 2,3 15.9 4.2 17.5 4.7 2 * 4.227

0.7 0.4 2,3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 2 "10.183

8.7 2.2 9.4 0.9 1 9.3 1.0 1 * 3.611

ults of New -Keuls: (see Table 40).

5.8 1.3 2, 3 4.8 1.2 5.4 1.5 2 ** 5.205

9 }7 2.2 2 8.9 1.4 9.8 LO 2 * 4.025

of freedom are 2,197. for all caparisons.

Ng Neiman-

* P < .05.

p < 01.

a
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The Frenc.: j immersion sample perfoLJed very well on

the measures of the Early Identification Assessment Battery._
- .

_IQ scores were in the Bright Normal range. Ratings of be-

haviour by our examiners and by the four-year-old kindergar-

ten teachers did not indicate specific areas of difficulty

for this group as a whole. Expressive language skills ten-

ded to be well - developed -with An average Mental Age score

well Above the 4 -year old level (Peabody Mental,Age of 6-2).

language skills were within the 5 to 6Year

range in terms of Information, and within the 5 to 51 year

rmnge- for Grammar (Renfrew). Other skill areas tested

also resulted in competent performance levels. Thus, the

French immersion sample was comprised of highly capable

youngs ers who responded well to the four-year-old kinder-

garten program and to the testing situation.

Teachers disagreer7 with parents' decisions to enrol

their children in F=7ench irn ersion kindergarten for 25.5%

of the French immersion sample. Biographical and background

variables were not related to the teachers' advice against

French immiersion enrolm Teachers tended to assign more

below average ratings in ability, social maturation a- d

motivation to children for whom they d3.d not advise French

immersion enrolment. Children about .whom teachers were Un-

decided received the most below average ratings in motiva-

tion. Thus, teachers tended to adVise against

IS



French immersion for children who_mere less-advanCed:in-

terms of ability and social maturation. Fdr children of

average to above aver-de ability, teachers were cautious

al'out advising French immersion if the child's level of social

maturation or motivation was below average. These findings

are consistent with the result- reported earlier - tf. achers

give high priority to a child's general development,

especially maturity and emotional/social adjustment, when

advising against French immersion enrolment.

The high represen.ation of children for whom teachers

predicted di5ficulty in school in the Disagreement group

SU sted that, in many cases, teachers were reluctant to

recommend French ii mcrsiar when they expected the child to

experience school.

There were many differences in perfOrmance levels on

the Early Identification Assessment Battery for the groups

formed on the basis of teache7s- agreement with'parents°

French immersion enrolment decisions. Teachers agreed

with parents' decisions for a group of children that 'stood

out in-terms of high scores on performance IQ measures;

more advanced receptive vocabulary and ability to manipulate

the speech signal; more competency as rated by teachers in

terms of auditory comprehension, spoken language, and motor

coordination; rated by our observers as superior in pe.

formance rate and manual dexterity; and having more advanced
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readiness skills in the areas of identification of lette

and numbers, auditory-discri-ination and problem-solving.

The children for whom teachers did not advise French immer-

sion enrolment performed more poorly. on the a7.)ove measures

as well as on the Formboard task, expressive language

skills, Colour Naming, and readiness skills. for reading,

spelling and arithmetic.. This group,also had more behaviour

pl-oblems and less cc _ v as rated by teachers and

observers. Teachers were undecided-about French immersion

enrolment for children who dicl not present behaviour prob-

lems, who had well-developed expressive language skills,

good listening comprehension, and d Formboard performance

but, who had lower performance IQ scores, lower receptive

language skills and,ability to manipulate the speech signal,.

less advanced reading readiness skills, auditory discrimina-

tion and problem - solving abilities, and Who had less c,Dmpe-

tence in areas rated by teachers.

All of these factors ;.long with particular perfor-

mance patterns associated with Variables such as sex and

handedness will be considered carefully in the two year

follow-up for their use; ln&ss as rredictcrs of success in

a primary French immer. <n F rogram.

Conclude. The purpose of this first phase the

Early Identification Project was to investigate various

descriptive variables and to collec' xtensive test data
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for a sample children whose progress in school will be

follo ed for two years. Thus, little interpretation of

the results can be made until the criterion measures are

obtained in the spring of 1918-and 1979. The results of

this phase do, however, indicate describable patterns of

differences at many levels for children entering different

kindergarten programs (French mersion vs. regular English

program) and among children entering French immersion.

At one level, differences were found in terms of the
.

_
characteristics of families of children entering different

school programs. Children entering French immersion tended

to come from higher SAS more advantaged homes compared to

.children entering the English program. The-French er-

'sion enrolments were also treated differently by their

parents in that they attended preschool more frequently and

read to at home more frequently.

Parental attitudes towards the French language also

differed. Parents who intended to enrol their chiidr< in

French immersion tended zo express a greater ine:

speaking or learning to speak French themselves compared to

parents -choosing the English program Parents' reasons

for choosing or not choosing_French-immersion.appeared to be

based upon the educational goals that they considered. to be

important, for example, -functional bilingualism vs. a solid

grounding io En- Ash language skills. The choices were
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frequently made irrespective of their child's particular

learninq characteristics and seem to reflect more a "life

style decision "_

It was found tram the teacher ratings, that consistent,

aL,hough informal, criteria. are used in either recommending

or not_ recommending children for pr many French immersion.

As was discussed earlier, the criteria for advising against

enrolment are different than the .reasons usually cited in

recommendinq F inch immer aiorienrolment.

.Lastly, substantial group and individua'l differences

were found on the early identification test battery. The

demographic data, parent ratings, teach;:- ratings and early

---identifidation,test information will all be assessed in the

next two years for their effectiveness as predictors of

success in the French immersion program.
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Name of Child

Teacher

School

TEACHER'S RATINGS Date

--------rirst _ast

Please rate the child on ti-,2 following 3-0oint scales by placing a check
mark above the appropriate category:

-Social Maturation:
bel

average

Motivation:

0

rage
average

average

average more
-average

e ow
average

Do you think that this child will have particular difficulty in school? Yes 0

average above
average

If Yes, for what reason(s):

Below average ability U
Language difficulties 0

Immature

Cann6t concentrate Q
Emotional or social adjustment problems El

Not motivated'

Other (please list

4

Do you think it-advisable that this child be enrolled in French
kindergarten in September, 1977

Yes 0

Please indicate reasons

p

on
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APPENDIX

Biographical and Background

InfOrmation Questionnaire
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This information will not be put into school files. It will be kept confidential
,:by the research'team-from the leuropsychOlogy Laboratory, Royal Ottawa Hospital.

1. -.Name of 'child in junior kindergarten

2. Acre

3. Airthdate
Month- Day ear

Sex Male El Female 0

School

Teacher

Which hand does your child tend

Today's date

Right 0 Left 0

Mont Day Year,

prefer or pencil work?
No preference 0

Handedness of parents for writing: other :Right Li Father .Right. 0
Left Left

Are any of your other children left-handed?
Yes 0 -No 1:1 There are no - .other children 0

10-. Does your child- have any special need's or handicaps
Sbeech therapy 0
Hearing aid 0

NO 0

Medicatiolis .0 ..-
Other (Please specify).

11. Did your child attend a Day Care Cen
Did not attend a

If so, which on

Attended half day 0 4k *starting date, month year
ending date, month year

___'Attended full day Li- starting date, monttyear
ending date month ear

Name and location of Centre(4)

12. Did your child' attend a Nursery School?

Did not attend 0
Attended half day 0

Attended full day O. *

starting_date,
-ending date,
starting -date,

rending date,
Name and locatiOn of Centre

month year
month year
monthyear
month±_year
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Is your child presently attending a Nursery.School or Day Care Centre as
well as junior ktnde garten?

Nursery School: Yes-0:

No 0
Day Care Centre: Yes

No

What language is most 'often spoken in your home: Cheek one box only.

English Ell

-French El.

italian,E3

German E3

Other Please specify)`

What additional languages are spoken yin yoUr home?

'* None E3 specify)

. t

16a. Do you speak French? Mother: Yes El 'Fath Yes

No 0, No 0

_1h, no, do you want to learn to speak French?

Mother: Yes El Father:. Yes El

No ,13 -'No-0
17 Have you taken a French course other than'in elementary school or in

high school?

_Mother: Yes 0 Describe_ Father: Yeas El Describe-

No No r3

18.: Does your-child hear French spoken in the hoMees 0 No_

19. Does yourchJld hear French spoken in the neighbourhooe'Yes _

20a. Do.you intend to enrol our child in French immersion kindergarten in
September_, 1977?- Yes --No 0 7-

20b. If no, what are your reasons for not enrolling your child in French

imersion

20c. If yes, what are your.ireasons for enrolling your'child in .French

immersion?
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- -Child's Name

2l_ generally, do you think that a chil fleedS to have any special

characteristics to da well in French immersion.? Yes 0 N

Describe
.

22a. Have you enrolled any of your other children in Frenc immersion?

-Yes 0 No 0

If yes`, how many?

Describe their program (for example, grade 7 late-imm sion

c. Have any of your children had diffficul y in French immersion?

Yes 0 ci Not applicable, 0.

Describe any difficulties

23. -Whet is father's occupation? Please, describe your present job and ,th.e type

of organization you work in. Examples::- -"-Shoe salesman in a department

store", :1StenograPher-,---teve1-2-Th the Federal Government", "Owner-manager

of a small Sapermarket.". (If you are not.presently working outside'of the

home, please indicate present situation, e.g. student)

,What___JS mother' occupation? Please describe your'present job and the type

of-organization you work See Ouesiion #23T--(4f-you-are-not---

presently employed outside of the hams please indicate present situation,

e.g. :housewife, student)

-25-, About how often is your child read to at home?

0
ionally., once or twice a wee Several times a week, almost, every nigt.
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Child's Name.*

:26. 7-Aboui how many hooks a soft cover) do you have in yourhome?

0-10

71-30 C3

TO50 El

61 -In() 0.
101-20D E3

'017t* El

500 or more U.

27. -About how many ofthese are "Oildren15-books " "?

C3 El
None Some- Most Alm° all

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IOT A REGISTRATION FORM. THE'SCHOOL WILL CONTACT

YOU ABOUT FRENCH IMMERSI N SENIOR KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION.

Form filled in by: Name

Address
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TEST REPAYIOUR- ERIMION cufft.
,,

Amount of Motor Activity'
1.Almost motionless

3Anfoquent movement -773.Rathevanxious,poorly poised

Anxiety
1.Extremely ill at,ease

5 -Averag

-7.Froluent movement

-7-79.Extrere movement_-_

Performance Rate
1.Extremely slowr

---t.Aver.

-

9.Extromel rapi

-Manual Dexte
. 1.17xtremely awkward

3.Awkward

5.Avcrage

7.- 5killful

-m,
9.Extremely skillful

Afriount of opeech

1.Mute(practical y)

_,3.Quiet2

5.Average---

7.Talkative

5

9.LOtpaC1011

ntion
-

1-.Almost impossible to get and hold

3-.Easily distracted

-z7-.Moderately attentive

-Li
7- .Relatively undisturbed

stimuli
external

5, Average social confidence

,t7.Better than average soc

9.Completely at ease

Self Confidence
1. Painful. unc rtainty

al confidence

.Inclined to distrust own abili

S.- .Somewhat` confident

7.Rather self confident and-assured

9.Completely self confident

Effort' Displayed

1.LaCkadaisical,indifferent

3.Works perfunclorily

.rive'for success

7- .Work5 diligently

9- .Expends maximum effort

. t

Cooperation Civen to Examiner_ _

-1.Negativistic,uncooperative

5.Genera115,, good

-
7.Cooperates readily

-9.00

Interest
1.Complet

enthusiasticil

ninterested

3.5ack of interest shown_ interest

5.Adeouate 'interest shown

7.Definite y interested

----9.Enthusiastio
9.Qtlivious to external 'stiTnuli

A. Atwell ily.Orpt anr} Kindergar-ten-Behaviar-RatinTO:as-1/4-a-edictor of ;Acide Sid' kchievernent. Jourof
1-67 I 6 4= 4 6 -
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,Behaviour Ch cklistis

Listed below are descriptive terms of behaviour, Place a check mark in the column which best describes this child.ANSWER ALL ITEMS.
C

Obsery ion _. _

D e'e of Activiy_-_______
Not at all Just a little Ernii.rnunuch_ __ . __

CLASSROOM 4E6IAVIl1 1-
iConstantly_licigeri' --..

2. Hums and makes other odd noises .

_Demands must be met immediately-easily frustrated
Coordination poor

I-Restless or o. '.ractive
Excitable, impulsive

-------
7. , Inattentive, easily diitracted

. Fails to finish thin_gs he starts short attention span
Overly sensitive .-

10 Overly serious or sad
. .

11 Daydreams 4

12. Sullen or sullIL -------
Cries otten and easily

---.4.. Disturbs other chiller __

_
1 Quarrelsome .

16,'- Mood changes quickly anrldrastically_____7 Acts '.'smart" __ _
1 uestructive

9 -Steals' ,

20. -- Lies , , ..

21 Temper outbursts, explosive and unpredictable behaviour
GROUP PARTIFIPATION , -.,.__22 Isolates hi mself from other children _ _

23. Appeari s r be unaccepted by group
24. :- Appears td, be easily led

., -25. No sense of lair=play
6. App_ears to lack leadersijip
7. Does not get along with opposite sex

28. . Does not get along with same sex
29. Teases other children-or interferes with their activities
'ATTITUDE TOWARD AUTHOkITY
30. Submissive

I 31. Defiant
_32. Impudent' ., .

-;'
,-33. Shy

34. Fearful _15. Excessive demands for teacher's attention
36. Stubborn

-37 Overly anxious to please--.- ---- - --48:- Uncooperative
.-Attendance problem .

How would you

much worse
this.thild's behaviour compared to other children the same age?

0 ,worse 0 about the same 0 better- 0 much better 0

Title_

TIT TES, OTTAWA"



L\

5

MEANS MW STANDARD- DDEVIATIONS .INED \

BY THE SAMSLE,OP200 -CHILDREN TO.1

BE ENROLLED -1N PRENCU IMhEF .SION ON

THE EARLY -IbENTIFICTION ASSESSMENT bATTEP.

AGE
4.9

WPPSI: VIC)
118.3

PlO 115.8

FSICT 118.9

VWS 64.8

PWS 61.5

126.3

Inf. '13.5

Vor. 13.1

Arith.' 12.8

Sim, 13.1

Sent;-

Animal
Pict'
Maze
Ge,o

Black Des.

PEABODY: MA
IQ

MATRICES RAW
- SCAB

WRPT: Gtade: Rdg
Spell.

Per n 11e:

COMINANCE.: Richt
Left

hand time
Right 'hand tp locks

Left haild ,thre
Left hand blocks
Bot4-times'
-gdfil blocks
Total tirre
Total blocks

12.1
10.2 .

12.0
12.9

11.9
12.0
12.9
6.2

114.0
17.3
79.7
1.05
0.51
0.80

75.5
---46.3

62.3.
6.2
0.8
98.7.
3.0

98.98
3.0
99.3
3.0

96.9
8.8

0.3

. 12.d
12.0
11.9
9 .9

8.7
16.5
2.8
2.6

2.4
' 2.6

2.6
2.9
2.4
2.5
2.6

2.7
1.3

4.6
21'.9
0.4
0.4
0.4

14.5
22.6
21,-9

21.9

1.8
0.9
0.3
0 .

6.

o . 6
0.1
1,8
0.9



nominant hand
time- 98.7 0.8

Dominant hand
blocks 3.0' 0.2

Nondominant hand
time 99.0 . .r." 0.8

Nondominant hand
blocks 3.0

T r block Right 32.9 5.6
Left 32-.7 3.3
Badth 33.3, 4.9
TO'al , 3.2
Dominant 32.5 4.2

Nondcminant
PICTURE NAMING: Time ,

33.1
129.1 (sec)

5 tQ
30.2

Errors 8.7 3.7
CO1DUR NAMING: #COPRECT 9. 1.3
WORD SEGMENTATION:

TOTAL SEGMENTED 13.3 4.7
_ PARTIAL SEGMEN7D 6.6 '2.4

Tali& SkLEABLES 9.2 3.9
PARTIAL SNILABLES 4.0 2.1

SERVER' S CBECYLISTL:
AL Am'tof Motor Activity 5.0 1.8
B - Performance Rate- 5.2 1.5
C - Manual Dexterity 5.3 1.4
D - Amount of Speech -5.5 1.7
E Attention 5.1 1.7
.F Anyiety. , 5.4 1.3
G Self Confidence 5.3 1.6
H Effort Displayed 5.1. 1.5

-- Cooperation Given 5.5 1.5
S - Interest

Information
Gramm4r --

5.1
25.0
7s 2

1.3
3.4-4.14

BEHAVIOUR CHECKLIST (teachar,L._
Condilot Problem 9.9 -15.4
Inattentive -. Passive 18.8 18.6
TensionnApyiety 17.7 17.7
H ractivity 21.1 24.6.
TOTAL 15.4 14.4

SME (teachell
Auditory Comprehension 13.1 3.0.
S -n ge ! 16.0 3.1rientation 13.1

. 5.4
Motor Coordination 9.6 2 . 0



Pefs-Soe our
Verl ni
NC

TOTAL ,0,

CI PCU,

#2 HOW MUM & IKA,1
b

Total (40)

#5 tYNDitqc- TITTERS & #s a

c
Total (20) "

EICA.1.W soutTri 'Ibtal (44)

#9 _LISTEN STOPY a
b

Abtal (25)

4'13 I 137.. IT 'II IP jC I

Total (32

25.1
44.2

. 41. 4
,76.3

9.4
2:0

30.7

5.1
3.6

16.9

3.7-
1-0.6
6.5

17.2

.5.9 L

20.5

1.7

L,7





, -

APPENDIX 6: INTERCORULATIONS AMONG VARIABLES OF THE EARLY IDENTIFICATION AgstsGttyr

Amt.

Arm 7,07

HO -.08 .55

-F8107- -;08 '.89 .87

POW .25 .55 ;35 .51.

MO- -.00 .59 .35 .54

rs .29 .35 .54 .50

M.t5 aa ;23 .38 .34

M. ,15 ,41 .45 41

IIIVE .34 .33 .57 .51

Wm .29 .57 .53 .63

IMF .17 .45 .44 .50

IMP ,19 ,31 57 .49

,1704kP 0,13 .62 .58 .68

Eatil -.01 .06 .12 ,09

en -.00 -.06 -.12 -.09

F11711 -.20 -.15 -44 -,16

\pm .06 409 .10 .11

FIX 33 - .11 -,19 .17

FLHB .06 418 .19

IBT -.25 .03 -,09 7.07

06 .07 '.06

IVIT -.32 .11 -.19 -.13

Fib -.04 .06 .06 .07

F M K - .19..13 -,15 7.16

Fun . 0.10 .04 06 .06

norr -.34 .12 -.19 r
,.87 m .08 .07 .06 .09

piciDE -.31 ;29 -,29

pimp -.23 ,44 -139 -.4$

-,18 -',21

%cm .22 .31 .26 ,32

sar .22 .29 .25 ;11

.sytm .23 .20 .15 .20

SYIPAPX .22 .16 .19 ',20

ORM -.04 .12 -.18 37
,24 .28..36 436

08.5C .24 .15 .35 ,18

0060 .06 .21 .05 .14

002 -18 .30 .31 .35

413 427 4,29 .32

t13 25 27 .30

0 C4I5lt .24 .24 .35 .34

.21 .19 .24 .25

OOSI .19 .23 .30

WIN ' .17 .34 .:17 :25

FEW,
.07 '.26 .413 .25

WU' ,07 -.15 -.20 -.20

. A98 -,13 7.32 -.33 -.37

OM -.16 .02 :01 -.01

QUIP .03 '.27 -.27 -.30

COM - .01 -.25 -.26 -19

Aarif .18 .49 .47 .54

STVON .14 452 .49 437

OMEN t.';07 .20 .25 .24

iC509 .13 .114 .44 .42

.06 .31 .44 .42

VETS .17 .54. ,49 .56

METE' .11 .17 .52 450

.15 .47 .53'. .560:

34 .58 .47 .60

610.5117... .19 440 .39 .45

CIA717; .24 .;55 .60

.28 ;46 .48

CIPDTT .30' ".-11; .144 ::54

1.4

PEADIQ

.93

;29

.26

.23

.39

.23

.02

.33

.06

-.04

-.01

.07

-.14

09

-,07

.09

-.12

.06

-.10

.03

.08

-.24

-.39

7:15

.18

.17

.08

.10

-.03

.27

.07

.13

.21

.18

:18'

.15

10

,29

.14'

.05

-15

-.02

-.16

-.13

.45

.42

;16

.18

.27

Ae
.3r

.39

52

.32

.50

.51

5PCFS ICE

.:26

.20 .62

.25 .21 .09

.14 .46 .33

',34 .41 .29

.24 .27 .13

02 .47 ,37

.32 .27 ,16

.07 .09 ,02

-.06 7.09 -.03
-.04 -,19
..05 .13 .20

-.02 -.29

;05 .10 ..10

-.00 .419 -.10

.05 .05 ;02

-43 ,-.28 -;19
.07 .1,407

-.06 .16 -.15

-.00 .11 .18

-.01 -11 -,18

..05 .02

'-.13 -.33 -12

-.35 -.33 -.32
....-;23 .19 .-.13

.14 .31 427

.13 ;29 .24

.01 .27 ,22

.01 .27 .18

.02 .7,06 .01

.21 .29

-Al ;34 .31

.1)

.19, .30 .24

.11- .30 .13

,17 .23 .13

.12 .32

.12,

.05 .36 .26

4,25 .18 a3
.12 .04 .05

-.09 7;53 .09

244 -.19 7.10

,02 -.04 -.05

-.19 -02 ,07

-.15 -.06 404.

.42 .29

.38 t29 .16

-:,13 .16 .13

.0 .26 .11

;27 ;19 .03

.42 .10..19:
;29 .27

.36. .29 :14

.45 .42 .20

:3453 4259 .1396

.44 .42 .32

.43 44

WPAR

.43

:57

,95

, ;26

.52

.17

-.17

-.07

.06

-.14

.17

-.03

.03

-.11

-'412

.08

.06

-:14

-.01

-.23

-.35

11

.31

.29

.22

.21

-.04

.18

.31

.10

-11

.25

.20

.22

.27

.17

;20

.I0

-.22

-.31

-.27

-.28

.46

.47

.17

.31

.35

.46

4;41

.47

.59

.64

.47

,49

.23

.997

.44

104

-.03

-.17

:15

.27

.09

-10

,10

-.26

.06

-.15

.10

-.28

.10

-.31

-.34

.26

.29

.26

.25

.22

-.14

.1,12

.41

.10

.26

.34

.22

4433

.28

;29

.18

;08

-.29

-.02

-422

-.21

.44

.45

..21

.42

.38

;46

.46

,49

.50

;31

.45

.35

'74

WRAF

.52

.44 .23

.99 .54

.11 .21

10 7.21

-421 -.06

.10 .04

-.24 -.04

:13 -.

-.22 -.10

.07 -

-.29 -.06

-.04 -.07

-;18 -.05

.0;7 ,04

-.27 -.07

.07 -'

-.34 ;13

-,39 -.48

,,36 .63

.37 .23

,35 .21

.27 .21

:24

-.12 -.11-

.25 .42

.35 .41

.12 ,22

'.33 .15';

32 23

29

17. 13'

.30 .23

31 .33"

;27 .31

.22 .13

.16 -.14

- 34 =.49

-.02

-.26 -.17

-;24 -.24

, .53. .56

.52 .52

'.17 46

.32 ,35

.41 .35

.55 .56

.47 .43

53 .53.

.63 .52

.60 470

59 ,53:.

.51 7448'.,

FR

.44

.09

-.09

-.07

.19

t.,13

23

-,17

-.05

-.02

.13

-.21

-.26

-;28

.31

-10

.14

.05

-.03

-.17

.52

443

.12

.26

.37

40.31

,32

.39

.15

.09

-.19

-432

',OS

-4;23

-.19

,44

.44

,14

.50

.40

:;46

.48

.50

.40

.27

.37

iB

MAP Eat

.05

..05-1,00

-.10 -.01 .01

-;02 ,02

-.12 x.04 .04

- -.03 .03

-.26 -.10 'Al

- .01.01

-.19 -.06 .06

-.16 .19 -.19

-.10 .03-.03

.16 -.03 .03

-.12 -.08 .08

.01.01

-.33 .07 -.07

-.30 -.417 .16

.47 ',24-14

.31 ,11414

.30 .11 -.12

.13 .07-,08

AS .07-.08

-.29 ,027.03

32 405-405

.45 .10-.11

.16 -.05 .05

.24 .06-.06

;23.004-.04

-.23 .03 -.04

-.17 .16

.02 .04-45

-.30 -.04 .03

-.27 -.03 .02

.51 .23-.19

;50 .227.22

.14 -.07 :07

36 .22,

.41 .14-.14

,57 13-.22

,48 .19-18

.56 .20-49

.60 .15 .14

.54 4157,15

56 165

-.48

.44

-.04

12

-.30

.81

-,I4

.94

-.38

;51

-.30

.07

.00

-.06

.00

..02

.03

.01

.01

7.11

-.16

-.00

10

-.02

.07

.00

-.07

-.13

.01

.09

.14

-1108

.09

-.03

-.02

-.04

-,10

-JO

=,02

-.09

-405

-.06

-.12

=.09

-06

Ftirr 17.116

-.34

-.01

-.32

.51

-.49

.34

-.50

.78

-.33

.51

-.06

.06

.06

-.04

-,03

-.05

-.02

-408

.09

.18

.02

.07

.07

.09

.13

.07

;12

.24

.05

-.01

.00

.03

04

.07

.06

.02

0.11

00

.07

.04

.05

.04

411

.06

at

-.36

.52 .00

;,36 -.01

-.1862 -'1.'021427

-.18 -.00

.93 -.34

-.:,302661

-.13 .01

::116 '17 .144

-.17 .11

-.16 JO

.04 -.12

-45 .10

-11 .12

.02 -.02

-.13 .13

-.10 .0

7.02 .06

-.08

:g

-.09 ;12

-.18 48

7.17 .02

,04 .01

-.16 -.23

.11 -.01

.05 -.07

;00

122 :104

-.08 .06

-.12 ,09

-'.06 .07

-.12 ,17

-.01 .10

-.09 .14

-.21 .13

7.12 .24

7424 .18

..1 :II

-.51

.77

-48

.40

-.07

.54

-.51

.15

7,00

-.11

-.11

7.14

-.10

-.13

.22

25

.07

.13

17

-.13

7,12

7415

-.20

-.07

-11

-.05

.97

.10

,..05

-.01

-.05

-14

-.07

7

-.06

-.10

-.05

7,08

-.07

..01

-;16

4.35

-447

.29 -.20

.31 .79

-.00 -.28

-.34 .03

1,0 -.47

-:12 ..17

.00 ;03

.07 -.13

.01 -.10

09 -.12

.01 -.09

.07 -.10

-.04 .02

,20 -,20

.12 -.25

,15 -.01

404 -.14,

15

.15 -;0.7

,10

.21 -.09

.17 -.13

-.04 -.13

.04 -.17

.03 .01

-:01 .13

-.09 .14

.05 .04

.01 .08

.03 -.08

.07 -11

493 -.09

.09 -16

.03 -.10

,05 -.09

.06 -,11

.06 -.10

-.04 -.14

-A5 7,10

.02 -.20

!415

KOIM lity

.22

-.19

.29

-,08

-.02

.03

.05

.04

.06

.13

-.07

408

.15

'7405

:10

'410

.03

.13

:11

.00

-.01

.05

01

.08

..06

.07

.00

.02

.04

.:02

,01,

.01

02
.06

-.;5

:

-.39

43 -.17

-.00 -.34

.07 -45 .21

.05 .05 . 0

,03 -.14 .07

.04 ,;03 -.19

-.04 -.21 .02

7 -.05 -,21 .01

.0 -42 -.19 .07

-.00 -.07 .05 -;04
-.07 .04 -.19 .20

-.14 .15 -.23 .12

44 -.06 -.02 15
.07 -.13 .04

7,16 .13

.402 .04 -.06 .15

-.06 -.01 -.07 .10

.00 .04 .21

-.03 .01 .909 .17

.115 .14 -.19 -.04

-.14 .23 16 .04

'.02 .99 :43 .03

06 -.01. .10 -.01

..16 ,06 .09 -.09

.07 ..03 .05 .05

.09 .05 .03 Al

,01 .03 -.15 .03

-.01 .03 7.13 Al
-.03 .00 ..09 .03

-.05 .09. -.16 .09.

-.06 -.03 -.10 1

.01 .04 -.14 .05

-.07 -.00 -.09 ..06

-.05 .01 -.11 .06

-.04 .05 .,22 -.04

-.08 .14 -.16 -.85

.08 -.24 41,
:46 . -.18 -.00
..1.1

a :
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KC.

7 D E

PIC-

E R R

Car
E R

SEre

79
SEG-

P A R T

STIP

7
SE-

Pkl I O E S COI D De PC C O S il D V OW

rt-
B f

it4 -

tak14P141

01- CI<

P A M

01-

k t (

014-

E I T

01-

7 0 7

;ID-

O N

6

i h i ORB V i a P-RM.
10-
V- M

IttE-

IC

CU-
-r

r

E7R5-

1O

C5117

7T
CRI7
-7 .

garDE.

'KW .35

013 -.18 -:26

gm -,2:1 -,29 31

Eaw 21 -.24 .32 ,97 .,.

San -.17 - ;18".20 .84 31

sr -.20 -.16 ,26 ,72 ,73 .89
.

1

ONik :07 -.01 .05 0,10 -.12 -.08 -41

ESSE -.29 -.25 =22 ,20 ,17 ;17 .17 :00

.

DBSC 1.27 -.12 .25 ,26 .23 .21 ;23 -..16 .52
,

0g0

au -,21

-.16

-.20

.22

',15

.15

.28

,I3

.27

.14

.23 ,24

.39

-30

.36

.21

N5

.11 -,25

,

., ---
,

asi =.19 7:24 .21 .21 .24 .21 ,2] -,02 .47 .16 ,15 .28 .

055G. .22 -.20 .22 16 .16 .15 ,16 -.06 ,50 .38 '.35 .21 .71

0.158 31 -,25 .14 .37 .37 .31 .32 -.42 i37 .49 -.02 .59 .37 .35

0s5I -35 3 .18 .27 .28 .27 ,27 -1 °.35 .39 .1.4 .45 .53 ,57 59

cas,i -:30 -,21 ,16 :25 :24 ,27 ,26 -.21 .49 .40 :18 .18 ,57 ,53 ,66 .59

tr:L7 -.18 -,I5 28 ,26 26 .21 14 .01 08 .09 08 .12 09 .14 04 .06 -.01 f

n:m '.33 -.02 .18 .17 .17 .13 .09 -.03 .05 .01 :12 .01 .10 ;08 -AI .07 .04 .62

man 210 JO -.11 AO -.0I .09 .97 ..14 -.01 -41 .07 -.20 -.01 -,08 .,22 -.15 -.16 -.08 -.02
i

Q34845 A,12 JO -.12 -,14 -:14 -.09 -.69 '41 -,27 -.26 7:05 -.36 -.13 -.13 i.25 -.07 -,22 -49 -.06 .46 ,I,

011 W, -.07 ,09 -.01 -,00 -.00 :04 07 -.03 -.20 -.09 -.18 -,09 -.23 -,23 4,15 ,08 -.14 09.:05 .04 32 .

01-20 .06 ,I6 -,I7 -.06 -.06 :03 04 .19 02 -.01 .12 -.24 .00 .03 -.12 j=06 -.07 r:09 -.01 .79 58 '.09;

C a r r .03 :20 -.16 -.04 -.04 .06 .08 ..I5 -,10 -.16 , 0 0 - . 2 9 - . 0 9 - , 1 1 -: 2 1- . 1 1 1 0 x , 0 7 - : 0 0 . : 8 8 .72 .31 .84

W.2 -.16 -.16 ..21 .25 .21 18 ,19 -.10 .32 .33 .17 .33 ,27 .25 .26 .15 .,19 .30 1 5 - , 1 6 - 8 0 ' , 0 8 . 3 2 - , 3 4

Frei1=g' -.14 -,16 =29 27 .27 ..,16 ';17 -.14 .29 :30 :17 ,30 JO .24 .27 =15 :21 '.25 40 -.:07 -.44 -.10 -.21 -',21 ,01 ;

MI -.2, -.21 :10 .13 :13 :07 44 .06 ,22 .12 .12 ,I6 ,17 05 .17 .13 ,Il :02.05 - .08.24 -.06 -.08 -.11 '.27 ;25

Op -.25 -46 :23 ,21 .23 .10 ;29 -.02 .40 ,38 ,13 .18 .29 .26 .21 ,17 .28 .11 -,05 -.11 -.39 -JO -.15 -.22 ',56 60 '.21

.F5.56: - .11 -.32 17 ,11 .11 '.06. .06 -.18 .22 .25 ,05 .31 %21 .20 .28 .2] .24 .20 ,01 -.60 -.65 -,10 -.69 -.70 .62 .19 .30 .13.

VA , -.17 -.49 .29 ,28 .27 .18 19 -,1I .,3I .32 .18 .32 ,10 .26 .27 .15 .20 .30 ,I6 -.12 -.55 -.10 -.27 ,30 .94 .91 .27 .59 ,4
,

:.a1 FL -.16 -,38 :20 ,17 .17 ,10 .15 -.13 :31 .31 :00 .31 .25 .26 .30 ;26 .28 .21 ,01 -.45 -.63 -.09 -.53 7.55 ;75 ,63 .19 ,67 , :92 .72

M i f f . - : 6 -,44 .2$ ,23 .23 .15 .19 - , 1 1 : 3 1 : 3 3 :12 .32 .26 ,30 ,29 :22 .24 ;20 :11 7,32 -.61 -.10 -.44 -.40 .85 :81 _ .65 .82. .89 .93

It R2 ..36 -15 .4$ ,30 '.35 .2 20 -.05 27 .32 1' .32 ;42 .23 ,70 ,30 47 42 24 -.19 -,33 -.01 -.23 '1 .$4 .52 23 .31 .36 .59 .44 ,591

0 1, 5 7 7 -.22 -.36 ,31 .24 .23 .1. .,16 -.09 ,18 ,25 .07 .24 .12 ,19 .28 .20 ,17 , I 8 .07 -.22 -.41 -.02 -.32 -.32 .47 .39 .19 .23 '35 ,15 ,37 .42 .61

CM -,33 -.13 ,31 ,.38 35 -=31 .26 ,08 .35 ,37 '.20 ,.:29 ;26 :24 .39, .31 .32 .35 .26 -:15 -.31 -.06 -.14 -,16 .A9 159, ,24 ,31J '. A 4 .39 ,:46 A .48

:(1891117 -.36 -.28 .36 ,36 ,36 ;26 .27 -,09 .23 ,23 0' .31 .17 .20 30 ..25 .19 ,36 ,23 -:19 -.27 7.03 - .21 -,22 .31 :37 .16 .27 .26
:18 .31 36 ,62 .33 .77

C1811. - 30 -.35 .27 ..31 ,33 ,26 27 -,07 ;25 ,22 .08 ,29 :,23 ,16 .16 -.22 20 .36 ..22 -.15 -.31 -.02 .25 :23 .45 ,43 :09 :24
, ,4 ,47 ,37 43 ,0 :41 ,59 66



ARENDIX:'

TEST NAMES AND ABBREVIATIONS

AGE
SEX
DOMINANCE
WPPSI: Verbal IQ

Performance IQ
Full Scale IQ
Inforraation
Vocabulary
Arithmetic'
Similarities
COTprehension
Sentences
Animal House
Picture Completion
Mazes
Geometric Design
Block Design-

Varia

PEABODY: Mental,Age
IQ

MATRICES,: Raw Score
Scale Score
(norms: age51)

T :. Reading, grade score
Spelling grade acor
Arithmetic' grade ;score
Reading percentile
Spelling percentile
Arithmetic percentile'
(for Ss 'age ,5.0 years).

DOMINANCE- DEMONSTRATIONS -: # Right
# Left

Computer Code

FORMBOARD: Right hand:
Right hand:
Left hand:
Lefthand:
Both hands
Both hands:

time
# blocks
time
# blocks
time
blocks__

Both time
Total # blacks.

. Dominant-hand: time
Dominant hand: # blocks
Nondominanthand: time
Nondominant)land: # blocks

block:- Right'hand
Left hand

AGE
_SEX
DOM
VIC)

PTQ
FSIQ
INF
VOC
ARTH
/SIM
CAMP,
SENT
AR
PC
MAZ
CD
BD,

PEABMA
PEABIQ

MATHS
MATS S

DOMR
DOML,

FRIIT
FRHB
FLHT
-FLHB
FET
-FBB----
FTOTT
FTOTI1
TDOMT
FDONB
FNONT
FNONB
RTPB
LTPB-



Variable Name

Both hands BTPD

Total -TOTPB

Dominant hand DOMTPD

Nondominant hand NONTPB

PICTURE N A M I N G ; Time
-if errors

COLOUR NAMING t #,correct

PICTIME
PICERR

WORD_SPcmERTTuG,.
TOTAL # words Segmenfed,in any way SEGTOT

PARTIAL # wordG-segmented ,in any way SEGPART

TOTAL # 'words segmented - syllable
. J. boundarie- S SYLTOT

_ -\

PARTIAL # words segmented - syllable,
boundarieS SYLPART

OBSERVER'S ,CHECKLIST
A 7' Amount of Motor Activity,

B 7 Performance Rate'
C Manual Dexterity
D 7 Amount of Speech
E 7 Attention
F Anxiety
G - SelfConfidence
U Effort Displayed
I '7 'Cooperation given to exa er

-T Interest

.NFREW ACTION PICTU
information
Grammar

A

BEHAVIOUR CHECKLIST {Teachers)
Conduct Problem
Inattentj_ve Passive
.Tension -,Anxie'ty
Hyperadtivity
Total-

PUPIL RATING-SCALE-tTeacher

OBSA
OBSB
OBSC
OBSD
OBSE
OBSF ,
PSG

0,SH'
OBSI

.-OBSJ--

RENINF
RENGRAM-

COaPROB''
rONPASS
CONANX
CONHYP..
CONTOT

Auditory Comprehension AUDCOMP

Spoken Language SPOKLAN

Orientation
ORIEN

Motor COordination MOTCOR

Personal Social. Behaviour PERSOC

Verbal Shore VERB

NonVerbal Score NONVEPB

Total Score
MYKTOT



: Computer-Code ---

# 2: How Much' and How Many CIR2TOT'
# 5: Finding Letters !and-Numbers CIR5TOT

f 9: How Words Sound iIR7TOT
# Listen to the Story CIR9TOT
#13: ,Think it Through- CIR13TOT


